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PREFACE

In adapting the present volume for the use of Elementary

Schools in Canada, the editor has ventured not only to alter

considerably the original text, but also to introduce new matter,

which might fit the book the better for use by Canadian

pupils. The more closely he has studied the text of the

author, the more has he been impressed by the wise selection

of material, that has made the little volume so successful a

text-book in elementary schools in Great Britain. He ventures

to hope that a similar success awaits it in Canada.

Toronto, August, 1905.
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AN ENGLISH HISTORY

CHAPTER I

THE COMING OF THE BRITONS

At one time Britain was not an island at all, but only a

£a,riy corner of the great continent of Europe with

Britain. which it was connected by land. Round its

present coasts stretched, in that remote age, vast and fertile

plains, now the bed of the sea, and shaggy forests clothed

the hills and highlands. The wild country was the home

of many strange beasts, some of which have now vanished

altogether from the face of the earth. This animal life was

strangely varied
;
beasts such as the reindeer and the lemming,

found now only in the Arctic regions, then visited Britain in

the depths of winter, while heat-loving creatures such as the

lion, the hippopotamus, the elephant and the rhinoceros,

ventured as far north during the summer warmth. The

bones of these animals have been dug out of the earth in

many parts of England
;

in the valley of the Thames they

are specially numerous, having been washed down the river

during the floods of centuries.

It is also in the Thames valley that have been discovered

The River- earliest traces of the human dwellers in

Drift-Men. Britain. At first view the remains are dis-

appointing, for they are only little pieces of flint, so rudely

fashioned that most people would never guess they had been

1



2 AN ENGLISH HISTORY

wrought by human hands. Yet they were, and they reveal

what man in early Britain was like. So rude was he that

these chi))ped flints represent his highest skill at tool-making.

Those who used such crude implements were savages indeed.

They could not even make handles for their stone hatchets.

They had not learned to till the ground. They were chiefly

hunters with but feeble weapons against the wild beasts, who
in their turn sometimes hunted the human animals with whom
they shared the plains and the forests.

In time the River-drift men, as these first inhabitants

The Cave- called, gave place to the Cave-men, a

Men. less barbarous people. The Cave-man made
weapons much better than those of the River-drift man. To

his flint chopper he added a handle of bone or wood. He
was not a naked savage : he clothed himself in the skins of

beasts which he sewed together with needles made of splinters

of bone. By rubbing one piece of dry wood against another

he produced fire, and he cooked his food before eating it. He
had a love for ornament, painted his face with the red iron-

stone, fragments of which have been found with his own bones

in his rocky dwellings, and decked himself with necklaces

made of shells or teeth
;
he even put gloves upon his hands.

But, perhaps, the most interesting fact about the Cave-man

is that in his humble way he was an artist. He delighted to

adorn his bone handles with drawings, which he scratched

upon their smooth surface with a pointed flint or with another

bone. These drawings of beasts and men, of fish, fruit, and

foliage show not only the things he found about him but also

that he observed them closely. The earliest picture of an

animal found in England '’omes from the Robin Hood Cave,

on the border between Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. It

is the spirited drawing of the head and neck of a wild horse

;

it was drawn by a Cave-man and was found buried far

beneath the present level of the ground
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Britain

becomes
an Island

But in time the Cave-man and the fierce wild beasts of his

period vanished and Britain herself changed

profoundly. The ocean swallowed up large

tracts of low'-lying land to form the present

Irish Sea and the English Channel. Britain became an

island. Its winters grew warmer, its summers cooler, until

the climate was not unlike that of to-day.

Meanwhile, in some way not known to us, a new race

occupied Britain. This was the Ivernians,

who came from the south-east of Europe, and

apparently crossed the sea that now flowed between Britain

and the mainland. With them they brought the pig, the

dog, the ox, and many other domestic animals hitherto

unknown in Britain. The new-comers had some kind of

religion
;

they honoured their dead, and buried them care-

fully in caves, or under heaps of earth and stones called

barrows. From the human remains found in these ancient

tombs, we judge the Ivernians to have been short, thick-set

people, with swarthy skins and curly black hair. With
the dead man were usually buried his weapons, and from

this we see that his race believed in a future life, in

which the departed would need the requisites for hunting.

The Ivernians spread to most parts of the British Isles.

In the chalky ridges of the Downs they scooped for them-

selves pits. Among the thick forests of western Ireland

they built rude log huts. In the Highlands of Scotland they

made round stone shelters, something like beehives. From

are able to learn the habits of the Ivernians. When we find

in their homes the bones of wild animals and fish we know
that they were hunters and fishermen

;
when we find grind-

stones we know that they- both grew and ground corn. That

the Ivernians could make pottery we see from the pieces of

broken clay vessels found in their dwellings, and their spindles

and rude combs clearly prove that they could spin and weave, f
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While the Ivernians were living in Britain, a people called

Celts were slowly working their way across

Europe to the west; in the different lands

which they conquered some of them settled down, but others

pressed ever farther westward. At length hordes of them

reached the seashore, and finally they crossed the Channel to

Britain, The}’’ w’ere well equipped for fighting, and with the

help of the bronze armour and weapons which they used in

battle, they soon subdued the less civilized Ivernians. Tali,

fair-haired, with rosy cheeks, and, it is believed, blue eyes,

were these Celts. They had garments of wool or linen, and

they were fond of all sorts of ornaments. They shaved their

faces, but of their yellow hair both men and women were

proud, and they let it grow as long as it would.

In two distinct bodies tlie Celts came. The Gaelic Celts,

who arrived first, gradually made their way as far as Ireland :

their language is still spoken in the north and west of

Scotland, in the Isle of Man, and in western Ireland. The

Brythonic Celts followed close behind, and fought with the

Gaelic Celts for Wales, Scotland, and the western coast of

England: their language is still the native language of Wales

and was spoken in Cornish villages so recently as the middle

of the eighteenth century.

The superiority of the Celt to the Ivernian was due chiefly

The Celtic bronze, and, in later years, of gold

Culture. and iron : with these metals he could make

a variety of tools and weapons quite beyond the capacity

of his rival. He made axes, with which to clear the land

of trees before sowing his crops
;

reaping-hooks to gather

his harvest; swords and javelins, before which people with

only stone implements were helpless. A great fighter was

he, and in fierce struggles with the men of other tribes he

spent much of his time. He moved continually from one

part of the country to another, and was so restless that,

though he constructed fortified camps or refuges to be used in
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time of battle, he never settled down to village life as did the

Ivernian. Skeletons of the two races are sometimes found in

the same barrow. Like the Ivernian, the Celtic 'dead were

laid in the grave with things supposed to be useful in the

world of spirits : the wariior had his battle-axe by his side

;

the princess of royal lineage had her necklaces, bracelets, and

brooches.

Stonehenge

The Celts had temples, in which their priests performed

Otonehenge
mysterious rites, and of such places of worship

remains still survive. Of these, Stonehenge,

0^1 Salisbury Plain, is the most famous. When perfect it

must have been a complete circle, formed by great blocks of
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stone, each quite twice the height of a tall man. Inside

the outer circle of stones ran a second circle, and in the

centre was a semi-circle of still larger blocks. Many of

these great stones are of a kind not found in the neighbour-

hood, and must, therefore, have been brought from a distance.

When we remember the scanty tools and the ignorance of the

simple men who reared these huge stones, the labour that

could overcome such difficulties commands our admiration.

Their priests, or Druids, the Celts held in high esteem.

The Druids
They were judges and law-givers

;
they were

medicine-men
;
they taught the young. The

gods of the Celts were numerous. Each rivei-, each mountain

and lake, had its ruling spirit, to whom the white-robed Druid

offered solemn sacrifice. Sometimes, in the sacred groves, or

in the great stone circles like Stonehenge, the priests offered

in sacrifice to the gods human victims. They were shut into

a huge wicker cage and the music of rude drums and trumpets

drowned their shrieks as they were burned alive. Before

being burned they were sometimes tortured, and from the

varying character of their dying agonies the Druids foretold

who should be victor in the coming battle, or what were the

prospects of the harvest. Other ceremonies were less grim,

as when the chief Druid, with his golden knife, cut the holy

mistletoe, of which fragments were then given the people to

hang as a charm over the doors of their dwellings.

To what extent trade was carried on in early times between

Early trade people in Britain and those on the continent

in tin. we hardly know. The most valuable product

of the country was the tin, found in large quantities in the

Cornish mines but scarce in other lands. It was needed to

make bronze, and became, therefore, an important article of

trade in Britain. In search for this tin it was that the

civilized nations who dwelt on the shores of the Mediterranean

first penetrated to the British Isles and only when they saw

md described Britain did the real history of the country begin.
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The first visitors were probably the Phoenicians, who from

• • early times had a flourishinsr settlement in
The Phoenicians

.

and the the south of Spain, where now stands Cadiz.

“Tin Islands.” story goes that about five hundred

years before the birth of Christ one of these Phoenicians,

named Himilco, set out on a voyage of discovery. He crossed

the Bay of Biscay, and then, after many days’ sailing, he

came to some islands described as “ rich in tin and lead, and

inhabited by a numerous, proud and industrious population,

accustomed to trade, and in the habit of going to sea in poor

boats made of skins.” Many people think that these islands

were the Scilly Isles. For another two days, Himilco sailed

on and came then to a green country, which may have been

Ireland. That he ever really reached Biatain we cannot be

sure, but there, probably from about this time, the Phoenicians

began to obtain tin.

Of tin the Romans in Italy had need, and about 330 B.c.

Pytheas the
they sent envoys to the Greek colony at

Greek, visits Marseilles to enquire about the tin-producing
Britain.

land, which they had heard lay somewhere

away in the far north. At the time these Greeks could not

give any information, but the Roman request aroused curiosity

and when their visitors had departed the merchants of

Marseilles turned their eyes towards Britain. They fitted

Pytheas. From Marseilles out past the Straits of Gibraltar

the Greek adventurers sailed. Turning northwards, they

reached finally the mouth of the English Channel. But

though now quite close to the tin country they did not know
it, and instead of landing in Cornwall they sailed past it up

the Channel. It was the early summer when Pytheas landed

in Kent and he stayed till the harvest had been gathered.

With interest he noticed that the grain was very plentiful,

but that it had to be threshed in covered rooms :
“ the

natives,” he says, “collect the sheaves in great barns, and
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thresh out the grain there because they have so little sunshine

that our open threshing-places would be of little use in that

land of clouds and rain.” He also noticed that the people

made themselves a curious drink by^ mixing wheat and

honey.

The first civilized man that ever reached Britain Pytheas

may well have been, and we cannot help wishing that he had

told us more of its inhabitants. But he remained only for

the summer months. As soon as the harvest was over he

sailed on to the coast of Norway, which he believed to be

an island. At length the cold forced him to turn homewards.

Having explored the shores of Denmark and northern

Germany, at last, after an absence of more than a year, he

got safely back to Marseilles. The tin country, the object

of his voyage he appears not to have reached, but his account

of Britain led thither other Greeks and also Romans.

Almost immediately, between Britain and Marseilles a trade

must have sprung up, for the earliest coins found in Britain

belong to the age of Pytheas. Legend was soon busy with

his voyage. One story tells us that the blue-eyed races which

he found could see only in the dark
;
another that the people

he found in Germany had horses’ hoofs instead of feet, and

still another that the natives of Ireland considered it their

•duty to eat their parents when they died.

Two hundred years after Pytheas a certain Posidonius

The visit of reached Britain. He went much farther

Posidonius. than Pytheas had ever been, and the far-

famed tin mines he at length found, a scene of busy work.

The natives carried the ore to an island, which may, perhaps,

have been the Isle of Wight, and there it was sold to

merchants from Marseilles. The tin was then taken across

the Channel and borne on the backs of pack-horses a thirty-

days’ journey to the south. Finally it was embarked upon

the River Rhone, and at length, after a devious journey, it

reached Marseilles, the great seaport at the Rhone’s mouth.
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Posidonius was a wise and learned man, whose accounts of

his ti'avels may probably be believed. He lived on into

the time of Julius Caesar, that mighty Roman, with whose

landing the real history of Britain begins.

Chief Dates.

Voyage of Himilco (about) 500 B.c.

Visit of Pytheas to Britain (about) 330 B.C.

Visit of Posidonius to Britain (about) lOO b.g=



CHAPTER IT

THE COMING OF THE ROMANS

Julius

invades
Britain.

It was fifty-five years before the birth of Christ that the

Romans, still by far the most powerful people in the world,

first came to Britain. At that time they ruled over the

countries we now call Italy, Spain, France, Turkey, Greece,

and Asia Minor, as well as over the northern coast of Africa.

Great leaders had built up this vast dominion, and Caius

Julius Csesar, who led the expedition to Britain, was the

greatest of all the Romans,

While fighting in Gaul, as France was'then called, Csesar

found that the tribes in that region were

helped by their brother Celts on the British

side of the water. Partly to cut off this source

of assistance to his foes, partly to see for himself this almost

unknown land, and, perchance, to add it to Rome’s dominions,

Csesar determined to invade Britain. So it came about that

in the autumn of the year 55 b.c., with 9,000 soldiers in

ninety ships, he arrived off the coast of Britain, near Dover.

Somehow or other the Britons had heard that he was coming,

and when his men drew near the shore they found hordes of

natives gathered on the cliffs to prevent their landing. The

blue-painted bodies of these strange people, their shouts, the

waving spears, and the showers of stones with which they

greeted their unwelcome visitors, alarmed the Romans, who
speedily turned away and found another landing-place,

10
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In Britain Caesar did not stay more than three weeks.

With winter coming on, and his ships out of repair, he

deemed it wise, when he liad secured pledges of submission

from two of the British tribes, to return to Gaul. But in the

very next year he returned, bringing this time an army so

strong that the Britons fled as the sti-angers landed. Yet in

Britain the Romans had no easy path. When they ventured

from the coast into the forest-clad interior the natives rallied

and attacked them, and only Caesar’s skill as a leader warded

olf disaster. The British leader Cassivellaunus, in spite of

divisions amongst his followers, was a formidable warrior.

Caesar was specially struck with the skill of the Britons in

managing their chariots which they drove into battle
;
he

describes how “by daily practice and exercise they attain to

such expertness that they are accustomed, even on a declining

and steep place, to check their horses at full speed, to control

and turn them in an instant, to run along the pole of the

chariot and stand on the yoke, and thence to return with the

greatest quickness.”

But against the Roman legions the efforts and skill of the

brave islanders seemed futile. In spite of the sharp stakes with

which the best ford was protected, Csesar crossed the Thames

and advanced upon the chief town of Cassivellaunus. This

place, he tells us, was not really a town at all, but only a sort

of forest fortress, feeble against the attack of tried troops like

the Romans. The forest fortress fell, but, in spite of defeats,

the Britons managed so to annoy their conquerors that Caesar

soon determined to withdraw. Before going he made a treaty

of peace, under which a small corner of the island submitted to

Rome. As the event proved, even this small corner was not

long retained
;

Caesar was too busy with other tasks to pursue

the difficult, and perhaps worthless, conquest of Britain, and

where he had failed other Romans might well pause before

venturing. Not until a hundred years after Caesar’s invasion

did Rome begin the serious conquest of Britain.
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During this century peaceful intercourse between Rome and

Britain was not wanting. Britons visited Rome. Romans
visited Britain, and one of them writes: “Although many
parts are hilly, most of the island is level and woody. It

produces grain, cattle, gold, silver and iron, which things are

exported, together, with skins and slaves, and dogs sagacious

in hunting. As an instance of the size of the Britons

themselves, we ourselves saw at Rome some youths who
were taller than the tallest there by as much as half a foot

;

but their legs are bowed, and in other respects their bodies

are not regular in shape. In part their manners are like

those of the Gauls, though in some respects they are more

simple and barbarous
;
for there are Britons who possess

plenty of milk and yet have not skill enough to make

cheese.”

It was inevitable that in time Rome should resolve to

take up seriously her designs upon Britain.

Forty-three years after the birth of Christ,

the Emperor Claudius sent a large army into

Gradually the Romans subdued most of the

south and south-east of Britain. Though the natives fought

with great courage, in the end they were always overcome

and step by step the victors made good their designs.

Of all the tribes of Britons, the Silures of South Wales,

under their heroic king Caradoc, whom the

Romans called Caractacus, gave most trouble

to the invaders. A fierce and resolute people were these

Silures, and their barren mountains offered a safe refuge from

the Roman soldiers. To Caradoc’s aid came Britons of other

tribes who loved fighting or hated the Romans. At length

the foes faced each other for the supreme struggle. Caradoc

took up a strong position on the slope of a hill, protected on

one side by a swift flowing stream. Before the battle he

passed along the ranks bidding his men remember how their

fathers had withstood the mighty Julius, and warning them

Claudius
invades
Britain.

the island.
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that from this fight would date either recovered freedom or

unending bondage. With shouts the British warriors swore,

each by the gods of his tribe, to die rather than yield. But

against trained valour mere courage could do little
;
darts

and spears were ineffective against heavy armour, and the

tribesmen were utterly routed. Treacherous Britons even

delivered Caradoc with his wife and children to the victors.

For nearly ten years he had been the chief hindrance to the

Roman conquest, and when he was carried captive to Rome
the citizens thronged to see the fallen chieftain. He adorned

the triumphal procession in Rome of his conquerors. In that

proud array came first the servants and friends of Caradoc,

then the spoils taken in battle, then his wife and family, and

last of all Caradoc himself, in chains. He was brought face

to face with the Emperor Claudius. But all the pride and

majesty, the luxury and grandeur of the Roman capital did

not dismay him, nor did he deign to supplicate that his life

should be spared. “ I had arms and men, horses and riches,”

he said to Claudius, “ where is the wonder if I was unwilling

to part with theml If you Romans aim ar extending your

dominion over all mankind, it does not follow that all men
should gladly take the yoke upon them. Had I at once

fallen into your hands an unresisting prisoner, neither my fall

nor your glory would have been as great. If you condemn

me the affair will soon be forgotten
;
but if you preserve my

life I shall remain an undying memorial of your clemency.”

By the dignity and courage of Caradoc, Claudius was so much
moved that he spared his life.

Even with Caradoc fallen, to complete the conquest of

Slaughter of Britain proved a hard and very slow task,

the Druids. While some of the tribes submitted, others

broke into revolt whenever they found a favourable opportu-

nity. From their retreat in the Isle of Anglesey, the Druids

still hurled defiance at the conquerors, and urged the Britons

to resist to the death those who would despoil them of land
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and liberty. At length Suetonius Paulinu.s, the Roman
commander in Britain, saw that the Druids themselves must

be overthrown
;
that by capturing Anglesey, the stronghold of

their religion, and slaying their priests, he would strike a

deadly blow. He marched to Carnarvon and halted to give

his men time to make wicker boats to carry across to

Anglesey the foot soldiers
;
the cavalry, when the tide was

low, could cross on horseback. The plan was completely

successful, Suetonius captured Anglesey, slaughtered the

Druids, and burned their sacred groves.

But even yet his work was not done. In the moment of

victory at Anglesey, word came of a great
Boadicea.

rising of the Britons in the far east of the

island, under Boadicea, Queen of the Iceni. She was the

widow of one of the richest of the British kings. This man
in his lifetime had been the friend of Rome. Yet on his

death the Roman soldiers wasted his kingdom, ill-treated his

daughters and stole his treasure
;
and when his outraged

queen appealed to the Roman governor against such usage

the haughty conqueror gave no redress, but inflicted upon

the queen herself the supreme indignity of scourging. She

had a terrible revenge. The Romans lived for the most

part within the walls of strong cities, and it was these

cities that Boadicea and her tribesmen, mad for vengeance,

first attacked. They fell upon Colchester and killed every

living creature within its walls, and at Yerulam, near the

modern St. Albans, they cut to pieces a Roman legion, and

sacked and burned, not only Yerulam itself, but also its

neighbour London. We are told that seventy thousand

Romans were slaughtered by the enraged Britons before

Suetonius, marching back with all possible speed from

Anglesey, was able to come up with the rebel army. But

in the terrible battle which ensued he was completely

victorious, and, when all seemed lost, Boadicea poisoned

herself.
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Of tlie Homan generals who fought at a later time in

The gentleness Britain one of the greatest and wisest was

of Agricola. Julius Agricola, who arrived in the year 78

A.D. By this time the spirit of the Britons was almost

broken. In twenty years of fierce fighting their bravest men
had perished. Their land lay untilled, their stores were

exhausted, and at last Agricola was able to make himself

their master. But he was not content to see them submit,

merely because they had no strength to fight. He wished

them to find in the Homans real friends, whose lead they

should follow in civilization. He encouraged the sons of the

chiefs to learn Latin and to wear the Homan dress
;
he

taught the Britons to build temples and baths, dwelling-

houses and law-courts, and such success he gained that after a

few years the Britons paid their tribute willingly, and served

with cheerfulness in the Homan army. By this time Agricola

had resolved to extend the Homan sway over the savage

peoples in the far north. A fierce fight followed with the

wild tribes of what is now Scotland. Though Agrippa did not

conquer them, on land he won victories, and his fleet sailed

through the whole length of the Pentland Firth, at the far

north of Scotland, making it clear for the first time to the

Homans that Britain was an island.

If we look at a map of Homan Britain we find it covered

^ R d
lines running from one town to another,

almost as straight as if they had been drawn

with a ruler. These lines represent the famous military roads,

-which the Homans, the greatest road-makers in the world,

made to help in the task of conquering Britain. A part of

their plan of conquest was to form in different commanding

positions camps in which they might station bodies of

soldiers, who should check any beginnings of disorder. Since

it was most important that these troops should be able to

march quickly from one camp to another one of the first tasks

of the Homans in conquered Britain was to make roads.
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Marvellous in tlieir solidity and in tlieir straightness are
these roads. They seldom turn aside to skirt a hill or avoid
a river, for their makers cared chiefly that the roads should
connect one place with another in the shortest possible way.
Some of them endure to this day.

Roman Camp (Lakk District)

Many of the Roman Emperors visited Britain in person,

Roman country some of them left their

Emperors mark. For instance, in the vain hope of keeping
in Britain hack the Piets, as the northern barbarians were

then called, the EmjDeror Hadrian built the great wall which

is still called after his name, between the Solway and the

mouth of the Tyne, To crush these dangerous foes the

Emperor Severus pursued them into their own Highlands, and

lost fifty thousand men in his efforts. A later Emperor,

Constantins, married a lady of British birth, “fair Helena,

who in all godly ways and goodly praise did far excel,” and
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tlicir sou Constantine, born at York, was the first eni[>eror to

accept the Christian faith. According to their custom the

Romans had left the Britons free to follow their own religion,

but they had gradually adopted the gods of the Romans, and

when the Roman Emperors became Christians the new faith

gained a considerable footing in Britain.

Roman Milestone at Letcester

Such movements took a long time, and while Britain

End of Roman was slowly growing peaceful, prosperous and
rale. civilized, while her marshes were being drained

and cornfields and orchards were taking their place, the

Roman empire itself was decaying. Hordes of barbarians
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were
2
)ouriiig out of the North and East to ravage even Italy

itself, and in such force tliat the Romans could not keep them
at bay. From the distant portions of the empire the Roman
government recalled legion after legion to defend the provinces

nearer home, and at length in the year 410 the last of the

Roman soldiers were withdrawn from Britain,

For three hundred and sixty years Roman rule had endured

Sesults of it done much for the country, A
Roman rule, desolate and uncultivated land, inhabited by

people, many of whom were almost savages, cruel alike in war

and in religion, the Romans had found Hritain, They left it

fertile and peaceful, bearing proudly the name of the Granary

of the North, Fair cities such as York, Chester, Colchester,

dotted its surface, in its meadows pastured herds of cattle,

and the country folk who tended them lived in neat, well-kept

villages. Some of the Britons had learned to build villas,

temples and churches, to read the Roman books, to travel

about their own island and often to visit distant shores. The

once hated conqueror they had come to regard as their best

friend, their only protection against the blood-thirsty Piets

and the other savage foes, who, as Rome’s weakness became

apparent, now threatened their country.

Chief Hates.
B. c.

55, Julius Caesar lands,

A.D.
,

43, Roman conquest begins.

78-84. Ri^iie of Agricola.

121. Building of Hadrian’s wall.

410. Roman legions recalled.
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CHAPTER III

THE COMING OF THE ENGLISH

So rich a country as Britain, Rome had not been left un-

Tlie Saxons disturbed to enjoy. During the last hundred
or English. years of her rule the south-eastern shores

were beset by new invaders, Jutes. Angles and Saxons,

marauders who came by sea from near the mouths of the Elbe

and the Rhine; since among the three peoples there was little

19
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difference, the Romans called them all Saxons, hut all were

soon welded into what we call the English. Thej;; were large

limbed and robust people, and, scouring the seas, they scorned

the civilization of the Romans and life within city walls.

Fighting was their trade. In search of blood and booty the

Saxon hero led out his war-band, leaving to slaves the tending

of his cattle and the harvesting of his crops. If he had good

luck he and his men returned home with their spoils of gold,

cattle and slaves, and then they gave themselves to days of

feasting and idleness. To the vanquished they were pitiless

enough. Every tenth captive was sacrificed to the gods : to

Woden, father of victory, or to the red-bearded Thur, lord of

heaven, whose chariot was the stormcloud, whose battleaxe

was the thunderbolt. In their great flat-bottomed rowing-

boats the English were able to creep in and out of tinj

river mouths and shallow creeks, and to land dryshod on

any beach. “Foes are they,” says a Roman writer, “fierce

beyond other foes, and cunning as they are fierce. The sea

is their school of war, and the storm their friend. Sea-

monsters are they that prey upon the pillage of the world.”

To keep them out of Britain the Romans built forts along

the coast from the Wash to Southampton Water, and they

kept a swift fleet, under a “ Count of the Saxon Shore,’'

whose duty it was to guard the waterways.

But when the Romans were gone Britain was really

„ ^ . - defenceless. With her cattle and corn-fields,
Tne Raids oi ^

the Piets her cities, gardens and orchards, she was a
and Scots. tempting prey to spoilers, and they did not

leave her long undistui’bed. It was soon seen that the

English were the least dangerous of her enemies. Past the

wall which the Emperor Hadrian had built in the north

to keep them out came swarming the Piets. Though driven

hack time after time they always came again. From Ireland

came the Scots, not yet settled in the land to which they

afterwards gave the name of Scotland They sailed up the
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Solway, the Dee, and the Bristol Channel, burning and

robbing wherever they went, and returning to their own land

laden with booty. Against their too numerous tormentors

the Romanized Britons did their best, but, long accustomed

to Rome’s protection, they were really too weak to defend

themselves. They sent to Rome piteous appeals by messengers

who arrived with torn garments and ashes on their heads in

token of despair. “The barbarians,” they urged, “drive us

into the sea; the sea throws us back upon the barbarians.

By one or the other we must perish, for we have none to help

us.” But for her abandoned provinces Rome could spare no

help, and the terrible Piets, likened by a British writer to

snakes, that, in the heat of mid-day, come forth from their

holes, continued to waste the whole country.

At length, in their extremity, the Britons determined to set

The Jutes settle ^ thief to catch a thief. So they invited a
in Britain. band of Jutish pirates to come and fight the

Piets, promising to reward them for this service with money

and with land. Joyfully enough the Jutes came. In the

year 449 three boats-full landed at Ebbs-fleet in the Isle

of Thanet. They defeated the Piets, but when this work was

done they showed no desire to return to their own country.

For a while they remained in Thanet, exacting large supplies

from the men they had come to serve. They declared that if

they were not well treated they would turn upon their hosts,

and they sent word to their friends at home of “the nothing-

ness of the Britons and the goodness of the land.” Soon

still larger hordes of Jutes began to arrive, bringing with

them their wives and children and cattle. In vain did the

Britons protest- and resist their former friends
;
within five

years the Jutes overthrew the Britons in battle, killed their

king, and seized his dominions. Thus was formed the

Jutish kingdom of Kent, and thus was begun the settlement

of new people which changed Britain to England.
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The Homan had not destroyed for the sake of destroying

;

the Jute, on the other hand, delighted in fire and slaughter

;

those of his captives who were too old or too feeble to work

he butchered; the rest he kept to be his slaves. Gildas, a

Briton, has described the misery of the land
;

its trampled

corn-fields, its ruined churches and deserted villages. He
tells us how the inhabitants fled to the hills and forests

until hunger forced them to accept the bread of slavery from

the conqueror. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, another record

of these grim doings, is short, and gives no details, yet

between the lines we can read the horrors of the tale that

might have been told. Two years after the first battle there

was a second, in which, according to the Chronicle, Hengist,

the new king of Kent, “slew four thousand men; and the

Britons then forsook Kent-land and fled in great fear to

London.” A few years later the same Chronicle tells of

devastation which had then spread much farther west, and

how “Hengist and ^sc, his son, fought against the Welsh

and took spoils innumerable
;
and the Welsh fled from the

Angles like fire.”

But the Jutes were not the only assailants. The next

„ . band of invaders who arrived were Saxons.
The founding
of Sussex and Three boat-loads landed near Hastings and
Wessex. slowly fought their way inland, hampered at

every step by the British miners, whose furnaces and rubbish

heaps can still be traced among the chalk hills of Sussex.

Near the coast at this point stood Anderida, one of the forts

which the Romans had built to protect the Saxon coast.

-®lle, the leader of the Saxon warriors, besieged this fortress

and “slew all that dwelt therein, so that not a single Briton

was there left.” By such victories the kingdom of the South

Saxons, after whom Sussex is named, was at length founded.

Though it was easy for the Saxon pirates to frighten and

defeat the Britons in the open field, the storming of a Roman

fortress was quite a different matter. Anderida did not fall
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till the year 491, fourteen years after the Saxons first landed.

When another four years went by a second band of Saxons

under Cerdic sailed up Southampton Water. They settled

just a little to the west of Sussex, and for this reason received

the name of the West Saxons. The West Saxons spread

slowly westward until they found themselves checked by a

British leader, who is said to have been the great King

Arthur. This British hero has always been beloved by poets

and story-tellers. They have told us how he was born from

the waves of the sea and how he led the Britons to victory in

twelve pitched battles against the West Saxons; how, with

his magic sword he wrought mighty deeds, and how he sailed

upon the sea in a ship made all of glass
;
how, after his last

great fight, he was received once more by the waters from

which he sprang
;
aud how he will one day come again to rule

in Britain.

After a long interval still another band of invaders called

the East Saxons established themselves in

what they called Essex. The Angles were not

far behind. Of the actual coming of these

men, who took the greater part of the country,

and who gave it its name of Angle-land or England, we
know very little. But we do know that while the Saxons

were conquering the southern coast of Britain, these Angles,

with their wives and children, were peopling the east. They

founded the vast kingdom of East Anglia, in the region where

Boadicea had once ruled, and the two war-bands that settled

in this kingdom were known as the North-folk and the South-

folk; their states are the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk of

the present day. Other Angles sailed up the Humber and

settled in the plain of York. By way of the Tees and Tyne

some of them entered what are now Northumberland and

Durham. Even into Pict-land the great estuary of the Forth

provided them with a highway. In the year 547 an Angle

iiamed Ida, whom the Britons called “flame-bearer,” became

The founding
of Pssex,

East Anglia,

Northumbria,
and Mercia.
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king of the whole of this northern district, and thus founded

the kingdom of Northumbria. The last kingdom to be

founded was won by men who were bold enough to press past

the earlier invaders on the sea coast until they came to still

unconquered lands. In this way the great inland kingdom of

Mercia was built up. The slow-winding streams that lead

into the interior were well-suited to English “ keels ”
;
and

when the warriors landed the roads built by the Romans

served as both guide and path. Thus was Britain slowly

conquered by the tribes who became the English people.

When, in 577, the West Saxons defeated the Britons at

Bearham, near Bath, and a little later, in 607, the Northum-

brians defeated other Britons in the great battle of Chester,

the invaders were secure. The Britons were then shut up to

regions which their descendants still hold—to Wales and

Cornwall and Devon.
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Chief Dates
A.D.

449. Jutes found the kingdom of Kent.

477. Saxons found the kingdom of Sussex.

495. West Saxons found the kingdom of Wessex.

547. Ida, the Angle, became king of Northumbria.

577. The West Saxons defeat the Britons at Dearham.

607. The Northumbrians defeat the Britons at Chester,



CHAPTER IV

THE COMING OF THE MONKS

The warrior bands who conquered Britain were fierce and

Pope Gregory
cruel pagans who hated the Britons all the

the Great more because many of them were Christians,
and England. before the newcomers had long been

settled the Christian church was planning to convert them,

as it had already converted so many wild peoples. It is in

Rome itself that the first stirrings of interest in pagan

England is found. The story is well known. Walking one

day in the market place, Gregory, a monk of Rome, notices

fair-haired captives offered for sale. He enquires who they

are and finds they are Angles, subjects of ^lla, king of Deira

in England. They shall be angels, singing Allelujah, and

saved de ira Dei (from the wrath of God), said the punning

Gregory. His heart was touched
;
he resolved to go himself

to teach the pagan people of England. But the Romans

relied upon him as a leader and would not let him go, and

only after long delay and when he had become Pope was he

able to send a strong mission to England under the monk
Augustine.

Of all the heathen kings who ruled in England at this

Augustine time the most enlightened was Ethelbert, lord

lands in Kent, of the men of Kent. He had travelled in

foreign lands and had married a French princess Bertha,

who was a Christian. When, therefore. Pope Gregory sent

it was to the

26
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kingdom of Kent that they first went. Augustine and his

monks landed in the Isle of Thanet, the place where one

hundred and fifty years before the Jutes had first moored their

boats. In fear and dread the Roman band disembarked,

for terrible tales had reached them of the cruelties of the

English. Upon the mainland they did not venture, but sent

messengers to Ethelbert, who dwelt at Canterbury, telling

him that they had come from Rome to bring him joyful

tidings of a kingdom that should never end. Ethelbert was

cautious
;
he replied that the monks must stay where they

were till he had time to think the matter over and to settle

what to do with them
;
for the present they would be supplied

with all they needed. A few days later the king went over

to Thanet and sent for the strangers to come before him.

He chose to receive them in the open air that he might be

the safer from possible witchcraft. Bearing a silver cross as

their banner and chanting a litany as they walked, Augustine

and his fellow-monks advanced toward the Kentish king in

solemn procession. When they halted before Ethelbert,

Augustine proclaimed at once to him and his courtiers the

Gospel he had come so far to deliver. The king’s answer was

still guarded :—

•

“ Your words and your promises sound fair to me, but they

are new and full of strange meaning, and I will not forsake

for them that which I and my fathers and all the English

have so long believed. Nevertheless, since you have come

from far to show us what you hold for truth we will not harm
you, but will give you both a house to live in and food to eat

;

nor do I forbid you to preach and to win to your faith such

of my folk as will hearken to your words.”

More than this the missionaries could not reasonably

expect at first. Augustine and the other monks settled in

Canterbury, the chief town of Kent, and soon the progress of

the new faith was very rapid. Many of the men of Kent
became Christians, and it was not Jong before Ethelbert
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himself was baptized into the new religion. Augustine

became the first bishop of Canterbury.

In Ethelbert the monks found a wise friend and a just

The Laws of ruler. Not only was he the first English

Ethelbert. king who became a Christian
;
he was also

the first to give his people written laws. The Dooms, as

they are called, consist of about ninety short sentences,

stating what fine is to be paid for any particular personal

injury :
—“ If one man do strike another with the fist, on the

nose—three shillings.” In earlier times the English had been

governed by unwritten customs, but soon after Ethelbert’s

conversion, perhaps about 600 A.D., these written laws were

prepared. No doubt the king learned from Augustine and

his monks that it was a good thing to let the people see

clearly what the laws were by having them in writing.

From Kent, Christianity soon spread into the neighbouring

Paulinus goes kingdoms of East Anglia and Essex. Though
to Northumbria. Wessex, Mercia and Northumbria still re-

mained heathen there was promise of change when a daughter

of Ethelbert and Bertha married Edwin, king of Northumbria,

and took with her to her northern home a little body of

Christian priests. Among them was Paulinus, an earnest and

lofty-minded man. At first King Edwin gave little heed to

the missionaries, but at length he was persuaded to summon
all his wise men to discuss the new doctrine. It was a

notable assembly. To each man in turn the king put the

same question :
“ Shall we worship the gods of our fathers or

shall we follow the teaching of Paulinus 1
” When the turn

of Coifi, the chief of the pagan priests, came, he answered,

“ I know that these gods that we have so long worshipped

have no power in them. For of all thy people, O king, none

has served them more diligently than I, yet there be many to

whom thou hast shown greater favour and many who are

more prosperous in all their doings. Now if the gods were

strong they would rather aid me who have served them so
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faithfully. Let us, therefore, hear what these men have to

tell us, and, if we find their law better than our own, then let

us serve their God without delay.”

Another, to v/hom the king appealed, struck a deeper note,

when he spoke of the mystery of life; “O king, in comparison

with the life unknown to us a man’s life in this world seems

to me like the flight of a sparrow through the hall where you

sit over the fire at meat, with your warriors and wise men,

heedless of the storm outside. The sparrow, I say, flies

through the warm room and out at once into the open
;
after

a moment of rest she is gone from our ken. Such seems to

me, O king, the life of man. It endureth but for a moment,

and we know neither what went before nor what will follow

after. If, then, these strangers can tell us of the Before and

the Afterwards, let us learn of them and follow their teaching.”

From these words it is obvious that the pagan creed

had little hold on Edwin or his people, and probably there

were few regrets when he ordered its altars to be destroyed

and accepted Christianity. He built a wooden Church at

York and made Paulinus the first Bishop of York. Thousands

of his people were baptized, and, since Edwin was lord over

all the other English kings, excepting only the king of Kent,

when he became a Christian it seemed likely that the whole

country would follow the example of so potent a leader.

But Penda, king of Mercia, scorned the new faith. With
great vigour he attacked Edwin and soon won cruel successes.

Edwin he killed in battle
;
he destroyed the new church and

sent Paulinus with Edwin’s widow and children back to Kent.

For a short time it seemed as if Christianity was wholly rooted

out of Northumbria.

Elsewhere, however, it was making progress. While Homan

The Monks of
niissionaries were in England, monks from

Iona in Ireland were preaching to the Piets of what
Northumbria. Scotland, and to the Scots who
had already begun to settle there. The Irish monk Columba,
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with twelve chosen companions, reared a humble monastery

on the lonely Iona, an island on the west coast of Scotland.

To this island came in time a royal exile, Oswald, a prince of

the house of Northumbria. Under the teaching of the Irish

monks he became a Christian, and when Edwin was killed

and Oswald was called to rule Northumbria, he sought at

Iona for priests once more to convert his dominions to Christ.

At first the task seemed hopeless. It was useless, the priests

reported, to preach to a people so hard-hearted and so barbarous

as the English. But, when the missionaries came back thus

to report their failure, Aidan, one of the noblest of the monks

at Iona, rebuked their despair. He asked, “Was it the

people who were hard, or you who expected too much of

unlearned hearers'?” The words showed that the speaker

was himself the fittest leader for the great work. He went to

Northumbria, and on the little piece of sandy ground which

we know as Holy Island, a spot nearly as bleak and lonely as

Iona itself, he founded a second Iona. Through the valleys

and moors of northern England he wandered on foot, telling

the peasant people of riches in which poor men might share,

and of a kingdom in which all men were equal. He had the

loyal support of King Oswald, himself a pupil of the Iona

monks. The king went about with his beloved bishop,

interpreting for him. In such ways no doubt a king might

serve his people better than as a leader in battle. But the

warrior arm was necessary too, for the old pagan leader Benda

of Mercia, who had killed Edwin, attacked Oswald a few

years later and killed him on the field of battle. Once more

the Christian missionaries met a severe check
;
yet, though

Benda lived and died a follower of the heathen gods, his son

Beada embraced the new religion, and under him Mercia, the

last stronghold of the old faith, became Christian. Wessex

had already been converted by Homan missionaries.
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Among the English the new faith wrought many and

Changes due to g>"eat changes. They became less brutal.

Christianity. Gradually slavery died out, and personal good-

ness came to be admired no less than the personal valour

so glorified by the fierce English. As a Christian land,

England had very much more in common with the rest of the

civilized world than heathen England ever had. Englishmen

began to travel in foreign lands, and they brought back with

them larger ideas, a taste for new pursuits, and a scorn of the

old barbarous ways. For instance. BishopWilfrid of York, after

a visit to Rome, came back determined that the new church

which he was building at York should have glass and not dried

bladder in its windows. His friend, Benedict Biscop, brought

masons from France, who taught the English to build stone

houses and stone churches. Music, architecture, and poetry,

all were used in the service of the new religion, and each

played its part in the improvement of the English race.

Something, too, to break down the barriers between the

different kingdoms the new faith did. A Northumbrian and

a Mercian might find themselves fellow-pilgrims to some

Kentish shrine, or fellow-students in a Wessex monastery,

and inevitably those who shared the belief that all men were

brothers ceased in time to regard neighbours of the same

blood as deadly enemies.

Christianity gave England her first poet. Csedmon was a

„ , .. cow-herd, whose business it was to tend the
C88amon tne ^

first English cattle belonging to the famous monastery of

Whitby. It was the custom when the day’s

work was over for the servants to sit together over the fire

in the great hall to tell tales, to sing songs, and play upon

the harp. But Csedmon knew no songs, and so, when his

turn drew near, he always rose from the table and went away.

Once when he had thus gone from the feast to the stable,

busied himself with the care of the animals, and then laid down

to rest, there came to him in a dream One who, calling him
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by his name, said, “ Sing, Caedmon, some song to Me.” “ I

cannot sing,” answered the cow-herd; “for this cause left

I the feast and came hither.” “Nevertheless,” said the

Stranger, “you shall sing to Me.” “What shall I sing”?”

asked Caedmon. “ The beginning of things created,” said He.

So the cow-herd sang, and when he awoke from his sleep he

still remembered the song he had sung in his vision. The

Abbess of Whitby was the saintly Lady Hilda, and when she

heard the strange story of the cow-herd and his dream she

caused to be read to him a passage from the Bible, and bade

him, if he could, to turn it into verse. Almost at once he

did as desired, and then, the Lady Hilda “embracing the grace

of God in the man,” commanded that Csedmon should leave

the tending of cows and be received into the monastery. The

monks taught the new brother about the beginning of things

created, and he wove what they told him into beautiful verse

as he had done in his dream. “ In all he wrote his will was

to draw men away from the love of evil, and to incite them

to well-doing.” His great poem is written in old English, a

very different language from the English we now speak. In

it he tells us of the Creation of the World and of Man, of the

wanderings of the Children of Israel, of the Life of Christ,

of the joys of Heaven.

To England, Christianity gave not only her first poet but

« .9 XI. X! ^ also her first historian. It is in the writings
Bede the first

i i . . -r. c t
°

English of this historian, Bede, the monk of Jarrow,
Historian. these delightful old tales of

Augustine and Ethelbert, of Paulinus and Edwin, of the

cow-herd and his heavenly visitor, of Aidan and of Oswald.

Yet none of these stories is more beautiful than the story of

the death of Bede himself, in the monastery where his whole

busy life had been spent. His History, the work of many
years, had long been finished, and another work, his trans-

lation of St. John’s Gospel, was almost complete. “Learn

with what speed ye may,” he said to the weeping scholars
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about his sick bed, “for I know not how long I may be here.”

Steadily on through his last day on earth the old man
worked. “ There is still a chapter wanting,” said the lad who
wrote at Bede’s dictation, “but it is hard for thee to question

thyself any longer.” But Bede toiled on and by the evening

the last sentence was written. “Most dear Master, it is

finished now,” said the scribe. “ You say truly,” replied the

dying man, almost with his last breath, “all is finished

now.”

Chief Dates.
A.D.

597. Augustine lands in Kent.

627. Paulinus converts Edwin.

633. Defeat and death of Edwin.

634. Conversion of Northumbria by Irish missionaries.

635. Conversion of Wessex by Roman missionaries.

664. Caedmon at Whitby.

735. The death of Bede.
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THE COMING OP THE NORTHMEN

Not long after the English invaders had finally defeated

The supremacy
British at Chester, they were waging cruel

of Northumbria, warfare among themselves. Each division
seventh century, struggled to make good its leadership of the

others. First one petty king and then another would lead an

army into his neighbour’s dominion, defeat him and force him
to own the victor as overlord. It was Northumbria that

came especially to the front after the battle of Chester, and

though often hard pressed by its growing rival Mercia on

the south, and by the fierce Piets on the north, it kept the

leading position for eighty years. But at length its enemies

triumphed. In a great fight with the Piets, a nephew of the

good king Oswald lost his whole army and his life, and with

his death the glory of Northumbria passed away. Only

strong men could hope to keep the chief place in those

troubled days, and the later Northumbrian kings were not

strong.

Mercia then took the lead among the English kingdoms.

Of the three kings under whom she kept this
The supremacy _ ®

of Mercia, position, OfFa, the last, was also the wisest and
eighth century, most capable, the greatest king, indeed, that

had yet appeared in England. He was a fighter
;
he defeated

the men of Kent and the West Saxons, and he struck a

sledge hammer blow against the old enemy the Britons. Up
to this time the river Severn had formed a boundary between

the English and the Britons, but Offa crossed it, captured

34
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Shrewsbury, the Welsh king’s capital, and carried the war

far into the heart of Wales. To protect his new boundary

he then built the great earthwork still called Offa’s Dyke,

and forbade the Welsh to venture out beyond it. Olfa was a

statesman as well as a fighter. He had the greatness of

Mercia very much at heart, and laboured in every way for its

welfare. Among his subjects, the most backward of all the

English in these respects, he sought to encourage art and

learning. That Mercia should no longer be under the control

of Canterbury, he persuaded the Pope to make his city,

Lichfield, the seat of an archbishopric. He made a written

code of the laws by which his dominions were governed. But

he left none to continue his work, and when he died, Mercia

fell into the background.

Wessex in the south then came to the front under a great

The supremacy
Egbert. Clear-sighted Ofia had seen

of Wessex, that this young prince might become a
ninth century, dangerous enemy, and had secured his exile.

Egbert fled to the court of Charles the Great, king of the
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Franks, who was building up his empire over France, and

Germany and Italy, and even claimed to succeed the old

Roman Emperors. From Charles, Egbert learned many
lessons in the arts of war and government, lessons which

he put into practice when he was called to the throne of the

West Saxons.

For twenty years he was king over the West Saxons before

The rule of strong enough to fight the Mercians.

Egbert. Then the fierce struggle began. At Ellandun,

in Wiltshire, in a battle so terrible that the* vanquished

kingdom never recovered, Egbert slew Mercia’s king. This

victory he followed up by wresting from Mercia the over-

lordship of Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Essex. Under threat

of invasion, Northumbria next submitted, and when the

East Anglians sought Egbert’s protection, his triumph

seemed complete. Once victor, Wessex long continued to

lead the English. Slowly the spread of learning and of

Christianity had been preparing the way for a union of the

different peoples, and the time was now at hand when such a

union would be necessary if the English were to make any

serious resistance to a new and terrible foe that threatened

them all. This new menace was from the Northmen, pirate

hordes coming from across the North Sea, as the English

themselves had come long before. The coming of the North-

men caused very great suffering in England, but it compelled

the English to stand by one another. It even drove the

Welsh to make common cause with their ancient foes against

the new invaders.

They came first during the last years of the reign of Offa.

The coming of ^^7 three ships anchored off the coast

the Northmen, of Wessex
;
from them landed strange warriors

such as the West Saxons had never seen before. The

Chronicle tells us the rest of the story in two grim sentences

:

“Then the reeve rode against them, and would have taken

them to the king’s town, for he wist not what they were ; and
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they there slew him. These were the first ships of Danish

men that ever sought the land of English kin.” This was the

beginning of terrible things. Seven years later “the harrying

of heathen men wretchedly destroyed God’s Church at

Lindisfarne Isle, through fire and slaughter.” Next year

“the heathen harried among the Northumbrians.” Then

they appeared in the Isle of Sheppey. Then “ King Egbert

fought against thirty-five ship’s crews at Charmouth, and

there was much slaughter, and the Danes held the field.”

These dreaded “heathen men” were better seamen and far

more cunning foes than had been the English when they first

came to Britain. Though most of them came from Norway,

the English called them all Danes. At first they aimed

merely at plunder. Their custom was to land near some

defenceless town or rich monastery, take what they could

carry away, set fire to what remained, and then depart as

rapidly as they had come, before the unhappy English, called

hastily from field or farm, could muster in pursuit. From
such marauders no part of the country was safe, but it was

along the eastern coast that their ravages were most terrible.

The Humber gave them entrance to Yorkshire. The winding

streams of the fen country brought them to rich regions

hitherto thought quite safe. When the black sails of the

heathen host were seen among the meadows horror fell upon

the English
;

the marshman hid with his cattle among the

reeds, and sent his wife and children to the nearest town in

vain quest of safety. In the general terror a new clause was

added to the Litany :
“ From the fury of the Northmen,

good Lord deliver us.”

At first only pirates seeking plunder, the Danes soon grew

They stay in bolder. On headlands and little islands where
England. they could spend the winter, instead of return-

ing to their northern homes, they built themselves strong-

holds. Here they guarded their stores and treasures, and
they were careful to build, their camps close to the sea so
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that a way of escape was always open. A splendid fighter

was the Dane
;
wearing mail-shirt and helmet he was better

equipped than the ill-armed and ill-trained English peasant.

When numbers were equal the Dane could do more than hold

his own. But when the odds were against him he was

far too wary to fight. Then he sought shelter in his rude

fortress which the English, quite unused to attacking such

defences, hardly ever succeeded in storming.

Of all the English kingdoms, Wessex alone, perhaps because

Their ruthless remoteness in the south, offered successful

conquests. resistance to the Northmen. As long as

Egbert lived they were kept at bay there. But for the other

kingdoms of which he was only overlord, even Egbert could

do very little. Egbert died in 837 and such stormy times

followed that when, thirty-four years later, in 871, his

grandson Alfred, whom we still reverence as Alfred the

Great, became king of Wessex, he found almost no kingdom

left. Both in the north and in the remoter south the North-

men had attacked England as persistently as the English them-

selves had assailed the country three hundred years earlier.

They took and ravaged York, cruelly slaughtering the rulers

and people alike. Soon we find them much farther south in

East Anglia, where, after a stern fight, they captured the king

Edmund. The fierce pagans offered the monarch his life if he

would renounce his Christian faith and rule under them.

When he refused they tied him to a tree and amused them-

selves by making him a target for their arrows
;
at last, sated

with this savage play, they cut off his head. The tide of

conquest swept farther west and south. To churches and

monasteries the Northmen were especially hostile, and many a

blackened ruin marked the track of desolation. At Crowland

and at Peterborough they burned and pillaged the abbeys

with ghastly slaughter of the inmates. In time the assailants

passed on to Kent and sacked Canterbury. When the men
of Kent tried to buy them off they took the money and used
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it to equip themselves better for the work of plunder. They

captured and sacked London, and at last Winchester, the

ancient capital of the kingdom of Wessex, fell before them.

Alfred’s father, Ethelwulf, and three of his brothers, had

Alfred wng of
turn during the dark years while these

Wessex, fights things were happening. It was in the very
the Northmen, Alfred’s accession to the throne that

the Danes entered Wessex. There was a terrific struggle,

for Wessex was the last standing ground that the English

race now held on the island, and to lose Wessex meant to

lose all. In a single year Alfred fought in half a dozen

bloody battles. Wessex was now left alone to carry on the

struggle, and had Alfred been less courageous, less wise, or

less determined, the fate of England might have been sealed.

By bitter experience Alfred learned that it was hard to beat

the Danes in battle, and impossible to storm their strongholds.

For the time he contented himself with trying to protect his

people from pillage. At first he was able to persuade the

Danes to retire to Gloucester. But new hordes poured in,

and when a Danish fleet came sailing up the Bristol Channel,

and a second appeared on the coast of Devon, the host at

Gloucester broke their pledged word and joined the new-

comers with such vigour that, for the time, Alfred’s cause was

hopeless. Some of his people fled beyond seas to other lands,

some submitted to the yoke of the new comers. Alfred

himself with a small band escaped to the woods, to live a wild

and hunted life. At the coming of winter, on the little

marsh-girt island of Athelney, he and a few faithful followers

hid themselves. Here he could watch the movements of the

heathen host and weave plans to be carried out as soon as the

return of spring made it possible to renew the struggle.*

*At Athelney, in 169.3, a beautiful brooch was dug up, made of gold
and polished crystal, and bearing the inscription :—

•

AELFRED MEC HEHT GEWYRCAN.
Alfred me had worked.

This jewel must have been lost by the king during his three months’ con-
cealment on the Isle—the darkest and unhappiest time in his whole life

—and have Lin hidden in the. earth for more than eight hundred years.
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During these long winter months Alfred was not idle.

Alfred conquers Perhaps now and again messengers may have

the Northmen, crossed the fens to his hiding place, bringing

news of secret preparations in many a Wessex homestead for

one last effort. At last, when the days began to lengthen,

Alfred came forth from his marshy retreat. Bands of West

Saxons from Somerset, from Wiltshire, and from Hampshire

flocked to his side, “and they were right glad at his coming.”
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The English army fell upon the Danes, defeated them at

Edington, besieged their camp, “ and there sat fourteen days,”

till hunger forced the Northmen to yield. Only a few months

earlier it had seemed as if Wessex was conquered, as if

England was lost to the English and to Christianity, and

must become a Danish country, and now, how changed was

the outlook ! Alfred had saved Wessex, and by saving

Wessex Tie had saved England. With his conquered foes

he dealt gently. He required that their leader, Guthrum,

should be baptized and do homage to him as overlord.

Though he bade the Danes leave Wessex for ever, the north

and east of England he left under their control, and it was

long known as the Dane-lagh, that is, the land under Danish

law. Guthrum was baptized with thirty of his chief men,

and Alfred became his god-father, “ and feasted him twelve

days; and Alfred honoured Guthrum with rich gifts.” Those

of the Northmen who did not wish to live peacefully in

England crossed the Channel, and many of them continued

their roving life in the land we now call France.

A. D.

607-685.

757-796.

825.

836.

855.

860.

867.

871.

879-

Chiei’ Dates.

Northumbria first among the English kingdoms.

Mercia first among the English kingdoms.

Egbert defeats the Mercians at Ellandun, and Wessex
becomes first among the English kingdoms.

Egbert defeats the Northmen.

The Northmen for the first time stay all the winter in England.

The Northmen sack Winchester.

The Northmen take York, and overrun Northumbria.

Alfred begins to reign.

Alfred defeats the Danes at Edington, and makes peace witn

Guthrum.



CHAPTER VI

ALFRED AND HIS SUCCESSORS

For thirty years Alfred reigned in Wessex. As we have

The wise rule
during the first eight he waged

of Alfred the ceaseless warfare with the Danes
;
during the

Great. remaining twenty-two he devoted himself to

building up his kingdom. For a possible renewal of the

struggle he prepared himself by strengthening those points

in his defences of which bitter experience had shown the

weakness. Alfred is one of the world’s great men, and he

planned England’s defence skilfully. Since he had learned the

value of good ships and good sailors, he made the improvement

of the English navy one of his first cares. He had felt the

need, too, of well-armed, well-trained soldiers, and this need

he supplied by compelling all owners of five hides of land to

follow him to battle whenever he took the field. He had

seen the sufferings caused by famine, when war had called

away even those who should have stayed at home to sow and

to gather the harvest, and, to make this impossible again, he

divided the fighting men of every district into two equal

parts, to be called out for service in turn, and one to be

always free for the ordinary duties of life at home.

The land was in a sad plight. Its towns lay in ruins

;

His great monasteries, the only schools, were deserted;

reforms. trade had almost disappeared. But, though

hampered by feeble health, and never free for a moment from

the danger of fresh Danish outbreaks, the young king set
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bravely to work at his great task. Sadly changed were the

times
;
he could remember the days when foreigners came to

England to be educated, but now few teachers or scholars,

schools or libraries were to be found in the land. Yet he

tells us “all may be set right if we have only stillness.”

Alfred founded monasteries and brought to them wise men
from the Continent to instruct the youth of Wessex. He
himself wrote books, and he also translated other works into

the English tongue. He built and fortified towns. He
re-arranged the Dooms of Ethelbert and other old English laws,

not venturing, he tells us, “to set down in writing much of

my own, for it was not known to me what of it would please

those who should come after me.” Trade he encouraged

abroad, as well as at home, so that the English merchp^nts

began once more to carry to foreign ports Cornish tin, lead

from the Peakland, and the coveted English wool, and to

bring back silks and gems, gold, fine cloth and glass, and

many other precious and beautiful things.

For his people Alfred did as much by his example as by

The greatness work he performed. In dark days his

of Alfred. strength and boldness had inspired his people

with new courage and in time of peace his infiuence was not

less. To his court flocked the wise and the good, timid

scholars sure of sympathy, dwellers in far lands, sea captains

who had explored unknown oceans. As, after the custom of

the time, the court moved from place to place so that the

king might hear complaints and settle disputes, the English

in all parts of the land were stirred to love and reverence by

his beautiful character, by the purity and simplicity of his

life, and by his tenderness towards the poor. “I desire,”

said Alfred, “ to leave to the men that come after me a

remembrance of me in good works.” And his desire was

granted. The figures of the old kings, Danes and English,

who schemed and fought till death overtook them, pass before

us like shadows. Only one form stands out clearly among
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them—the form of Alfred the Great, Alfred the Truth-teller,

Alfred whom his people called “ England’s Comfort.”

Alfred was succeeded by his son Edward, who inherited

some of the greatness of his father. Alfred’s

Alfred’s' son lead against the Danes, his noble work in

becomes “King organizing his own kingdom, left Wessex
of the English,

unquestionably the first of the English states.

It grew steadily in wealth and importance and soon absorbed

other kingdoms. Alfred’s daughter married the ruler of

Mercia and, when her husband died, this “Lady of the

Mercians ” showed the qualities of her great father, joined

Edward in warring on the Danes, still a menace, and finally

broke their power in the Midlands. When she died Edward

assumed the rule over her land, Mercia. East Anglia and

Essex he also won
;
other neighbours acknowledged his sway

and there were few in England to question the fitness of the

title which he in the end assumed, that of “ King of the

English.” It was to claim more than the petty kingdom of

Wessex, and to this day Edward’s descendants sit on the

English throne.

But, though Edward had become king of the English, much
.

. , still remained to do before the whole land was
Atnelstan s

victory at really subject to his house. His son Athelstan
Brunanburh. worthy, too, of his grandfather, Alfred.

Not only did he complete the conquest of the north of

England but he even asserted his sway over the Scots and

The Scots leagued themselves with the Welsh, Piets, and

Danes to resist the aggressive English king, and the union

of peoples, so long bitterly opposed, shows how keenly they

felt the common danger. Against these varied elements,

Athelstan won at Brunanburh, in the north, a complete

though bloody victory
;
when the sun went down five of his

kingly foes lay dead upon the field, and Athelstan had made

good his claim to supremacy.
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After Athelstan died in 940, the most notable ruler was

The strong rule nephew Edgar, who became king in 959,

of Edgar. when only sixteen years of age. Though

leaving some of the English provinces under their local

rulers, Edgar made it clear that he was master of all England.

He preserved such order and quiet in his dominions that he

was known as “the peaceful king.” Yet he was ceaselessly

active. Every year he went up and down England to make

sure that the laws were enforced and that the poor were not

oppressed. On the sea, too, he was strong. He had three

considerable fleets, and with them he is said to have sailed

round his whole coast every spring. Edgar was a small man,

and the story goes that King Kenneth, of Scotland, at a feast

once asked why he and other kings should serve one so

insignificant in stature. Edgar’s prompt answer was to lead

Kenneth to a wood where the two were alone, to hand him a

sword and to challenge him to prove in single combat which

was the better man. “It is not good that a king should be

swift with his tongue as thou art, unless he be also swift and

strong in battle.” Kenneth promptly asked pardon
j
obviously

King Edgar was not a man to be trifled with.

By Edgar’s side was the churchman, Dunstan. When only

The reforms of twenty-one he was abbot of the great monastery

Dunstan. of Glastonbury, and from the first he showed

stern resolve in reforming abuses and in rebuking lax morals

;

even kings felt the sting of Dunstan’s reproaches for evil

conduct, and for his plain speech he was more than once

dismissed from court. But Edgar, though his own faults

were rebuked, kept Dunstan supreme in the Church and

made him Archbishop of Canterbury. Not since Alfred had

there been such effective lead in all reforming work. The

long wars with the Danes had caused many of the English

to relapse into something like paganism. Dunstan saw that

the Church must uplift the English by education. He made
the priests learn trades that they might themselves teach the
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people how to work. He rebuked the worldly practices of

the clergy and forbade them to hunt or to play with dice.

The weakness
ofEthelred
“the Unready,”
and the return
of the Danes.

and it is said that Dunstan invented an ingenious way of

marking how much was held in the drinking cups of the time,

that men might know the quantity they consumed and learn

moderation. With Edgar and Dunstan working together,

England became something like an orderly realm.

Edgar died in 975, and was succeeded first by an elder son,

and then, four years later, by his younger son

Ethelred, who reigned for thirty-seven years,

and won for himself the reputation of the worst

of all the Anglo-Saxon kings. He was called

Unready or Un-red-ig, because, in all he did, he acted without

rede or counsel. His weakness was soon known, and, in the

very year after his succession, Northmen from Denmark and

Norway once more began to ravage the land which they had

left in peace for over a hundred years. Dunstan soon died;

there was then no strong man to lead the English to victory,

and after suffering a severe defeat from the Danes at Maldon,

they were foolish enough to pay a large sum of money

to Swegen Fork-beard, the Danish king, to buy from him

a temporary truce. This only provided the Danes with

increased means to attack England. In his attempts at

resistance the unlucky king proved as ill-advised as in his

submission. When, counting upon the English king’s loyalty

to his bargain, Swegen went back to his own land, Ethelred,

perhaps thinking himself safe for the moment, ordered all

the Danes in England on whom he could lay hands to be

put to death. Among those who perished were Swegen’s

sister and her husband. Of course the Danish king panted

for revenge, and in the following year he came to seek it in

full measure.
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When they came the Danes met here and there with

^
“ hard hand play,” but usually it seemed easier

with the to the English to bribe their foes to go away
Danes. than to fight them. Bitter jealousies kept the

English from union, and the Danes were alert and rapid foes.

“ Ever,” says the Chronicle, “ they returned to their ships

with booty. And when they went to their ships then ought

our forces again to have gone out against them until they

should land
;
but it was at that time that our forces went

home
;
and when they were eastwards, then were our forces

westwards
;
and when the Danes were southwards, then were

our forces kept northwards. Then were all the wise men
called before the king that they might haply counsel how this

land might be defended. But, although they did devise some-

thing, yet did not their counsel endure even one month
;
at

last there was no chief who would assemble forces, but each

fled as best he might, nor, at the last, would even one shire

assist another.”

When further opposition seemed useless the English Council

The Danish Wise Men, the fore-runner of the later

Conquest. Parliament, submitted to Swegen, and Ethelred

fled over the sea to the home of Emma, his Norman wife.

Then the Dane was lord of England. Within a few months

Swegen died, leaving a son and heir, Canute. With Swegen

dead, the English sent to recall Ethelred, declaring that no

lord was dearer to them than their natural lord, if he would

but promise better rule than he had given. So Ethelred

came back to his people, and both he and Canute claimed to

rule in England. When in a year or two Ethelred died, his

'son, Edmund Ironside, carried on the struggle. He was of a

character very different from his weak father. During his

short reign of seven months he fought five battles with the

Danes, and in three of them he was victor. At length an

agreement was made by which Edmund was to keep Wessex,

London, and the whole of the south of England, while Canute
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ruled over the remainder. But Edmund’s early death put an

end to this arrangement, and then Wessex submitted to the

Dane, and Canute became sole king of all England.

A.D.

901- 925.

918.

921.

924.

92s- 940.

937-

940- 946.

946- 955-

955- 959-

959- 975-

960.

975- 979-

979-1016.

980.

1002.

1003.

1016.

1017.

Chief Dates

Reign of Edward the Elder.

Mercia submits to Edward.

East Anglia and Essex submit to Edward.

The Northumbrians chose Edward for father and lord.

Reign of Athelstan.

He defeats the Scots, Welsh and Danes at Brunanburh.

Reign of Edmund.
Reign of Eadred.

Reign of Edwy.
Reign of Edgar. He is chosen king of all the English.

Dunstan becomes Archbishop of Canterbury.

Reign of Edward.

Reign of Ethelred the Unready.

The Danish invasions begin again.

Massacre of the Danes by Ethelred’s order.

Swegen invades England.

Ethelred dies. Edmund reigns for seven months.

Canute is chosen king of all England.



CHAPTER VII

!

K

I

CANUTE AND HIS SUCCESSORS

Next to Alfred, Canute the Dane is the most interesting

The greatness sovereign in English history before the Norman
of Canute. Conquest. Though he ended his reign almost

as a Christian saint, he began it as a lawless pagan. When
at twenty-two he became king over all England, he proved

harsh and pitiless. He drove out of England the baby

children of his rival, Edmund Ironside, and murdered the

only one of their uncles who was not in safe hiding at the

court of the Duke of Normandy. Of the great overlords of

provinces he put two to death. Yet to England he gave

really strong rule. Under him she was set free from her

long fear of the terrible Northmen, for no Danish fleet would

harry her coasts while the king of the Danes was also king of

the English. He put his own earls, or, as they were called,

Ealdormen or Aldermen, over the diflerent divisions of

England, which were so well ruled that progress and pros-

perity were very marked. As soon as he felt his position

secure, he showed himself eager to win the love and confidence

of the English, and to make them forget that he was a foreign

conqueror. His great fleet he sent back to Denmark, and

with it most of his troops, keeping with him only a small

guard composed of English as well as Danish soldiers.

The English were much pleased when Canute married

Emma, the widow of King Ethelred, and made
His wise rule.

before the Council of Wise Men to govern

by the English laws in force under Edgar. Englishmen

49
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equally with Danes he chose for high offices about his person,

and so little time did he spend in Denmark that the English

felt they were first in his thoughts. When, in his later

years, Canute made a visit to Rome, he wrote from there a

striking letter to his English subjects. “Let those in charge

of the government,” he said, “ do no injustice to poor or rich,

as they value my friendship and their own souls. Equally to

those who are noble and to those who are not let their dues

be given according to the laws, from which no turning aside

shall be allowed, either through fear or favour, or for the

filling of the treasury
;
I need no money gathered for me by

injustice. I send this letter before me that all the people of

my realm may rejoice in my well-doing
;

for, as ye know well,

I have not spared, nor will I, to spend myself and my toil for

what is needful and good for my people.”

Among the Ealdormen chosen by Canute was Godwin, Earl

of Wessex, a man of humble birth, who by

Godwin^and force of his own character rose to be the

the sway of chief subject in the realm. So powerful did he
Canute s sons,

become that, when death claimed the great

Canute, most of the English wished that Harold, Godwin’s

elder son, should succeed to the throne. For the time this

was not to be. Godwin himself favoured the claims of Hardi-

Canute, son of Canute and Emma; so firmly rooted was the

Danish ruler’s line in the affections of the English that,

as yet, few wished to recall the sons of the English Ethelred

from their Norman exile. But none the less was the Danish

line destined to have only a short sway in England. Not

Godwin’s favourite Hardicanute, but this prince’s brother,

Harold “ Hare-foot ” first took the throne. He soon died

and when, at last, Hardicanute ruled, evil days fell upon

England. By heavy taxes he turned the people from him;

he “did nothing that was royal in the whole of his reign,”

we are told. So petty and vindictive was he towards his

dead brother and predecessor that he caused his body to be
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taken from the grave and cast into a ditch. Fallen, indeed,

was the Danish line from the standard of the great Canute,

and when, after two years, Hardicanute died childless, the

Danish sway was at an end. The old royal line of England,

the line of Alfred, now at last came back, for with the consent

of all, Edward, known as the Confessor, half-brother of

Hardicanute and son of Ethelred and Emma, became king of

England.

Edward the Confessor had been reared at the court of his

Edward the relative the Duke of Normandy, and proved to

Confessor. be more Norman than English in his tastes

and sympathies. He was already a middle-aged man, and

since early childhood he had been a stranger to the English

people and the English tongue. The Normans, among whom
his life had been spent, were the stateliest, bravest and most

progressive race in Europe. It was natural that Edward should

prefer their customs to those of the rude English, who only

ridiculed the fine clothes and dainty manners of the foreigners

brought over by the new king to England. Edward himself

shared the fastidiousness, but not the courage, of his Norman
friends. His was a gentle, timid nature, happy in the society

of monks and priests, shrinking from rude sports and warlike

pursuits.

Between Edward and Godwin a quarrel soon broke out.

Edward’s
bluff old earl was bitterly jealous of

quarrel with Edward’s Norman friends, and in turn was
Godwin. himself despised by them. When Edward’s

brother was mysteriously killed, the king believed that the

murder was planned by Godwin, and showed that he under-

stood the earl as little as the earl understood him. The
quarrel grew in bitterness until at length Edward determined

to get rid of such a turbulent subject. To his aid he called

the Earls of Mercia and Northumbria, jealous of Godwin’s

power, and prepared for battle. For the time Godwin was

beaten. With his three sons he fled from England. But it
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was only for a brief exile
;
since his only offence was dislike

of the strangers, he was popular with the English, who soon

forced Edward to recall him. When once restored to power

his influence was quickly supreme. His son, Tostig, became

Edward’s chief friend, and another son, Harold, was made
Earl of East Anglia.

When, within a year of his return, Godwin died, Harold

succeeded to the Earldom of Wessex, as well
Wmifl.m of

'

Normandy’s to his father’s power. The weak Edward
designs upon had now learned to lean wholly on the sons of
England.

Godwin. Tostig he made Earl of Northumbria,

and to Harold he left the chief management of the kingdom.

But a formidable rival to Harold now appears on the scene.

It happened that, during a storm in the Channel, Harold had

suffered shipwreck on the coast of Normandy, and was taken

before Edward the Confessor’s cousin, William, the Norman
Duke. At this time, though only about four and twenty

years of age, William had successfully triumphed over many
powerful enemies, and was the ablest general and ^C^oesman

of his time. Keenly ambitious, he had already visited

Edward in England, and had hardly concealed his design

to win that realm. To him Norman rule in England seemed

not unnatural. His visit was during the days of Norman
supremacy; many Normans were in high office in England;

the Norman tongue he heard on all sides
;
and he had only to

look back to the days of Canute to see how faithfully the

English could serve a foreign ruler. So, when accident placed

Harold in William’s power, he took advantage of the chance to

draw from Harold an oath to do all he could, on the death of

Edward, to help William to secure the English throne. It

was not long before the crisis came, for, soon after Harold’s

re^rn home, Edward the Confessor died.

By an oath wrung from him under compulsion, Harold

could fairly claim to be in no way bound. He himself

was the person whose succession to the childless Edward
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was most natural, and so it came about that, on the day

after Edward’s death, Harold was duly chosen

king of England. He was not a descendant

of the royal line of Egbert, but his claim to

the throne was the best of all possible claims,

for the Wise Men named him as the one man strong enough

to hold the nation together in a time of great danger and

difficulty.

that Harold broke his oath.

Harold
succeeds

Edward i

Mng.

It was for England’s sake, as much as for his own.

William’s

design

to attack
Harold.

the south coast and to prepare to resist the

invasion which he had only too good reason to

fear. William of Normandy lost no time in

pushing his claim to the English throne. At
once on the death >f Edward he sent over messengers to

demand the crown and to remind Harold of his promise.

When he learned that Harold had himself taken the throne,

he denounced him as a perjurer and forthwith planned

a great expedition to England. Had he crossed without

delay he would have found Harold ready to receive him,

but, happily for the Norman cause, as the event proved, his

great fleet took long to equip, and unfavourable winds caused

further delay. By this time Harold was less well prepared,

for the harvest time had come, and he was unwillingly obliged

to let his men depart to their homes to gather their crops.

William was not the only invader getting ready to attack

Tostig’s attack
Harold’s own brother, Tostig, had

on Harold been driven from his earldom because of his
and defeat. misrule, and now he vowed vengeance

against the more successful Harold. Taking refuge in

Norway he had persuaded the king of Norway to join him

in an expedition into England, and, while Harold’s sway was

still young, the two allies landed in Yorkshire with a large

army. To confront the danger Harold hastened northwards,

gathering troops as he went, and the brothers met in deadly
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conflict at Stamford Bridge. Heavy within him must have

been Harold’s heart as he faced his own brother in war, for he

was sorely needed in the south where the Normans might

land at any moment. But he defeated his foes and left

Tostig and his ally dead on the field of battle. When, three

days later, William landed at Pevensey, a panic-stricken

horseman brought the news to York, where Harold and his

weary soldiers were resting and making merry. “ Had
I been there,” cried the English king, “they should never

have made good their landing.” With all possible speed

he marched southwards again, sending before him messengers

in all directions to bid every Englishman hasten to the

defence of his country. By some his call was not heeded

even in this hour of need
;

there were great earls who
stayed away, because they were jealous of Harold’s power,

and not unwilling to see it destroyed. He waited for a few

days in London, but the Normans were ravaging the south

with such barbarity that further delay was impossible. With

his hastily collected army, Harold marched out to meet them,

and when he took up a strong position on a hill near Hastings

the decisive moment for England had come.

Before the battle William told his soldiers that he had

The battle come to England to secure the throne, which

of Hastings. King Edward had left to him, and to punish

Harold for his broken oath. The Normans, he said, were

brave and always victorious, while the English were a nation

of cowards who had already been conquered by the Danes.

If the victory fell to his side he vowed to build a great

minster, on the spot where, looking across to Harold’s hostile

array, he could see the English Standard and the Golden

Dragon of Wessex fluttering in the wind. Before the battle

Harold also spoke to his soldiers. He bade them remember

that they were fighting for their homes and for their country
;

though, he said, the Normans were no mean foes, all would be

well if they could only keep their strong post on the hill-side

;
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they must stand still and let the Normans assault them where

they stood ;
whatever happened they were not to break their

ranks. This was sound policy and it shows that Harold was

a great general. But, except for a small body of household

troops, his soldiers were badly trained
;
many of them were

country folk, armed only with scythes, with spades or hoes.

Though they had loyally obeyed his summons, the best will in

the world could not make such ragged peasants a disciplined

force fit to face the trained Norman horsemen.

When the fight began Harold stood in the front of the

Defeat and
English array wielding his mighty battle-axe.

death of The Normans advanced, headed by their court
Harold. minstrel, who sang songs of battle and marched

gaily to his death, tossing his sword into the air and catching

it again. First the Norman archers, then the foot-soldiers,

and, lastly, the horsemen tried to storm the hill but could not.

When they wavered and turned, a cry arose that the Duke
was killed. That his men might behold him living William

tore off his helmet and rallied them for a second charge.

With his own hand he killed Gurth, Harold’s brother, and

many others among the flower of Harold’s army fell in this

second attack. But it was in vain, for the English still kept

their ranks on the hill-side. At last William determined to

try cunning. He commanded his men to feign flight
;
and the

ruse succeeded. Many of the English, weary of standing

still, disobeyed orders, broke their lines and followed the

Normans down into the plain. Their rashness cost them dear.

The Normans faced round and became in their turn pursuers.

Some of them gained the crest of the hill and then the

English line was broken. The Normans closed in on Harold,

who, with his body-guard, still stood firm round the Royal

Standard. Repeated assaults failing, William commanded his

archers to shoot into the air that their arrows might fall on

the heads of the Englishmen. One of these arrows struck

Harold in the eye and he fell down mortally wounded. But
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still his fast dwindling band of friends and followers fought

on, vainly as it proved, for when the sun set the best men in

England lay dead upon the fatal field and William had won
a battle and a kingdom.

We have now seen Britain conquered four times, first by

The four
Romans, secondly by the Angles and

conquests Saxons, then, after it had become England,
I, the Romans.

l3y q;he Danes, and lastly by the Normans.

The Romans, though merciless as long as the Britons resisted

them, yet tried to win the friendship of the conquered people,

taught them the language and much of the civilization of

Rome, and, as time went on, introduced among them Christi-

anity. In time the Britons accepted the rule of the Romans,

recognized their superiority and became willing pupils.

It is important to notice that the second conquest of Britain

II, the English quite different. The invading Angles and
conquest. Saxons had no wish to civilize the Britons, but

were in fact more uncivilized than the Britons themselves.

They wished to secure the land as their own, and so a

ruthless type of conquest went on for nearly 200 years till, in

many parts of the country, the only Britons left were women
and slaves.

The invasions of England by the Danes also spread over a

III the Danish great many years. But this struggle was not

conquest. quite of the same type as that between the

English and the Britons. The Danes were of the same race

as the English, and spoke a language not very different.

They were still heathens while the English had become

Christians, and this difference in religion caused the early

conflicts to be very fierce and cruel. But, because so like the

English in other respects, it was in course of time possible

for the Danes to make a lasting peace, to settle down as the

neighbours of the English, and even to adopt their religion.

So it happened that by Alfred’s time many Danes were living

peacefully side by side with the English. When, later on.
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Canute the Dane actually became king of all England, the

change involved was not great. No large body of new invaders

took possession of any part of the country
;
what really

happened was that the people already inhabiting the country

became the subjects of a new and foreign king.

Such conquest was quite unlike the ruthless and cruel

IV the Norman desolation of the English invaders in an earlier

conquest. age
;

it may be called merely political conquest,

and the later Norman Conquest, was of the same kind. The

question which was settled at Hastings was not whether

Normans or English were to be inhabitants of the country,

but whether the Englishman Harold or the Norman William

was to be the king of the English. Though Normans occupied

all the leading posts and offices and made a great change in

the life of the country, the number of Normans who became

inhabitants of England after the conquest was not great, and

in time the few who dwelt in the country lost their separate

nationality and became Englishmen.

A.D.

1017-1035.

1018.

1035-1040.

1040-1042.

1042-1066.

ro66, Jan.

Sept. 25.

Oct. 14.

Chief Dates

Reign of Canute.

Canute promises to abide by the laws of Edgar.

Reign of Harold Hare-foot.

Reign of Hardicanute.

Reign of Edward the Confessor.

Harold is chosen king. William sends messengers to

claim the crown.

Harold defeats Tostig and the King of Norway at the

battle of Stamford Bridge.

Battle of Hastings. Death of Harold.
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I
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CHAPTER VIII

THE NORMAN KINGS

After his great victory William waited at Hastings for a

few days in order to see, as the Chronicle tells

becomes king us, “ whether men would come to bow before
of England. him.” They did nothing of the kind

;
ir^stead

the English named Edgar, the grandson of Edmund Ironside,

as king, and showed a resolve to continue the fight. But the

usual quarrels weakened them, and when William marched to

London he found he had nothing to fear. The powerful Earls

of Mercia and Northumbria had returned to the north

with their followers
;
the Londoners, deserted and with the

conqueror at their gates, quickly decided to yield. Headed by

Edgar himself, their newly-chosen king, the chief men marched

to meet William, and to offer him the crown. The conqueror

accepted their unwilling submission, and was crowned at

Westminster on Christmas Hay.

Thus did the Norman duke become king of the English.

But not till nearly five years had passed was

his conquest complete. Of the south-east he

was quickly master, but as yet he had no real

power over the north or the west. A force

sent by William to Durham met a terrible fate. The leader,

Robert of Comines, had entered and begun to pillage the city

The English

revolts and
William’s

cruelty.

Some of the Normans were burned with the buildings where

they had taken refuge. Their leader was killed and, of about

1,000 men, but one wounded refugee escaped to carry to

59
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William the awful tale. When he could he took a terrible

revenge. He marched through the north, and, says a record

of his time, “set no bounds to his fury, condemning the

innocent and the guilty to a common fate. In the fulness of

his wrath he ordered the corn and cattle, with the implements

of husbandry and every sort of provisions, to be collected in

heaps and set on fire till the whole was consumed, and thus

destroyed at once all that could serve for the support of life

in the whole country lying beyond the Humber
;

. . .

more than a hundred thousand souls of both sexes and all

ages perished of want; . . . innocent children, youths in

the prime of their age, and gray-haired old men, alike died

from hunger.” To hold down the English, William built at

the chief danger-points immensely strong Norman keeps and

castles which the English were impotent to assault
;
the most

striking of these is the Tower of London, where William’s

work stands almost unchanged to this day.

From one who evidently knew the Conqueror we have this

William’s account of his character :
“ William was a very

character. wise and a great man and more honoured and

more powerful than any that came before him. ... So

also was he a very stern and wrathful man, so that none

durst do anything against his will, and he kept in prison

those who acted against his pleasure. . . . Amongst other

things the good order that William set up is not to be

forgotten
;

it was such that any man who was himself aught

might travel over the kingdom with a bosomful of gold

unmolested; and no man durst kill another, however great

the injury he had received.

“ The king was also of great sternness, and he took from

his subjects many marks of gold, and many hundred pounds

in silver, and this with little right and little need. He was

given to avarice and loved gain.” William, he tells us, was a

mighty hunter and made cruel laws to preserve this sport for

himself. “ He made large forests for the deer, and enacted
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laws therewith, so that whoever killed a hart or a hind should

be blinded. As he forbad killing the deer, so also the boars
;

and he loved the tall stags as their father. He also appointed

concerning the hares that they should go free. The rich

complained and the poor murmured, but he was so sturdy

that he recked nought of them. They must all will what the

king willed, if they would live, or would keep their lands, or

would hold their possessions, or would be maintained in their

rights. Alas ! that any man sliould so exalt himself and

carry himself in his pride over all !

”

The estates and offices of the Englishmen who had fought

Domesday Hastings William bestowed upon his Horman
Book. followers, and the later rebels also lost their

property. It usually happened that whenever any English-

man of prominence died, or fell into disgrace, a Norman took

his place. But the Normans themselves felt William’s heavy

hand
;
he levied taxes with great rigour, and, in order that he

might know what his people could pay, he ordered to be made
the great survey recorded in Domesday Book. The Chronicle

describes how Domesday Book came to be written :—

-

“The king took much thought and held deep speech with

his wise men concerning the land, how it was settled and

with what manner of men. Then sent he all over England,

into each shire, and had it made out how many hides there

were in the shire, and what the king himself had in lands and

in live stock, and what moneys he ought to have, every twelve

months, off the shire. Also, he caused men to write how
much land his archbishops had, and his bishops and abbots

and earls, what and how much every man in England

possessed, in land and live stock, and how much it should be

worth. So narrowly did he enquire that there was not one

single hide, not one yard of land or, even,—it is shame to be

telling of, but he did not think it shame to be doing—one

ox, nor one cow, nor one pig, that was not set down in the

record.”
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A man so systematic and so thorough left his mark upon

William’s
England. When Domesday Book was corn-

changes in pleted, William summoned all his chief men to
England. meet him on Salisbury Plain and there told

them that, no matter what duty the small landholders owed

to the great lords from whom they might hold their land, it

was the king whom every one must obey
;
to him all must

take a solemn oath of allegiance. Though some of the more

powerful nobles chafed under a policy that checked their

supremacy over their own people, William enforced it, and,

as a result, made the king stronger in England than he was

in other states in those days, when great vassals claimed to be

almost independent of their sovereign. To the Church alone

did William give a large measure of independence. For the

first time in England she was allowed to judge the clergy by

her own laws. Clerics no longer appeared before lay judges

—

a privilege that caused trouble in later days when Becket

quarreled with Henry II.

With his power at its height the Conqueror was struck

William’s down. He had many quarrels with Philip of

death. France, and in 1087 he entered and devastated

a part of Philip’s dominions with the same ruthless cruelty

that he had shown in England. The town of Mantes he

burned
;
not a monastery escaped, and even nuns seem to

have perished in their cells. William himself, who was very

corpulent, sickened from the excessive July heat; he was,

moreover, so seriously injured by the jar caused through

leaping his horse over a ditch that he took to his bed never

to rise again. In those last days he recalled and tried to

make amends for all the evil of his life. For charity he left

large sums. To his son Robert he bequeathed Normandy.

Owing to the cruel bloodshed which he had caused in England

he felt that he had no right to name a successor to its throne,

but he expressed the hope that his son William might succeed

him.
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Fortified by his father’s wishes, William, who was surnamed

William Rufus Rufus, hastened to England, and was promptly

becomes king, crowned king on the death of the Conqueror.

The barons, who had hoped for the easy-going Duke Robert,

William’s eldest son, and under him to have things all their

own way, promptly took up arms against the new king, and

he was obliged to throw himself upon the loyalty of the

native English. He promised them that many of their old

oppressions should end, and they promptly flocked to his aid

and routed the rebels in the last fight between Normans and

English on English soil.

It was not long before Robert had other plans which

„ . carried him far afield. Away in the East,

Normandy Jerusalem was in the hands of the Turks, who
from Robert, treated harshly the many Christian pilgrims

flocking to visit the holy places. When the story of these

hardships reached Europe there was keen indignation. Peter

the Hermit, a great preacher, went about stirring up all who

could bear arms to go to the rescue of the land of sacred

story from the unbelievers. It was precisely the kind of

adventure to suit Robert. For ready money to buy his

equipment he pawned his duchy to William who thus gained

Normandy too, and was no more disturbed by his improvident

brother.

William did not make a good king. Degraded in morals

1
_ . and selfish and cruel he laid on his people every
He carries war r r j

into Scotland kind of lawless exaction. Yet he was so strong
and Wales. that to shake off his rule was hopeless. Some-

times he showed himself to be no mean soldier. He warred

on Scotland, seized much of what is now Cumberland, and

forced Malcolm of Scotland to do homage to him. Wales,

too, he attacked, and when he found his heavy armed horse-

men useless in the Welsh mountains he adopted a new device.

He declared that any man who should take land from a

Welshman might keep it for himself, and his plan answered
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so well that all the Welsh lowlands were soon conquered by

the English.

The Church did not escape William’s lawless greed. When
He plunders father’s friend Lanfranc, Archbishop of

the Church. Canterbury, died, William seized the vast

revenues of the see and would appoint no successor. Only

after some years, and when he thought himself at the point of

death, did he, in fear of torments after death, name the

learned and holy Anselm to the archbishopric. But when he

recovered he gave no peace to Anselm who, at last, took

refuge on the Continent and did not return till after William’s

death. This event occurred with tragic suddenness. On
August 2, 1100, William went out to hunt in the New
Forest, How it happened we shall never know, but in the

evening a poor labourer found the king’s body lying pierced

with an arrow. Perhaps some one he had injured took his

life. By none of his subjects was he mourned. The church

bells were not tolled, no sacred rites hallowed his burial, for

Englishmen believed that his soul had gone straight to hell,

“ In his days all justice sank, and all unrighteousness arose

. . . and, therefore, was he hated by the most part of his

people.”

Since Bobert was far away, not he, but Henry, a younger

Henry I brother, succeeded William Rufus. He was
becomes king. the only one of the Conqueror’s sons who was

born in England, Unlike his two predecessors he understood

the language of the English, and he was in some respects an

Englishman rather than a foreigner. He began his reign

wisely. He recalled Anselm
;

to please the English he

married the great grand-daughter of Edmund Ironside
;
and

he granted the English a charter in which he promised that

the Church should be free, and that he would abide by the

laws of Edward the Confessor as improved by William the

Conqueror. Meanwhile Duke Robert was hurrying home

from the east to secure his rights. But this easy-going Esau
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of the Conqueror’s sons soon undertook to leave Henry in

undisturbed possession of the English throne, on condition

of receiving a pension. When, a little later, Robert tried to

violate this bargain, Henry seized him and kept him in prison

for well-nigh thirty years.

Henry’s path was not easy, but he was a strong, ruthless

His conflict man, resolved to rule. With Anselm he was
with Anselm soon at strife. Following instructions from

Rome, Anselm declared that bishops owed obedience to the

Church alone, that they must no longer admit the right of the

king to invest them with the symbols of their office, and

that they might not even do feudal homage to him. Henry,

on the other hand, insisted that, in spiritual as well as in

civil matters, the bishops should receive their authority

through him. There was a long quarrel, but since each side

was wise enough to desire a peaceful settlement, it was at

length arranged that bishops should do homage to the king

for the estates they held, but that their spiritual authority

should come not from him but from the Pope.

Under Henry, for the first time since the conquest, fighting

Henry’s ceased in England, and the king devoted his

justice. great energy and ability to the establishment

of a strong government.
.

He put down crime with so much
vigour that he gained the name of “Lion of Justice.”

Coiners of bad money lost their right hands
;
thieves were

hanged. “ A good man he was,” says the Chronicle, “and all

men went in awe of him. He made peace for man and beast,

and no man durst ill-treat another in his time.”

The later years of the reign were uneventful. When

Stephen only son was drowned at sea, Henry
becomes king, endeavoured to secure the succession to his

daughter Matilda, and made the barons swear that they

would support her claims. But these promises were made
only to be broken. England had never yet been ruled by a

woman, and when Henry died, the nobles, in spite of their
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oath, chose his nephew, Stephen, to be their king. Their

choice meant civil war. Helped by some of the leading barons,

Matilda fought for her father’s throne, and even when she

gave up the struggle her son Henry continued it. Matilda’s

uncle, the king of Scotland, tried to help her, but the army

which he sent into England met disaster in the Battle of the

Standard. Yet, in spite of such successes, Stephen was a bad

leader
;
he was far too weak either to drive back his enemies

or to keep the unruly barons in check and the consequence to

England was anarchy.

“ When they [the barons] perceived,” says the Chronicle,

The Anarchy “ that he was a mild man and a soft, and that

under Stephen, he did not enforce justice, they all wondered.

Though they had sworn oaths to him they kept no faith

. . . . for every rich man built himself a castle, and they

filled the land with castles. They greatly oppressed the

wretched people by making them work at these castles, and

when they had built them they filled them with devils and

evil men. Then they took those whom they believed to have

goods, by night and by day, seizing both men and women;

and they put them in prison for their gold and silver and

tortured them with pains unspeakable. Hever were any

martyrs tormented as these were. For some they hung up by

their feet and smoked them with foul smoke
;
some by their

heads or their thumbs, with burning things around their feet.

. . . Many thousands they wore out with hunger. I

cannot tell of all the wounds and tortures that they put upon

the wretched men of this land, and so it was for the nineteen

years that Stephen was king. . . . When men had no

more to give, then plundered they and burned all the towns,

so that well mightest thou walk a whole day’s journey nor

ever find a man dwelling in a village or its lands tilled.

“ Then was corn dear, and flesh and cheese and butter, for

there was none in the land ;—wretched men starved with

hunger. Some lived on alms. Some fled the country
;
never
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was there more misery, and never acted heathen worse than

these. ... If two or three came riding to a town all the

township fled before them and thought that they were robbers.

The earth bare no corn; you might as well have tilled the

sea, for the land was ruined by such deeds, and it was openly

said that Christ and His saints slept. These things and more

did we suffer during nineteen years.”

In spite of the horrors of Stephen’s reign by his time

_ . England had profited greatly from the Norman

England under Conquest. Before it she had been a backward
Norman rule. country. William of Malmesbury, a monkish

historian of the twelfth century, tells us that in England

“the desire after literature and religion had decayed for

several years before the Conquest. The clergy, contented

with a very slight degree of learning, could scarcely stammer

out the words of the sacraments
;
and a person who under-

stood grammar was an object of wonder. . . . Men
passed entire nights as well as days in drinking.” The

conquest had soon brought great improvements. Though the

few years that followed the battle of Hastings were hard for

the English, the advantages of the change began to appear as

soon as the country settled down under its new masters.

Norman kings ruled, and Norman barons owned estates, on

both sides of the Channel, and this led to a continual coming

and going between England and her more civilized neighbours

and to the wider culture that such intercourse involved.

Learning made great progress
;
the first two Archbishops of

Canterbury chosen by the Norman kings were Lanfranc and

Anselm, the greatest scholars of their time.

After the early days of the Norman Conquest the towns,

The growth of too, grew and prospered. Foreign merchants
trade. flocked to English ports, bringing with them

wares hitherto unknown to the backward English, and opening

up new trade with distant lands. The strong government of

the Conqueror and his youngest son made inland trafiic safer
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than it had ever been before. New churches, abbeys and

castles sprang up all over the country, and, for the equipment

of these, carpenters and masons, glass and metal workers were

soon in demand. New crafts also grew up for the supply of

luxuries of which the earlier generation of Englishmen had

never dreamed.

In warfare, too, the Englishman now learned much.

Improvements Harold’s best soldiers had fought on foot,

in warfare. armed with shields and huge battle-axes. But

soon the Normans taught their conquered foes to use the bow,

to fight on horseback and to wear better armour. Led by

their new kings to the French wars, Englishmen learned to

copy what they saw, to build ramparts, to besiege towns, to

batter down the walls of fortresses.

To the rude English the Normans brought a more refined

Increase of mode of living. While English houses were

refinement. mean the Normans had often noble mansions.

The chief room of a Norman castle was a great hall, some-

times stately, where, when the lord and his guests retired to

the few sleeping apartments, the men-at-arms and the humbler

guests slept upon heaps of straw around the wood fire. Its

windows were barred with iron and were sometimes glazed.

Its walls were covered with weapons ready for use, with

antlers and banners, and were occasionally hung with tapestry

worked by the ladies of the house. Though both Normans

and English at table still picked up even their meat with

their fingers, the Norman showed his regard for cleanliness by

washing his hands before and after meals. His table was

covered with a linen cloth, and each guest had a knife and a

cup, as well as a flat cake of bread which he used as a plate.

By the Norman noble, education was highly valued. His

daughters were taught to read and to write, and to do all

manner of needlework and to tend the sick. His sons, it

is true, followed less gentle pursuits, but even they learned

the art of minstrelsy as well as the use of arms.
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A.D.

1066-1087.

1068.

1071.

1085.

1086.

1087-1100.

1092.

1093.

1100-1135.

1107.

1135-1154-

1138.

Chief Dates

Reign of William the Conqueror.

Rebellions in the North and West.

Completion of the Norman Conquest.

Domesday Survey ordered.

The English landholders swear allegiance to William on

Salisbury Plain.

Reign of William Rufus.

Cumberland taken from the Scots.

Anselm becomes Archbishop of Canterbury.

Reign of Henry the First.

Henry and Anselm come to an agreement respecting the

election of Bishops.

Reign of Stephen.

Scots defeated in the Battle of the Standard.

Robert

THE NORMAN KINGS

William the Conqueror

(1066-1087)

William Rufus Henry I

(1087-1100) (1100-1135)

Matilda

Henry II

(1154-1189)

Adela

Stephen

(1135-1154)



CHAPTER IX

THE EARLY PLANTAGENETS

When Henry II, a young man only twenty-one, became king,

Henry II
mightiest ruler in Europe, for, in

restores order addition to England, he swayed the greater part
in England. France. Young as he was, and more than

half a Frenchman, his accession was welcomed by the English,

who saw in him the promise of peaceful and settled govern-

ment, to which they had long been strangers. And their hopes

were justified. Henry quickly attacked the castles built by

lawless barons in the days of Stephen, as their robber strong-

holds, and in the end, though not without severe fighting, he

overthrew them. The barons found they had now a real

master. Henry recalled the grants of royal lands with which

Stephen had bribed men to his side. Many of the barons

thought themselves supreme judges in their own territory, but

Henry in time appointed his own travelling justices to hold

law courts in every county. It was a misfortune that so

resolute a king could at no time remain long in England.

Interests elsewhere soon claimed him, after his accession, and

he went back to his French dominions and remained away for

some years. Much of this time he spent in war, in which the

English had only the minor part of helping to pay the cost.

Previous kings had required personal service in war from their

vassals
;

perhaps Henry dared not try to take the English

from their troubled country to fight across the sea
;
so he let

them stay at home and, in lieu of their own services, he

required from them a money tax called “scutage,” with which

he hired foreign soldiers.

70
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Henry had the rare gift of selecting able men for his service,

^ and among the chosen companions of the early
Quarrel mth ® ,

Thomas a years of his reign was a young priest named
Becket. Thomas a Becket. The two men were close

friends
;
as Henry’s secretary and as Chancellor, the highest

judicial post in the land, Becket lent himself to working out

Henry’s plans, and at last, in 1162, Henry gave him a position

second in rank only to his own—that of Archbishop of Canter-

bury. Then conflict began, for Becket, now head of the

Church, would not aid Henry to war on the clergy as he had

warred on the barons. Since William the Conqueror’s day,

clerical offenders had been tried by clerical courts. It was a

violent age, and even those claiming to rank as clergy some-

times committed lawless crimes. In the lay courts extreme

crimes were punishable by death, but the Church could only

fine, whip, or imprison her offenders. Priests could thus

break the law without fear of the consequences that might

befall a layman. With a keen zeal both for order and for his

own authority, Henry was resolved to punish all alike
;
while

Becket was equally determined to allow no interference with

the rights of the Church. There was a violent quarrel, and

Henry was strong enough to drive Becket out of England.

But though in exile for six years Becket had powerful

Becket’s forces behind him, and Henry was anxious

murder. for peace. When, at last, a truce was patched

up, Becket returned to England
;
but he had not yielded the

point at issue, and almost at once trouble broke out again.

Henry was a man of violent passions who sometimes raved

like a madman when his will was crossed. “Will no one,”

he cried, in a burst of anger when the news of Becket’s

doings reached him in France, “rid me of this meddlesome

priest !
” There were those about him ready to commit

murder to please the king, and four knights vowed to end the

quarrel. They hastened to Canterbury, and with every

accompaniment of brutality slew Becket in his own cathedral.
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In life he had often angered his friends by his narrow

obstinacy, but he met death with a courage that was the

admiration of all men. Europe was filled with horror at his

martyrdom. Pilgrims soon flocked to his tomb, and for three

Canterbury Oathedraij wherb Becket was Murdered.

{By permission of H. Graves <fc Go., Ltd., London.)

hundred and fifty years Thomas the Martyr was the most

honoured of English saints. Henry, too, was filled with

horror at the result of his rash words, and his own fate was

profoundly influenced by the act of blood ;
though he did
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Henry’s

humble penance at the Archbishop’s grave, and allowed

monks of Canterbury to scourge him, the troubles of his last

years were believed by many to be part of his punishment for

the death of Becket.

None the less did Henry still rule vigorously. Shortly after

Becket’s murder he crossed over to Ireland,

gs had long planned to
Ireland. conquer. Adventurers from England, the

chief of whom was “Strongbow,” a noble from the Welsh

borders, had already a footing in the country. The great

ruler’s advent silenced for a time all other claims in Ireland.

Native princes and Norman barons alike owned Henry’s

supremacy, and from that time forward the kings of England

have claimed to be also lords of Ireland.

With dominions widely scattered and lacking in unity,

Henry’s
Henry was troubled by repeated rebellions in

quarrels with which his own sons played a leading part. In
his sons. many conspiracies one or other of Henry’s

sons was sure to be leagued against him, now with Scotland,

now with discontented barons in England, now with France.

He was a fond father, and as he grew older this treachery

helped to break him down. Two of his sons died, but

Richard, now the heir, still warred
, on his father whom he

suspected of a plan to deprive him of his rights. Helped by

the French king he drove the sick and failing Henry out of

Touraine, and forced him to sign a humiliating treaty, which,

besides granting what Henry demanded, included the pardon

of all those who had plotted against him. First on the list

of traitors came the name of John, Henry’s youngest and

favourite son. Further than this the king would not read.

“ Let things go now as they will,” he moaned, “ I care no

more for myself or for the world.” A week later he died.

Henry was a man of genius. Though in some respects a

vicious despot, he had a love *for good and orderly govern-

ment. The result of his rule in England was that the great
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lords were awed into subjection to the king, who reduced their

Henry’s claims over their tenants from those of supreme

work, sovereigns to those of feudal landlords subject

to the king’s control. It was Henry, too, who forced church-

men to hold their lands under the* same law as the barons,

and in this way he checked their growth as a separate order.

The battered tomb at Fontevraud, in Prance, where Henry

lies, contains the ashes of one who left a mark in English

history that few others can rival.

Though Richard I, who now secured the Crown, reigned

The reign of years, he spent only seven months of

Richard I. that time in England, His heart was in the

crusading movement, and he longed to be off to the East.

To raise money he sold offices, grants of privileges, . and any-

thing else he could, and with the money he soon set out for

Palestine. There his right to the title of Coeur de Lion (the

“ lion-hearted ”) he soon made good. The Christian army in

which he served took Acre, and, though even his valour was

vain against Jerusalem, the Christians secured a favourable

treaty with the Saracens, under which merchants had the

right to trade with the East, and pilgrims enjoyed access to

the Holy Sepulchre. With so much done, Richard set out

for the West, and while he was journeying homewards his

ship was wrecked. Since he had to travel overland, and to

pass through the territory of his enemy, the Duke of Austria,

he went in disguise. But he was recognized, seized, and

thrown into prison, and his relentless enemy demanded the

enormous sum of one hundred thousand pounds—at that time

two years’ revenue of England—as the price of his liberty.

Meanwhile, Richard’s brother John was conspiring to make

Richard’s himself king
;
but it was in vain, for while

ransom. Richard to his people was a great hero, no one

loved the brutal and selfish John. So it happened that the

English set to work almost ‘cheerfully to collect Richard’s

ransom. Clergy sold their church plate, farmers their stock y
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every man gave one-quarter of his movable goods, and at last

the whole amount was collected. When the work was done,

Chateau Gaillard, built by Richard I to Protect Normandy.

and Richard was free, the French King wrote to John—

-

“Take care of yourself, for the devil is loose again.” Though
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John had good reason to fear his injured brother, Richard was

more generous to him than to the English, who, to free him,

had made such heavy sacrifices. He forgave John, but for

only two months did he stay among the English. Then he

was off again to wars on the Continent, and it was not long

before he died from an arrow-wound received in the siege

of an obscure castle.

Though few kings have done less for their kingdoms than

Advances
Richard, his personal beauty, his courage and

under generosity, blinded the people to his baser
Richard. qualities; and because he fought “God’s

enemies ” in the Holy Land, they forgave his continual

absence. Moreover, Henry II had left so firm and settled a

government behind him, that England got on fairly well even

with her king absent. The towns in particular flourished

during the reign of Richard I
;

to obtain money for his

wars, he had sold them various privileges, such as the right to

collect their own taxes and the control of the trades and

industries within their borders
;
and the possession of these

rights helped the merchant class to grow rapidly in numbers

and prosperity.

The reign of John, who succeeded Richard, is a dreary

The reign record of misrule. Though able, John was
of John. depraved, and in his misdeeds he stooped even

to murder. Arthur, the son of a deceased elder brother, Geof-

frey, was the true heir to the throne, and when this unhappy

prince, only sixteen years of age, fell into the hands of his

uncle, he disappeared. Most men believe it was John who

brought about Arthur’s death. Philip of France used the

charge of murder to attack John’s sway in Normandy. Not

many cared to fight for so base a leader, and in a few years

most of Henry II’s vast dominions on the Continent passed

into the hands of Philip. To the English kings remained

only Aquitaine, a large and important territory in the

South.
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Not only with France but with the Church had John a

John’s quarrel
quarrel. Owing to disputes in England

with the as to filling the vacant office, the Pope himself

nation. named Stephen Langton to the high post of

Archbishop of Canterbury. Though Langton was a suitable

person, John could claim, with some justice, that the Pope had

exceeded his rights, and he refused to receive Langton in

England. To a good king England would probably have

rallied against the Pope’s action, but the country turned

against John. When he continued defiant the Pope laid

England under an interdict, which meant that all the services

of the Church were suspended
;
and at length he invited the

French king to invade England. Only in face of this great

menace did John yield, and then his submission was abject.

Humbly kneeling at the feet of the Pope’s legate he surren-

dered to him his crown, and only received it again on taking

an oath of allegiance to the Pope, as his lord, and promising

to pay a yearly tribute.
^
This surrender combined with

John’s greed, oppression, and evil living, roused England to

a fury of indignation. John, reconciled to the Church, hoped

to find the new Archbishop on his side, but Langton was a

patriot as well as a priest, and, even though head of the

Church in England, he threw himself into the cause of

English liberty as against the Pope. When the barons met

at St. Paul’s to consider what they should do, it was Langton

who unfolded before them a copy of' Henry I’s Charter.

“By this,” he said, “if you will, you can bring back liberties

which have been lost into their former condition.”

Meanwhile, John had tried to win back his lost possessions

„ . . in France, but, largely because the English

of the refused to follow him, he was defeated at
Great Charter. Bouvines, and, when thus discredited, he re-

turned to England, he found all his subjects united against

him. The barons had called their followers to arms, and met

John with insistent demands. “They might as well have
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asked for my crown,” cried the king, when these were read to

him. But he was forced to yield, for his few remaining friends

at last had deserted him, and, except for the bands of hired

foreigners whom he had encouraged against his own people, he

stood alone. Though he tried to gain timj, London opened

her gates to the rebels, and no one was disposed to wait. At
bay at last, John signed at Runnymede, near Windsor, on

June 15th, 1215, Magna Carta, the Great Charter.

Magna Carta was the first effective check to the ever-

The meaning
growing power of the Norman and Plantag-

of the enet kings. It provided that the Church should
Great Charter, u which implied that the king would

not violently interfere with the election of bishops, or extort

illegal taxes from the clergy. It set forth the limits of the

services and payments that the king might demand from his

nobles, and provided that they should not be asked to pay

new taxes without the consent of the great council. No free-

man was henceforth to be imprisoned or punished except by

the judgment of his equals or the law of the land. “To no

man,” promised John in the charter, “will we sell, to no man
will we deny or delay, right or justice.” Foreign soldiers were

to be sent home. Merchants were to be allowed to come and

go freely! Sometimes the king had robbed the people, but

henceforth all goods and labour which he required were to be

paid for. To see that John kept his pledges, which he had no

intention of doing, four-and-twenty barons were appointed with

the right to assert their authority. “ They have given me four-

and-twenty over-lords,” cried John, in bitter rage. Then he

turned to the over-lord whom he had himself acknowledged,

the Pope
;
and the Pope, at John’s appeal that the Charter

had been wrung from him by force, released him from his

promises at Runnymede and suspended Langton for the part

he had taken in the struggle. John’s foreign hirelings began

anew to harry the land, with appalling results. “ Over the

whole face of England,” a contemporary writes, “ there worked
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those limbs of the devil, who had been gathered for the purpose

from remote places, destroying all things, from men down to

cattle.”

In the face of such desolation, the triumph of the barons

The death Runnymede seemed vain. For the moment,

of John. John, who, when aroused, showed great capacity,

worked his own ruthless will, until at length, in their despair,

the barons offered the throne of England to Louis, the son o^

King Philip of France. He came quickly with an army, and

had actually entered London, when the news of John’s death

changed everything. Though there were rumours of poison,

probably his end was natural, and it freed the country from a

burden which had grown int,y..erable.

The people had no grudge against Henry, the nine-year-old

The reign of John, to whom the throne now fell. So

Henry III. it happened tha '. Louis of France, who still

hoped to be made King of England, found the English uniting

against him, and at last he made terms and went home.

England then had the dangers associated with a child-king.

It was well for her that the burden of government fell upon

the shoulders of a wise man—Hubert de Burgh—who steered

the ship of state through a sea of troubles. He drove from

the kingdom some of the foreign favourites whom John had

placeVf in high positions, and, aided by Archbishop Langton,

he successfully resisted the claims of the Pope to enforce the

terms made by John, and hold England as a subject country.

But as soon as young Henry was grown up, he brushed

The weak rule Burgh aside, and insisted on taking affairs

of Henry. into his own weak hands. So resentful was he

against one who had restrained him, that he even cast

de Burgh into prison. But an incident showed what the people

thought of that great man. The blacksmith ordered to fetter

him, refused to obey, saying, “ I will die rather than put irons

upon him. Is not he that most faithful and noble-minded

Hubert who so often saved England from foreigners, and
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restored her to herself?” England now fell very low. It is

Englishmen against his father, Henry was never guilty. He
was merely foolish and incapable. Everything which he took

into his own hands he mismanaged. He allowed the foreigners,

who had left England during the rule of Hubert, to come

swarming back, and gave them high offices in Church and

State. When the Pope asked for ever-increasing sums of

money, the King weakly yielded. In an unsuccessful war

with France, he lost Poitou—one of the few French provinces

still remaining to the English crown. Of course, during

Henry’s thirty years of misrule, those who cared for England

grew more and more dissatisfied
;
but Langton and Hubert de

Burgh were now dead, and there was no leader strong enough

to oppose the misguided King.

But at length the needed leader was found in Simon de

„ , . Montfort. Though a Fr'enchman by birth he

Simon de had secured the Earldom of Leicester in

Montfort. England. Before long he married the king’s

sister, and, spending most of his time in England, he became

in the end an English patriot. By his upright life and just

dealing he earned from the common people the name of Simon

the Righteous. When the evils of Henry’s misrule grew

intolerable, de Montfort at length came forward to oppose the

king. Peaceful methods proved vain. Henry made boundless

promises which he never kept, and at last de Montfort took

up arms. At Lewes he defeated Henry, and then, with the

king a prisoner in his hands, he became for two years the real

ruler of England,

He saw that he must throw himself upon the support of all

De Montfort’s classes of the English, and he will always be

“Parliament.” remembered as the man who summoned the

first English Parliament in which the common people had a

place. Hitherto only the great in the land took any share in

government. The Great Council, the nearest approach to our
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Parliament, was simply an assembly of the magnates who
held land directly from the king. In it sat, of course, most

of the leaders in church and state, but there were no members

elected by the people. Now, however, the time had come for

a change. As early as in 1254 the gentry of each county had

been asked to send representatives to this Council, and in 1265

Simon de Montfort invited two members from each town. It

was a momentous step, since now for the first time the middle

classes were represented in the English Parliament. It

consisted as yet of a single House, where nobles, clergy and

commoners sat side by side. The new members were called

chiefly that they might aid in voting taxes, and they came

reluctantly enough. At first the towns did not covet, as

towns now covet, the honour of being represented in Parlia-

ment. They disliked the expense of sending two men all the

way to Westminster; and the members themselves dreaded

the dangers and hardships of the journey.

Even with Henry in his power, de Montfort still found it a

De Montfort’s hard task to rule England. Some of the barons

overthrow. were jealous, some thought that the king was

being hardly treated. Henry’s heir, Edward, was a man of

daring genius, trained in part by de Montfort himself. Though
held captive for a time, at length he made his escape and

raised an army. At the little town of Evesham, with a vastly

superior force, he fell upon Earl Simon who was completely

hemmed in by a bend of the river Avon. For the earl the

only way of escape lay straight up the green hill, down which

the Royalists were pouring, and this way he took, though

that all was lost he knew well. “ Come, then,” he cried to

those with him, “let us die like men. We have fasted here,

we shall breakfast in heaven.” Disdaining surrender, the old

man fought his way to the summit and there he fell, struck

by a lance in the back. It shows the cruel nature of the

contest that his body was barbarously mutilated. With
de Montfort dead, the barons’ cause was hopeless, and,
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though they fought on for two years more, the final result

was the triumph of the royal party. But even in death

de Montfort was victor. Henry III had learned his lesson,

and his last years were comparatively free from misrule.

Henry’s long reign was one of great social as well as of

The coming political change. It was early in his reign that
of the Friars. the friars came to England. The earlier monks

had aimed to live apart from the world, but the friars came to

be, as their name implies, “brothers” to the poor and needy.

In the growing towns of the time there was distress and

disease, of which the monks, shut up in their monasteries, took

no heed. To this work the friars devoted themselves. At
first they did not live in monasteries, hut wandered from place

to place, frequenting e.specially the poorest quarters of the

large towns. To gain their food by begging, and tb live as

hard and comfortless lives as the outcasts among whom they

chiefly laboured, was a part of their duty. In the def)ths of

winter they walked hare-footed
;
they slejot without pillows,

“ for,” said one of their number, “ we need no little mountains

to lift our heads towards heaven.” Once arrived in England

they increased so quickly that soon nearly every town had its

friary, and one order alone, it is said, had twelve hundred

members in the country. By the simplicity of their lives, by

their homely teaching, and by their cai’e for the sick, they won

the love of the poor. Some of them had studied medicine, and

were skilled in the nursing of the plague-stricken and le23rous.

As they were themselves poor men, living among the poor, it

was only natural that their sympathies lay with the common

people, and they had done much to stir men’s hearts against

the royal tyranny.
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A.D.

1154-1189.

1162.

1164.

1170.

1189-1199.

1189.

1192.

1194.

1199-1216.

1204.

1206.

1208.

1313.

1215.

1216-1272.

1254.

1257 -

1264.

1265.

Chief Dates.

Reign of Henry the Second.

Thomas a Becket becomes Archbishop of Canterbury.

Becket leaves England.

He returns and is murdered at Canterbury.

Reign of Richard the First.

Richard raises a large sum of money and goes to the Holy

Land.

Richard, on his way home, is taken prisoner by the Duke
of Austria.

He is set free and returns to England for two months,

after which he engages in a war with France.

Reign of King John.

Loss of Normandy, Maine, Anjou and Touraine.

Langton becomes Archbishop of Canterbury.

John quarrels with the Church.

He makes peace with the Church and does homage to the

Pope.

He is compelled to sign Magna Carta at Runnymede.

Reign of Henry the Third.

Knights of the Shire first summoned to Parliament.

Simon de Montfort leads the opposition against the misrule

of Henry.

Civil war breaks out, and the king being captured,

de Montfort becomes head of the government.

Town members are for the first time summoned to

Parliament. Simon de Montfort is killed in the battle

of Evesham.



CHAPTER X

THE FIRST AND SECOND EDWARDS

That the grandson of John and the son of Henry III could be

Character of ^ truly great man might well seem doubtful

;

Edward I. such was Edward I who succeeded to the

throne in 1272. In his many-sidedness he reminds us of

King Alfred. “Tall he was of stature,” we are told, “some-

what black of colour, strong

of body and lean, avoiding

grossness with continual exer-

cise
;

of comely favour, and

jetty eyes, the which, when he

waxed angry, would suddenly

become reddish, and seem as if

they sparkled with fire. The

hair of his head was black and

curled
;
he continued for the

most part of his life in good

health of body, and he had

a stout heart, which never

failed him in times of adver-

sity. Moreover, he had an

excellent good wit, for to

whatsoever he applied his

study, he easily attained to the understanding thereof.”

After the battle of Evesham, when still only Prince Edward,

he had gone to the Holy Land, for, enthusiast as he was,

his mind was fired by the already half-forgotten project to

84
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rescue that country from the infidel His father died while

. ,
he was still in the East, but, so secure did he

His leisurely .....
return to think his position in England, that he was in
England. haste to return. Travelling leisurely, he

first renewed his friendship, with the Pope, and then passing

to France, he did homage to its king for the lands held there

by the kings of England. It shows how important they were

that he spent nearly a year in reducing them to order, and in

laying plans for promoting the v/ine trade of his territories in

Gascony and Guienne with England. With Flanders he

promised to make an important treaty that would serve to

promote the English export of wool to the manufacturing

towns of that country, and he did not reach England until two

years after his father’s death.

Edward’s imperial mind planned to dominate the whole

Edward’s
island. The earlier years of his reign he spent

conquest of in conquering Wales. Not only had its prince
Wales. Llewellyn opposed Henry III in the Baron’s

War; he now refused to swear fealty to Edward, on

the plea that his life would not be safe if he came to the

English court. Edward met this defiance pi’omptly. He
marched into Wales with a large army, took possession of the

mountain passes, and cut off supplies from the starving

Welshmen until they were forced to come down from their

hiding-places and make the best terms they could. Llewellyn

and his attendants, now obliged to go to London, are said to

have resented bitterly the rude remarks of the citizens upon

their outlandish speech and dress. The English laws and

customs which Edward tried to introduce into their country

they could not endure, and soon renewed war broke out, in

which Llewellyn, the Golden-handed, the “Lion of Snowdon,”

as his native bards called him, was killed. With the death

of this last Welsh Prince of Wales, the conquest of the

principality was quickly complete, and Edward took steps to

make his new dominion as English as possible. North Wales
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he divided into shires after the English fashion, and introduced

English laws. To command the mountain passes he built

strong castles, and thus rendered future rebellion dangerous.

When the Welsh chieftains clamoured for at least a native-

born ruler, one who could speak no English, with a certain

grim humour Edward presented to them his own baby son,

just born in Wales
;
and since then the heir of the English

sovereign has usually borne the title of Prince of Wales.

Law-giver, as well as conqueror, was Edward I, and this

Edward as a part of his work it is difficult to value too

Law-giver. highly. He spent much time and thought

upon the laws which the Parliament enacted, and they show

the difficulties of the time. His Statute of London provides

for the maintenance of good order in the streets of the capital

;

and the Statute of Merchants tries to ensure the payment of

trade debts. The Statute of Winchester shows us the sort of

measures by which the safety of the kingdom against foreign

foes was secured. It ordered all classes to provide themselves

with arms. Those with an estate worth £15 must have a coat

of mail, an iron helmet, a sword, a knife, and a horse. Those

worth only <£10 were excused the horse. For an estate worth

£2 the owner must provide himself with sword and knife, bow

and arrows. All the weapons were to be inspected twice each

year. Further to ensure order, the gates of all towns must

be closed at night
;
since trees might shelter robbers, the high-

roads must be bordered by wide, cleared spaces
;

all strangers

who could not give a satisfactory account of themselves were

to be arrested
;
and if a man entertained a guest he was

responsible for offences that might be committed by the guest.

Such provisions show clearly how violent were the times.

All Edward’s measures were not equally enlightened. In

The expulsion 7®^^ 1290, under strong pressure from

of the Jews. Church and Parliament, he ordered all Jews to

leave the kingdom within three months. Nearly everywhere

in Europe the Jews were looked upon as outcasts, and they
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were hated by the English, partly on religious grounds, since

they despised the Christian faith, partly because, as a class,

they were rich money-lenders and charged enormous rates of

interest. Many owed them money and by driving them out

hoped to get rid of the debt. Amid scenes of harrowing

cruelty thousands of Jews were driven from England. On
the way to the Continent many perished : some were wrecked,

some were robbed and thrown into the sea. During the next

three hundred and fifty years it was unlawful for Jews to live

in England, though a few returned to the country while the

law still forbade it^

When Wales was conquered Edward next tried to establish

Edward’s .^is supremacy in Scotland. The old direct

supremacy in Scottish royal line died out in 1290, and then

victory at Scots asked Edward to decide among the

Dunbar. many claimants to the throne. He went into

the matter carefully and finally awarded the crown to the

real heir, John Baliol. At his coronation Baliol did homage

for his realm to Edward as feudal lord of Scotland. This

homage the Scots resented and Edward soon found Baliol

a restless vassal. He summoned him to London to meet

various complaints. There the Scottish king was treated

rudely and he went home more than ever

resentful. Finally he entered into an

alliance with France and defied Edward.

Edward accepted the defiance, led an

army into Scotland and defeated the

Scots at Dunbar with great slaugLter.

He carried Baliol off a prisoner to

London, and he still further wounded

Scottish pride by taking also to London

in triumph the Holy Stone on which

from, ancient times the Scottish kings had

been crowned
;

it is still in Westminster Abbey, and on it

every English sovereign since Edward I has been crowned.

The Coronation

Chair, containing

THE Holy Stone.
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But Scotland was not really conquered. Edward left there

Th R It f
^ nobles to rule the land, and this

Wallace. foreign domination soon aroused the national

Robert Bruce spirit. William Wallace, an obscure knight, led
becomes king,

movement
;
he attacked Edward’s agents,

invaded and ravaged the north of England, and quickly grew

formidable. Edward, now enraged, marched again into

Scotland and inflicting a crushing defeat at Falkirk. After

a while it seemed that Scotland was really subdued and

Edward began to do with it as he had done v/ith Wales. He
divided the land into shires, appointed judges and summoned

Scots to the English Parliament. But foreign rule the Scots

would not have. Wallace continued defiant. When, at

length, he fell into Edward’s hands and was taken to London

and executed as a traitor, it might well have seemed as if the

Scottish cause was lost. But, in reality, Wallace’s death revived

it by arousing fierce

anger against the stern

English king. Robert

Bruce, the next heir

to the Scottish throne,

who had been kept at

Edward’s court, now fled

to Scotland and soon for

him all the country was

aflame. Edward again

vowed vengeance. He
took an oath to conquer

Scotland or die in the

attempt and was soon in

the North carrying all

before him. B.ebellious

Scots he treated as

traitors. Many of Bruce’s supporters perished on the scaffold,

but Bruce escaped and time was on his side : Edward I was

Robert Bruce.
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now an infirm old man, and in July, 1307, still vowing

to punish the Scots, he died while leading his army against

them.

In the old warrior king a great man passed away. It is

true that he was not always wise. His attack

Greatness. Scotland was an attempt to crush a free

His “Model nation; his treatment of the Jews was cruel.
Parliament.

England Edward left a permanent mark.

Hot only did he re-organize her laws; he gave her a real

Parliament. Simon de Montfort’s work seemed to have been

destroyed with himself. But Edward was his pupil, and he

finally did what de Montfort had tried to effect ;
he established

permanently de Montfort’s plan of asking the common people

to send representatives to Parliament. In the “Model Parlia-

ment,” called by Edward in 1295, sat, side by side with nobles

and bishops, members chosen by the people both in town and

country. In effecting this, Edward adopted the principle that

the nation must itself settle the matters vitally affecting it,

and the British parliament as it exists to-day is in large degree

his creation.

Only a few months before his death Edward I had banished

from England a Gascon knight named Piers

of Edward II.
Gaveston, because of his bad influence on

The murder of Edward, the young Prince of Wales. But, no
Gaveston.

sooner was his father dead, than Edward II

recalled Gaveston and loaded him with honours. Soon he

insulted all the great English nobles by making this foreign

favourite regent of the kingdom, while he himself went

to France to be married. The English had soon discovered

that Edward II was weak and indolent, for the campaign in

Scotland, which Edward I almost with his last breath had

urged his son to continue, that feeble king had promptly

abandoned. It was not long before revolt came; Gaveston

was soon driven from the country and the great lords toon

matters into their own hands by naming twenty-one of their
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own number as a sort of council of management, under the

name of Lords Ordainers, to control their incompetent king.

But Edward wanted his own favourite -beside him, and when,

after a short absence, Gaveston ventured to return, he was

welcomed by the king “as a gift from heaven.” Soon Gaves-

ton was showing the same old insolence and he met with short

shrift. It chanced that he fell into the hands of the king’s

uncle, Thomas of Lancaster, one of his enemies, whom he had

nick-named “ the old hog.” Those whom he had outraged

were in an angry and lawless mood, and with every mark of

ignominy one of them, Guy, Earl of Warwick, hanged the

hated favourite.

Not only in England was poor Edward having trouble.

The Battle of Bruce, grown bold at the sight of England’s

Bannockburn. disunion, conquered fortress after fortress in

Scotland, till only Stirling remained. At length, shamed’ out

of apathy, Edward collected a large ai’my and marched into

Scotland, to suffer a disgraceful defeat at Bannockburn by a

Scottish host only half as numerous as his own. Even

personal courage Edward seemed to lack, for he fled from the

field with undue haste. The Scots might well rejoice in a

sweeping victory that they could never have won against

Edward’s father.

With the king’s feebleness once more apparent, Thomas,

_. t Earl of Lancaster, took the reigns of govern-
Tnomas of

^

o o

Lancaster’s ment into his own hands, but he pi’oved a very
incapable rule, incapable ruler. So confident did the Scots

become that they entered England, and advanced, burning

and plundering, as far as York. At last they forced

Lancaster to sue for peace, and then Edward’s turn had

come. With a sudden burst of energy he attacked the

discredited murderers of Gaveston, and, showing the same

lawless cruelty, put to death Lancaster and eight other

nobles.
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But Edward’s energy did not last, and he soon turned to

new favourites, the Despensers, lavished upon

them great gifts of land, neglected his duties as

favourites the king, and quickly became more unpopular than
Despensers.

ever. Those opposing Edward were now savage

at his misrule. His own wife, Isabella, herself by no means

a blameless character, turned against him, and civil war

broke out. Isabella’s side proved the stronger. She captured

Edward
;
and when she captured, too, the Despensers, father

once more
;
with barbarous cruelties they were both executed

as traitors. The Parliament was now called together, and

since all agreed that, by his evil courses, Edward had shown

himself unworthy of the name of king, he was deposed. One

by one those who had served him rose in the Parliament, to

defy him, and to renounce allegiance
;
and his son Edward was

called to take his place. Though the Parliament expressly

desired “ that the old king should be well and honestly kept

resolved to put Edward out of the way. Within a few months

the unhappy monarch was secretly murdered in his prison at

Berkeley Castle.

In earlier times, when the country vras still half-barbarous.

The growth of misrule had been less ruinous, but it was largely

the Towns. because the English people now had more at

stake that they turned so quickly against Edward. The towns

especially had made great progress. At first a town was

merely part of an estate which happened to be more thickly

peopled than the surrounding country. It had no corporate

rights, and, like other land, was usually owned by the king, or

by some great noble or prelate. Each man, who had a holding

in the town, paid the lord for the privileges which he enjoyed.

The tov/nsfolk must grind their corn at the lord’s mill, and
feed their cattle and swine on his land, paying often very

dearly for both rights. On goods brought into or taken out
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of the town, they jDaid tolls
;
for the privilege of holding a

market, there were further tolls. The reeve or sheriff, who
managed the town’s affairs, was chosen, not by the people, but

by the lord, and he collected all dues, as the lord’s agent.

Though, obviously, at first there was little real liberty in the

towns, step by step they bought for themselves freedom from

annoying dues and services. Even great lords in the Middle

Ages had but slight command of money
;
and when they

needed it—perhaps for a crusade, i^erhaps for the building of

a castle or a monastery—they turned to the townsfolk, and for

money sold them now the right to have their own town mill,

now that of settling their own local law-suits, or perhaps of

doing no part of the work of harvesting. In this way, by the

end of the thirteenth century, many of the towns in England

had gained extensive liberties.

Special trades gained privileges exactly as the town itself

tm, 1.T 4.
gained them. Thus the tanners would buy

The Merchant ^

Guilds and the from the lord the right to own a tannery on
Craft Guilds. river, and, perhaps, to forbid all other

tanning in the same place. Gradually from this system

powerful societies of traders called Merchant Guilds grew up,

and in time they controlled both the town and its trade; each

Merchant Guild managed its own branch of trade, and the

united Merchant Guilds managed the affairs of the town.

But against these rich burghers the craftsmen, the day

workers, who owned no land in the town, and had no share in

its government, also organized to protect themselves. When
they found the rule of their wealthier neighbours too heavy

they too formed guilds, called Craft Guilds, for mutual

defence against their masters, and for control of the terms

under which workmen might enter the Guild
;
they were the

labour unions of the time. By the purchase of charters from

the king, these Craft Guilds gradually gained great power, and

in the reigns of later kings they displaced the Merchant

Guilds from the rulership of the city.
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A.D.

1272-1307.

1282-4.

1292.

1296.

1298.

1306,

1307-1327.

1310.

1312.

1314-

1326.

1327-

Chief Dates

Reign of Edward the First.

Conquest of Wales.

Edward chooses John Baliol to be king of Scotland.

Invasion of Scotland. Battle of Dunbar.

Battle of Falkirk.

Bruce raises an army and is crowned king of Scotland.

Reign of Edward the Second.

The Lords Ordainers are appointed.

Gaveston is executed by the barons.

Battle of Bannockburn.

The king is taken prisoner by his wife and her friends.

He is dethroned and Edward III declared king.



CHAPTER XI

THE LATER PLANTAGENETS

When Edward III, a lad of only fourteen, became king, with

Edward III
factions raging about him, assuredly there were

overthrows stormy days ahead. His mother Isabella, with
Mortimer. Mortimer at her side, expected to dominate the

young king and for some years did so. But Edward soon

resented the domineering ways of Mortimer and secretly

planned to destroy him. Life was the stake in the political

game of those days. At Nottingham, in 1330, the young

Edward’s friends suddenly seized Mortimer. He was hurried

to London and, after the mockery of a trial, was ignominiously

hanged as a common criminal. Isabella, Edward kept in

retirement for the rest of her days.

Mortimer’s tragic end had been hastened by his failure to

settle the trouble with Scotland. While he

attack England. supreme, a host of Scots, quick, as always,

Their defeat at to take advantage of England’s difficulties,

Harden Hill.
crossed the border, wasting and plundering as

far south as the Tees. They were most dangerous foes, for, on

horseback and without luggage, they could move so rapidly

that to come up with them was almost impossible. For

sustenance they trusted chiefly to the pillage of the country,

carrying with them only a little oatmeal and a plate of metal,

on which, when heated on the fire, they cooked their cakes.

AIJ this had baffled the incompetent Mortimer and, to the rage

of the English, he made, in 1328, a treaty with the Scots

acknowledging their complete independence of England. For

94
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the short time that Robert Bruce survived after the treaty

was made, peace continued. But Bruce died in 1329, and

when rivals quarreled for his throne, Edward III found his

chance to attack Scotland. In 1333, by a victory at Halidon

Hill, the English avenged Bannockburn. But, unfortunately,

this little war led to a very great and long one. The Scots

turned to Fiunce for help and not in vain. King Philip of

France, anxious to I'oot the English out of his country,

attacked Edward’s French dominion of Aquitaine, and Edward

retorted by claiming to be the rightful heir to the throne of

France. A struggle began which is known as The Hundred

Years’ War, for the dire contest lasted through nearly that

long period.

To the throne of France, Edward had, indeed, some show of

The war with legal claim.* Under English law, as it stands

France. to-day, his claim would be indisputable
;
but it

was derived through his mother, and, since the French law

provided that only a man could rule, the nation took this to

mean that no woman could even transmit a right to the

throne. The English took up Edward’s claim hotly. With
some classes war is always popular

;
the young nobles and

gentlemen in England now looked to a great war for the

excitement and glory that their fathers had sought in the

crusades. There were really serious grounds for dispute with

France. England had suffered severely of late years at the hands

of Korman pirates from the French province of Normandy,

and Englishmen, now keenly alive to trade interests, believed

that such depredations on their trade could be stopped only

if they were masters of both sides of the Channel. Moreover,

the French king threatened to interfere with the English

wool trade. Already, in the time of Edward I, the wool

trade had been vital to England, and any menace to it was a

* See on p. 104, the table which shows that Edward’s descent was
more direct than that of the French king, but it was through the

female line.
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national danger. The English were accustomed to send theii

wool to the great cloth manufactories of Flanders. This state

owed a certain feudal obedience to France, and it was clear

to Edward and his advisers that a hostile king of France, if

strong enough, would forbid the Flemings, his vassals, to have

dealings with the English. The Flemings, indeed, told

Edward that only by himself claiming his rights over them as

king of France could he prevent this.

So the long contest began. The English invaded France,

The course of ^^le first great battle was at Cregy. It was
the Hundred a victory, and a victory of the English common
Years’ War. ^

The victory of people against Fl-ench chivalry. For genera-

Cregy. tions, on English village greens, archers had

practised with the bow, and now many a man had developed

strength to shoot an arrow with force enough to kill a horse.

At Cregy the English bowmen stood on tho hill-side, and fired

on the mounted French knights as they charged up against

their foes. Since the English could not be sure of penetrating

the French helmets and coats of mail, they aimed at the horses,

and the wounded animals, some rearing, some bolting, threw

the whole army into confusion. The English won with but

slight loss, and with great slaughter of their foes.

The victory of Cregy was followed in the next year by

The siege and
Edward’s capture of Calais. It was bravely

capture of defended, but was so hemmed in that Philip of

Calais. France could not raise the siege, and at last

the French commander in the town pleaded with Edward for

mercy: “We must all die or else go mad with famine,

without the noble and gentle king of yours will take mercy

upon us.” But the siege had cost many English lives and

Edward was not disposed to be merciful. His answer was

:

“ Say to the captain that all the grace he shall find now in

me is that they let six of the chief burgesses of the town come

out bare-headed, bare-footed, bare-legged and in their shirts,

with halters about their necks and with the keys of the town
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and castle in their hands, and let them yield themselves

purely to my will
;
and the rest of the defenders will I take

to mercy.” When Edward’s hard terms were proclaimed six

brave burghers offered themselves as victims, and were led to

the English camp with the halters round their necks by which

they might conveniently be hanged. Apparently Edward

was resolved to exact the last penalty, but his Queen Philippa

on her knees besought him to spare the captives’ lives, and at

the last he did so, since, as he said to the queen, “You make

such request of me that I cannot deny you.” The burghers

were saved, but Calais was turned into an English town, and

remained English for 200 years.

Edward’s son, called from the colour of his armour “The
Black Prince,” won at Poitiers in 1356 another

great victory, the last in the war. Again the

English archers shot down the French knights

who this time fought on foot, but were forced to

advance towards their

waiting foes over broken

ground and, with their

heavy armour, were able

to move only clumsily.

The English carried off

The Battle of

Poitiers and
Treaty of

Bretigny.

England as a prisoner

of war and held him

for ransom. Both sides

were now tired of the

conflict, and in 1360

they agreed to the

Treaty of Bretigny by

which, while Edward

gave up his claim to

the French throne, he kept Calais and held his province of

Aquitaine free from any feudal obligation to France.

The Black Prince.
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While the war was going on, England and France were

The Black alike stricken by a fearful plague, known as

Death. the Black Death, which carried off half the

population. The desolation was appalling. Coming across sea,

the plague attacked the seaports first. In Bristol, we are

told, “almost the whole strength of the town died—struck,

as it were, by sudden death.” The fear of death affected all

classes. The usual tasks were left undone. “ Sheep and cattle

went wandering over fields and through crops, and there was

no one to go and diive or gather them, so that the numbers

cannot be reckoned which perished in every district for lack of

herdsmen
;
for there was such a lack of. servants that no man

knew what to do. Many crops perished in the fields for want

of some one to gather them. . . . The Scots, hearing of the

cruel pestilence of the English, believed it had come upon

them from the avenging hand of God, and, as it was commonly

reported in England, took for their oath, when they wanted

to swear, ‘By the Eoul Death of England!’ But when the

dread vengeance of God, came together in the Forest of

Selkirk, with purpose to invade the whole realm of England,

the fell mortality came upon them too, and the sudden and

awful cruelty of death winnowed them, so that about five

thousand died in a short time.”

The scarcity of workers brought from the working classes a

_. . , demand for higher wages, and this the king and

demands of the Parliament tried to check. They ordered that.

Labourers. under heavy penalties, reapers and other

labourers should not take more than they had been wont to

take. “ But the labourers were so lifted up and obstinate,

that they would not listen to the king’s command; but if

anyone wished to have them, he had to give what they wanted,

and either lose his fruit and crops or satisfy the lofty and

covetous wishes of the workmen. . . . Many buildings,
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of Edward’s
later years.

great and small, fell into ruins in every city and village, for

lack of inhabitants
;
likewise many hamlets became desolate,

not a house being left in them, all having died who lived

there.”

Gloomy and disastrous were the later years of Edward III,

-PI, +
When his good Queen Philippa died, Edward

fell under the influence of unworthy favourites.

His eldest son, Edward, the Black Prince, would

perhaps have saved the land from misrule, for he was loved

and trusted by the people
;
but he was stricken with a long

and fatal malady, and, when renewed war broke out, it was

managed by the king’s second son, John of Gaunt, Duke of

Lancaster—a far less capable man. In 1376 the Black Prince

died, before his father, leaving a little son, Richard, heir to

the throne. And now, in the hands of John of Gaunt, the

English cause in France lost ground rapidly. The French

had become too wary to meet the English archers in the field

;

instead, they shut themselves up in fortresse.s, and left the

country desolate, so as to starve out their foes. One after

another, the English lost their possessions in France, and when

Edward III died in 1377, Calais and a fragment of Gascony

were all that remained to them.

Soon broke out serious trouble with the labourers. A great

deal of bitterness had sprung up between them

and their employers. Since the Black Death

they made a general demand for higher pay.

This the landowners had resisted, and, backed

up by the Parliament, they enforced old rights

to exact, at low pay, labour on their lands from the peasants.

Of course the peasant tried to shake himself free from these

restrictions, and the temper on both sides finally became

savage. This ill-feeling between Rich and Poor was increased

by the teaching of John Wycliffe and his followers, known as

the Lollards, who attacked both the teaching and practise of

The Reign of

Richard II.

The discontent

of the Peasants
and the
teaching of

WycUffe.
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the Church. Wycliffe, himself a priest and a man of learning,

turned on the clergy with amazing vehemence. He accused

the Church of corrupting the simple truths of the Christian

faith, of ignoble practises to get money, of wasting her revenues

on evil-living clergy, of ill-gained ill-used, wealth, of neglect of

her duty to the poor. He sent out “poor preachers,” who

John Wycliffe.

went up and down the country, attacking not only the abuses

in the Church, but preaching the equality of all men, and

declaring that it was a righteous action to resist unrighteous

rulers. There were all the elements of an outbreak, and soon

after the accession of Richard II the crisis came. Rew things

do men resent more than unjust taxes, and in 1381 a heavy

personal or poll tax recently levied, not only on the rich, but

on the poor also, produced the alarming and widespread rising

known as the Peasants’ Revolt.
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Hordes of excited labourers scoured the eastern counties,

The Peasants’ burning and plundering the houses of the

Revolt. gentry. Two bands of rebels—one led by Wat
the Tyler, the other by Jack Straw—marched upon London,

and the Kentishmen, under Tyler, succeeded in getting inside

the gates of the city. Already they had destroyed the palace

of the hated John of Gaunt, outside the city walls; once

within, they attacked the Tower, and seizing the Archbishop

of Canterbury, cut off his head on Tower Hill. The young

Richard, undismayed by the numbers and ferocity of the

Kentishmen, went to Smithfield to discuss with them their

complaints, but Walworth, the Mayor of London, who accom-

panied the king, was so enraged at the bold words of Wat
Tyler, that he slew him in the sight of all his followers. At
this crisis Richard is said to have stepped forward and to

have addressed the rebels : “Sirs,” he said, “what aileth you?

Ye shall have no captain but me. I am your king.” If they

would trust him, he promised to remedy their grievances.

Meanwhile, the Londoners had armed themselves, and come to

the king’s rescue, and the rebels, relying on the king’s promises,

disbanded. The promises were broken, for when the rebel

organization dissolved, Richard’s advisers repudiated the boy-

king’s pledges, and stern punishment was inflicted on many of

the unhappy peasants. But they had called attention to their

grievances, and these were slowly remedied as time went on.

The king’s presence of mind had freed the country from one

The Duke of
great danger

;
but when, a few years later, he

attempted to take the management of affairs

into his own hands, the enmity of his uncle,

the Duke of Gloucester, brought about a rebellion of a very

different kind. Resolved to control the king’s policy in their

own interests, a band of ambitious and discontented nobles

gathered under the leadership of Gloucester. By a sudden

attack, they obtained possession of Richard’s person. With

Gloucester’s

party.
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lawless despatch they turned the friends he had called about

him out of office, putting some to death, outlawing others.

For a year they kept Richard under strict control. But their

sway did not endure. When Richard was twenty-three, by

another outburst of energy like that with which he confronted

Wat Tyler, he threw off their yoke and stood forth as resolved,

and capable, himself to rule England.

He was now able to hold his own, and for eight years he

Richard’s ruled with wisdom and justice. But dangers

oppressive rule, were all about him, and in 1397 Richard

resolved to strike a heavy blow against Gloucester’s party.

He arrested Gloucester and some of his associates, sent one,

the Earl of Arundel, to execution, and banished others.

Henceforth Richard seemed drunk with power. He talked of

himself as a despot whose word is law, and his sway became

so illegal and oppressive that, after a year or two, all the best

elements in England united against him. In 1399, John of

Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, died, and Richard refused to allow

the old Duke’s son, Henry of Bolingbroke, Earl of Derby,

whom, with the Earl of Norfolk, he had banished from the

kingdom, to inherit his father’s vast estates in England.

When Henry definitely landed in England to claim his

inheritance, others of the discontented quickly joined him.

Richard had gone to Ireland, and while he was delayed there

by unfavourable winds, Henry’s array had so increased that,

at last, when Richard landed in Wales, he found himself

without a realm, the nation having turned for relief from its

woes to Henry. Almost without a blow Richard surrendered.

By threats Henry forced him to resign the crown, and then

Henry himself was. chosen by Parliament to succeed the fallen

Richard. A deposed king is always a danger to the usurper,

and when, a few month’s later, Richard died in solitary

confinement, at Pontefract, few doubted that he was secretly

murdered.
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Richard’s reign is a sad tale of intrigue and of selfish

scheming on the part of nearly all in high place. The most

hopeful thing in it is the activity of thought. Men like

Wyclilfe had become conscious that the times were out of

joint, and tried to find a remedy
;
but the chief glory of

Richard’s reign is the great Chaucer, who then wrote the

poems that place him among the first half-dozen names in

English literature.

A.D.

Chief Dates

1327-1377- Reign of Edward the Third.

1327. Murder of Edward the Second.

1333 - Edward defeats the Scots at Halidon Hill.

1338. Beginning of the Hundred Years’ War with France.

1346. Battle of Cregy.

1347 - Capture of Calais.

1349 - The Black Death.

1356. Battle of Poitiers.

1374 - Loss of most of the English Dominions in France.

1377-1399- Reign of Richard the Second.

1381. The Peasants’ Revolt.

1389. Richard again assumes power.

1398. He banishesthe Earlof Norfolk and Henry of Bolingbroke.

1399- Henry returns, receives the surrender of Richard, and

is elected king.
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TABLE SHEWING THE CLAIM OF EDWARD III TO
THE CROWN OF FRANCE
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I I
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I I
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only only
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Edward III
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Philip VI (who
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THE HOUSES OF YORK AND LANCASTER

Edward III

1

Lionel, John of Gaunt, Edmund,

Duke of Clarence Duke of Lancaster Duke of York
1

1

Philippa Henry IV
1

Richard,

1 1

Earl of Cambridge,

Roger Mortimer, Henry V m. Anne Mortimer

Earl of March

i
.

Henry VI
Anne Mortimer,

m. Richard,

Earl of Cambridge

Richard, Duke of York

Edward IV



CHAPTER XII

THE HOUSE OF LANCASTER

To keep the throne he had so unexpectedly ascended, Henry

Reign of found a hard task. Though legally elected king

Henry IV. by Parliament, it was a successful rebellion

that had made him such, and a plot might iinmake him.

It is of Henry, always fearful of a usurper’s fate, that

Shakspeare wrote

—

“Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.”

In England the friends of Richard were hatching plots to

destroy Henry
;
the Welsh, too, had always loved Richard,

and they flew to arms, under the leadership of Owen Glen-

dower, a gentleman who had been Richard’s personal friend

and standard-bearer. Glendower, a man of great ability, was

believed by the Welsh to possess magical powers; to his

support they flocked in great numbers, hoping that in the

turmoil Wales might be able to throw off the hated yoke of

I

England. Though in this more ambitious plan Glendower did

,

not succeed, throughout the reign of Henry IV he maintained

j

his position, and was a thorn in the king’s side. Time after

j

time, Henry or his young son—afterwards Henry V—led

' expeditions into Wales
;

but time after time also, either

weather, or lack of food, or the impossibility of coming up

!
with the Welsh among their rugged mountains, thwarted the

efforts of the English.

The Scots, too, troubled the anxious king, and took adva.n-

i Heiwy’s quarrel difficulties to cross the Border, bent

I

with the Percys. plunder and rapine. For a time the north

I'

country was well guarded for Henry by the war-like Percys

—

!
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a great family, of which the Duke of Northumberland was

head. In securing Henry’s accession, the Pereys had taken

no small part. When, later, at Homildon Hill, they defeated

the Scots, and took many rich and noble prisoners, they hoped

from these to exact large ransoms. But here they came into

conflict with Henry. His great need of money led him into a

course as unwise as it was ungrateful. Intending to exact

the ransoms for himself, he called upon the Pereys, to whom
he already owed large sums, to hand over to him their

prisoners. The demand cost him dear. At once the Duke of

Northumberland threw in his lot with Henry’s enemies; he

set free those Scottish nobles who were still in his power, and

persuaded them to join an army which, under the command

of young Harry Percy, marched southwards to the aid of

Owen Glendower. To the French also Northumberland sent

messengers, inviting their assistance against Henry.

With Scots, Welsh, and discontented English united against

Henry’s victory
Henry’s position was critical. His foes

over the rebels mustered an army of fourteen thousand men.
at Shrewsbury, known as

“Hotspur,” was the most fiery leader
;
so fond of action was

he, that Shakspeare makes him complain of a life, in which

three or four score Scots are killed of a morning, as stagnant

:

“Fie upon this quiet life ! I want work.” Near Shrewsbury

the rebels met Henry and his son, leading an almost equal

force. A desperate battle ensued. Hotspur, with a fine force

of archers, fresh from victory at Homildon Hill, was resolved

to conquer. But the rebels were less united and less steady

than were Henry’s men, and the fight went against them.

Young Percy was killed
;
Douglas, the chief of the Scots,

was taken prisoner, and by the close of the day, at great

cost, Henry had won a notable victory. But even victory

did not win final security. Glendower continued trouble-

some; French pirates still ravaged the south coast and
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Northumberland lived long enough to raise two more re-

bellions, in the second of which, however, he was killed.

One of the chief results of Henry’s insecurity on the

„ ,
English throne, was his readiness to submit his

Henry’s ®
.

deference to own wishes to those of Parliament. He seems
Parliament. have feared that the power which had

deposed Richard might in turn depose its own nominee. He
submitted entirely to its wishes in regard to taxes, for, with

his crown in danger, and his enemies numerous, he did not

dare to raise money by unpopular methods. He even let

Parliament decide what servants he should keep or dismiss.

The result was that, under him, Parliament became more

powerful than it had ever been before.

Of the Church, too, Hemy sought the support. The

Religious
Church had her own troubles, and was glad to

persecution ally herself with the royal power. By the
under Henry.

increase of the Lollards, the bishops had now
become greatly alarmed. Since Richard had rather favoured

them, now, by helping to crush them, Henry sought to win

the friendship of their opponents, the clergy. It is a remark-

able fact that previously in England there had been practically

no religious persecution, and no punishment of heresy with

death. But the happier era now passed away, and, to win

clerical support, Henry consented to the passing of a law

under which heretics were to be burned. Thus were kindled

the fires too often to be renewed in English history. The

first victim was William Sawtre, a London clergyman, burned

at Smithfield, in 1401, in the presence of a great multitude,

chiefly for deriding the Church’s teaching in regard to Christ’s

presence in the sacrament.

In 1413 Henry lY died at the age of 49—still a compara-

The reign of tively young man, but worn out by his

Henry V. anxieties. His successor, Henry Y, young,

handsome, wise in judgment, and bold in war, came to the
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throne with everything in his favour. His praises were on

many lips, and as peacemaker he began his reign. He showed

his respect for the memory of the dead king whom his father

Henry tub Fifth.

had deposed, by removing the body of Hichard II to West-

minster Abbey, where it was re-buried in a sumptuous tomb.
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He also set at liberty Richard’s heir, the young Earl of March,

who had been kept in close confinement by Henry lY. The

only thing in which Henry followed his father’s oppressions

was in his pursuit of the Lollards. More severely than ever,

these unhappy people were now treated, and when, driven to

desperation, they endeavoured to stir up rebellion, Henry

hanged forty of them in chains, as a grim warning to others.

During the last reign, the long struggle with France

Renewed war languished
;

but now Henry V, hoping

with France. perhaps, to avoid division at home by uniting

his people in war abroad, thirsting, too, as a young warrior,

for the glory and excitement of war, made demands at the

French court, which he knew would not be granted. He
revived the claim of Edward III to the throne itself, and

asked for the surrender of all the provinces in France ever

held by an English king. He could hardly have chosen a

more favourable time to renew the struggle. France was

falling into anarchy
;
the king was insane, and the country

was torn by the rival factions of the Duke of Burgundy and

the Duke of Orleans, the cousin and the brother of the king,

each of whom wished to be regent.

Henry quickly pressed his demands. With a small army.

The siege of consisting almost entirely of archers, he crossed

Harfleur. the Channel and laid siege to Harfleur. For

five weeks the English army lay before the town, slowly

starving it into submission, while, as slowly, the rival dukes

were making up their minds to unite against the enemy.

Meanwhile disaster seemed to overtake the English.

Encamped in the open trenches, they suffered terribly from

cold and wet; and desolating sickness broke out. Though

at length Harfleur surrendered, the victors were in imminent

danger, for a French army, five times as numerous as their

own, was hastening to attack them. Flight seemed the only

wise course, and the king was urged by his council of war to
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abandon Harfleur, to embark with his diminished army on the

ships whither the sick and wounded had already been carried,

and to set sail for England.

But to retreat Henry could not bring himself, and, since to

Henry’s victory wait at Harfleur was dangerous, he determined

at Agincourt. to march across country to the strong fortress

of Calais. The journey proved difficult
;
supplies ran short,

the country folk were unfriendly, and Henry found that the

bridges by which he hoped to cross the Somme were broken

down. At length, at Agincourt, forty-five miles from Calais,

the main Fi-ench army overtook the weary half-starved

English, and a pitched battle was unavoidable.

At the end of a long ploughed field, where his men were

protected behind and on both sides by a thick hedge, Henry

took up his position. The French could attack him only in

front, and, to do even this, they were obliged to struggle

through nearly a mile of heavy clay, made soft and slimy by

recent rains. As the first line advanced, it soon began to slip

and stumble in the mud
;
weighted by their armour and

weapons, some sank knee-deep, while those who, disordered

and exhausted, advanced to the English lines, were greeted

with a shower of arrows, piercing, at such short range, the

stoutest armour. When the second line pressed in behind the

first, a murderous hand to hand struggle followed. But the

English array remained unbroken, and, at length, the French

assailants turned and fled. Now, at last, the English broke

their line in pursuing the beaten foe. There was great

slaughter, and, when the day ended, Henry’s small force were

masters of the field. Such was the great English victory of

Agincourt. When the news reached England, bells rang and

bonfires were lighted. In welcoming the victors at Dover the

citizens rushed into the water, and carried the soldiers ashore

on their backs ; all London turned out to meet the procession,

and a solemn thanksgiving service was held' at St. Paul’s, for
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the success of the English arms. More tlian ever was Henry

his people’s idol.

While Agincourt weakened the French, it did not end the

Henry becomes
when, two years later, Henry again

Regent of crossed over to Normandy, he met with little

France. opposition. Town after town fell before him,

until the whole province was subdued. The Duke of Bur-

gundy, who had joined the English, was assassinated, and this

made his followers the more zealous for Henry. His progress

was irresistible and finally a treaty, known as the Treaty of

Troyes, was arranged. It provided that Henry should marry

the Princess Katherine, daughter of the mad old king, and

that, on the death of his father-in-law, he should succeed to

the throne. The marriage took place
;
Paris was given up to

Henry, the new Regent of France, and he returned in triumph

But the Dauphin, Charles, heir of the mad king, did not

The death tamely submit to the loss of his inheritance,

of Henry. and, soon after Henry’s return, news arrived of

an English defeat. Once again King Henry crossed the

Channel, and, once again, success crowned his arms. But he

was stricken in the moment of victory. Sickness broke out

during the long siege of the town of Meaux, as it had done in

the trenches round Harfleur. This time the king himself fell

a victim. On the way to Paris he died, at the early age of

thirty-four.

The sorrow at Henry’s loss is seen most acutely in the

Henry’s praises heaped upon him when he was gone.

Character. “ This Henry was a king, of life without spot,”

we are told, “ a prince whom all men loved, and of none dis-

dained, a captain against whom fortune never frowned, nor

mischance once spurned. . . . He had such knowledge in

ordering and guiding an army, with such a gift to encourage

his people, that the Frenchmen had constant opinion he never

could be vanquished in battle
;
such wit, such prudence, and
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such policy with all, that he never enterprised anything before

he had fully debated and forecast all the main chances that

might happen
;
which done, with all diligence and courage he

set his purpose forward. ... A majesty was he that both

lived and died a pattern in princehood, a lode-star in honour,

a mirror of magnificence.”

The death of its hero-king left England with a child-ruler

;

The reign of Henry YI was only an infant, and about infant-

Henry VI. rulers selfish intrigue is always rife. One of

the late king’s brothers, John, Duke of Bedford, was made

Regent in France
;
another, Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester,

became protector in England. The English were keen to hold

France as a conquered country and pressed on the war. At
first, Bedford did well. He was a capable ruler, and not only

maintained the proud position that Henry V had won in

France, but even gained ground. But darker days came.

France’s insane king was now dead, and the Dauphin, his son,

claimed the throne. He was a foolish prince, and, while the

heir of the murdered Duke of Burgundy held to the English,

the Dauphin could do little. Orleans was the one important

town that held out against the English, and, at length, to it

Bedford laid siege. The citizens fought bravely, but supplies

were gradually exhausted, and, as the Dauphin made no

attempt to save the town, it was soon on the verge of

surrender.

Then a strange thing happened. When the French cause

Jeanne d’Arc
seemed lost, Jeanne d’Arc, a peasant girl, only

the Maid of about eighteen years of age, appeared on the
Orleans. scene. Tales had reached her quiet village of

the horrors of the war, and of the sufferings of her country-

men at the hands of the English conquerors. Jeanne d’Arc,

while she sat spinning, or while she tended her sheep in the

meadows, brooded on these things, and at length she came to

believe that God had chosen her to save France. Voices

spoke in her ear, bidding her seek the Dauphin and place
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iierself at tlie head of his armies. At first, Jeanne was received

at the French court with ridicule, but so desperate was the

position of Orleans that her offer to head a relief expedition

was hesitatingly accepted. The girl became the leader of the

French army. She sent heralds to Bedford at Orleans

demanding that he should hand over to “the Maid of

Heaven ” the keys of the cities he had taken and plundered

in France. Stories of the wonderful maiden spread through

the English host. Some declared that she was a witch
;
others

that she was an angel fiom heaven sent to deliver France.

All were agreed that Jeanne possessed powers more than

mortal, and, while this belief struck fear into the ranks of the

English, it filled the French with new hope and courage.

When the Maid, at the head of a small band of horse,

appeared before Orleans, she met with little resistance, and

was allowed to enter the town. A few days later more French

troops, with plentiful stores, sailed up the Loire and succeeded

in reaching the city. Within a fortnight of Jeanne’s first

appearance at the head of the troops, her task was completed,

Orleans was rescued, and the English had sullenly abandoned

the siege.

Henceforth, Bedford lost ground steadily. Wherever the

The burning Maid of Orleans led, her soldiers were vic-

of the Maid. torious. She won town after town. Bedford

feared her as having more than human power
;
he wrote to

England that his losses were due to “ that disciple and limb

of the devil called the Maid, that uses false enchantments and

sorcery.” When, after nearly two years of fighting, Jeanne

fell into the hands of the English, it was as a limb of the

devil that they treated her. Condemned as a witch and

heretic, she was burned alive in the market-place of Rouen.

But no revival of the English cause came from the death of

Jeanne. Worn out, Bedford died, and under his successors

the English cause went from bad to worse.
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While Bedford was working bravely in France, his brother

Henry’s Gloucester was mismanaging English affairs.

marriage to g ambition and his insolent bearing,
Margaret of ®

Anjou. be offended many of the nobles, and, for

selfish reasons, he opposed peace with France. In 1445 the

young King Henry married the French princess Margaret of

Anjou, and, to get his beautiful bride, gave up most of the

possessions which the English still held in France. In

England, Margaret was destined to lead a stormy life. She

displaced Gloucester as the person most influential with King

Henry, and disgrace soon overtook the Duke. Suspected

of a plot to seize power for himself, he was arrested, and he

died soon after. Then the rival to Margaret’s influence was

Richard, Duke of York, whose title to the throne itself was

plausible, for on his mother’s side he was descended from the

second son of Edward III, and on his father’s side from the

fourth son, while Henry was descended from John of Gaunt,

the third son. Troubles thickened about poor Henry. At
length his reason gave way, and then York, the heir to the

throne, naturally became Protector. But, within a few

months, an heir was born to Henry, and this dashed York’s

hopes of the crown.

Between Queen Margaret and the Duke of York there was

bitter enmity. Margaret wished to be regent;

yet, though Gloucester, her former hated rival,

was now dead, she- found as powerful a check

in the Duke of York, now, in turn, become

Protector. He had opposed her marriage, and

she regarded him as her son’s enemy. She was a determined,

ambitious woman, and completely ruled the gentle Henry.

Accordingly, when the king recovered, as he did, from his

mental malady, he removed York from office and treated him

with marked disfavour, while he surrounded himself with

weaker men, whose unfitness for high office disgusted the

whole nation. At last York was goaded into taking up arms.

The beginning
of the Wars of

the Roses,

between
Lancaster and
York.
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and thus began the famous civil war known as the Wars of

the Roses, because the Lancastrian badge was a Red Rose,

and that of the Yorkists a White Rose. Just before the

civil war broke out, peace had been secured in France, but

only when the English forces had been defeated everywhere.

They gave up everything but Calais, and never since have

tried to make conquests in France. With foreign war ended,

the factions in England were free for their own ruthless

contest. Yet, bitter as was their strife, it interfered less

than might have been expected with the general progress

of Englishmen
;

it was waged almost entirely by the great

nobles, and the rank and file were composed of the retainers

which these drew from their vast estates. But while the

rival magnates were plotting and counterplotting and fighting

up and down the country, the middle classes continued to

trade and to carry on their industries in the towns, almost

as if no furious civil war were raging around them.

From the beginning of the struggle Margaret assumed the

_, „ leadership of the Lancastrians. Her friends

the Wars of were chiefly the northern barons and the
the Roses. Welsh, while to the White Rose rallied the

southern lords and, usually, the citizens of London. The

first skirmish was at St. Albans, in 1455, where the Yorkists

won in a street fight. Unimportant battles, separated by long

intervals, followed this beginning of the storm. Then, in

1460, the Yorkists defeated the queen’s friends at North-

ampton, and made the poor meek king their prisoner.

Margaret fled, first to Wales, and then to the north.

At length she succeeded in raising another army with which

she fell upon the Yorkists at Wakefield. A desperate battle,

disastrous to the Yorkists, followed. The Duke of York
was killed and his army was completely defeated. Margaret’s

side showed a savage temper in the moment of victory. Not
only was York’s head cut off and put up as a ghastly trophy

over the gates of the city of York
;
one of his sons, taken
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prisoner, was butchered in cold blood, and other prominent

prisoners were beheaded without trial. But the Lancastrian

triumph was brief. York’s son Edward, a brave soldier,

succeeded to his father’s claims and position, and continued

the struggle. In little more than a month after his father’s

death, he defeated, at Mortimer’s Cross on the Welsh border,

a Lancastrian army and then marched to London. The

queen was also advancing southwards, but the Londoners

feared her, for tales had already reached them of her cruelty

and of the barbarities committed by her rude northern

followers. So, when young Edward, Duke of York, reached

the capital, the Londoners gave him a warm welcome, and

showed their resolve to dethrone the weak Henry by pro-

claiming Edward king, as Edward IV.

A.E.

1399- 1413.

1400.

1402.

1403.

1413- 1422.

1415-

1420.

1422-1461.

1422.

1429.

1431-

I44S-

1453-

1454-

1455-

1460.

1461.

Chief Dates

Reign of Henry the Fourth.

Rebellion of Owen Glendower.

Defeat of the Scots by the Percys at Homildon Hill.

Henry defeats his allied enemies at Shrewsbury.

Reign of Henry the Fifth.

Battle of Agincourt.

Treaty of Troyes.

Reign of Henry the Sixth (died 1471).

Bedford becomes Regent in France, and Gloucester
Protector in England.

The Siege of Orleans is raised by Jeanne d’Arc.

She is burned at Rouen.

Henry marries Margaret of Anjou.

End of the Hundred Years’ War.

Richard, Duke of York, is declared Protector during
the king’s illness.

The first battle in the Wars of the Roses is fought at

St. Albans.

The Yorkists are victorious at Northampton and take
Henry prisoner.

Margaret defeats the Yorkists and kills the Duke of

York at Wakefield.

Edward, Duke of York, defeats the Lancastrians at

Mortimer’s Cross. He marches to London and is

crowned king.



CHAPTER XIII

THE HOUSE OF YORK

To be crowned king in London was not, as the young Edward

The Reign of understood, to be master of England.

Edward IV. The Lancastrian array, afraid to attack Edward

in the south, was retreating towards the friendly moorlands

of the north when Edward, who, above everything else, was

prompt, set out in pursuit. He had an army numbering, it is

said, nearly fifty thousand men, and with him was his chief

supporter, the great Earl of Warwick, who had gained for

Edward’s cause the victory at Northampton. The opposing

forces met in South Yorkshire, soon after Edward passed the

Trent. Henry VI was no soldier, and Queen Margaret,

though a woman, took the chief part in the management of

the Lancastrian army. It was the larger of the two, but

Margaret’s unruly northerners were riot easy to manage, and

were far from ably led. On Towton field, near Tadcaster, the

two forces met, and there they fought one of the most terrible

battles ever waged on English soil. It began in the early

morning, in a blinding snow-storm, and lasted till sunset. The

crisis of the war had come, and each side was resolved neither

to grant nor to ask mercy
;

“ by reason whereof every man
determined either to conquer or to die on the field.” To make
flight impossible, the Earl of Warwick killed his war-horse.^

and chose to fight on foot like a common soldier. “ Let him

flee that flee will,” he cried
;
“ I will bide with him that bides

with me.”
117
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Edward’s
victory at

Towton.

For ten weary hours the fierce struggle lasted. Edward
himself was everywhere, “ refreshing the weary

and helping the wounded,” until, at last, the

Lancastrian force broke and fled. All night,

and for the greater part of the next day, the chase continued,

and though beaten, and flying, the Lancastrians turned from

time to time on their pursuers and wrought great havoc.

In the fight, we are told, “ were slain thirty-six thousand seven

hundred and seventy-six persons, all Englishmen, and of one

nation.” Henry and Margaret fled to Scotland. Not yet

was the determined spirit of the queen crushed, and for

another three years she kept up the struggle in the Border-

counties, where her friends were strongest. But when, at last,

she took refuge in France, poor Henry, remaining in England,

was soon surprised and made prisoner
;

then only did the

position of Edward on the throne seem secure.

But Edward was soon quarreling with his own friends.

Impatient of counsel and control from the Earl

of Warwick, “the King-maker,” who had

helped to put him on the throne, Edward at

length turned an old friend into a bitter foe.

Against Warwick’s advice the king rashly married Elizabeth

Woodville, a beautiful lady of comparatively low birth, and

thus barred the way to a union with one of his own rank, who

might have strengthened his position on the throne. The

upstart queen’s friends and relations swarmed at court and

were given titles and dignities, while Warwick and his

followers held aloof.

At length Wai’wick became an open enemy of Edward,

iir ^ 1 .
George, Duke of Clarence, Edward’s brother,

league with Warwick detached from Edward’s cause, and,

in spite of the king’s stern prohibition, Clarence

Warwick tried to raise a re-

bellion in the country, but when he failed, through the king’s

promptness, he fled with Clarence to France. There he made

Edward’s
quarrel with
Warwick, “the
King-maker”

Margaret.
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an alliance, strange for the old foe of the Lancastrians
;
he

became reconciled to the exiled Margaret, who accepted'' his

offer to espouse her cause, to restore the imprisoned Henry to

the throne, and to drive out King Edward. The alliance was

sealed by the marriage of Warwick’s younger daughter with

Margaret’s son, Prince Edward.

That Edward could be overthrown, as Warwick declared,

proved to be true. As soon as Warwick and

Clarence landed in England, Lancastrians all

Barnet and over the country rose in rebellion and, without
Tewkesbury.

fighting a battle, Edward fled to Flanders. The

poor shadow of a king, Henry, was now taken from his prison

in the Tower, and by his new friends was once more set upon

the throne. But though Edward had fled when flight seemed

the wisest course, he was not the man to lose a kingdom

lightly. Within a few months he returned to England. To

aid him the Yorkists rose as the Lancastrians had risen to aid

Warwick, and when he advanced towards London the

treacherous Clarence deserted Warwick. The decisive battle

the House of Lancaster. Warwick himself was killed. Once

more the unresisting Henry left his throne for a prison, and

Edward, with his rival secure in the Tower, hastened into the

west country, where Margaret, with her son, Prince Edward,

was rallying the Lancastrians. At Tewkesbury he overtook the

Queen, and there the Bed Rose suffered final eclipse. Prince

Edward, Henry Vi’s heir and Margaret’s son, died on the field

of battle, and with him most of the Lancastrian leaders, while

the Queen herself fell into Edward’s hands. Shortly after-

wards the old king, Henry, was found dead in the Tower.

The Yorkist chroniclers declared that he died of a broken

heart, but Lancastrian writers said he had been basely

murdered by his successful rival.
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Tranquil and uneventful was the reign of Edward IV

The death of after these stormy years. No longer was
Edward IV. there a Lancastrian claimant to trouble him.

Edward’s handsome face and pleasant manners endeared him

Edward the Fifth

to the people, but he was too careless, too devoted to pleasure,

for the serious work of kingship, and he did not prove a good

ruler. His able brother Richard, Duke of Gloucester, took

a leading share in the government; the worthless Clarence
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proved still shifty and treacherous, and at last, for treason,

Edward passed upon him sentence of death ; he was drowned,

it is said, in a hogshead of his favourite Malmsey wine at his

own request. In the prime of life, worn out by dissipation,

Edward himself passed away.

Edward left two sons, aged twelve and ten, and several

Ed d V
daughters, of whom the eldest, Elizabeth, was

becomes king, nearly grown up. At the time of his father’s

but is deposed death the little Prince of Wales was in the
by Richard III.

mother’s brother, but Gloucester

got possession of the boy and carried him off to London.

Here he was crowned, and his uncle, Gloucester, the

most capable person for the place, became regent, though

Edward’s widow desired that office. By unscrupulous intrigue

Gloucester also secured possession of Edward’s second son,

and the two boys were kept in the Tower, still a palace as

well as a prison. Then Gloucester developed his plan, which

was to persuade the English that Edward’s IV’s marriage

with the young king’s mother was not valid, and that, since

Edward IV had no legitimate children, Gloucester himself

was heir to the throne. The plan worked well. Many were

afraid of the dangers that come with a child-king; Gloucester

had persuasive ways, and after a short time the Lord Mayor

and citizens of London were persuaded to declare in favour

of Gloucester’s claims
;
Parliament made no opposition, and

in the end the poor little king was deposed and Gloucester

was crowned as Richard HI. Weary of war, the nation

was anxious, above all things, for the strong and settled

government which Gloucester’s undoubted capacity promised.

But, while capable and ambitious, he stands out as cruel in a

cruel age, and he did not hesitate to remove by murder those

who stood in his way. On the other hand, when his enemies

were no longer dangerous he treated them generously, and

his personal courage won the admiration of friends and foes

alike.
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That a deposed king should be allowed to live was not

The murder of hkely in that ruthless age. Soon after his

Edward V, coronation, Richard set out on a journey

through the kingdom, and, during his absence, the two little

princes disappeared. Their fate was a dark mystery, for

no trace of them could be found. Of course, murder was

suspected. One chronicle grimly states that “the two sons

of King Edward were put to silence.” People in general

believed that Richard had allowed, if he had not ordered, the

murder of his young nephews, but nothing was certain until

twenty years later a certain Sir James Tyrell confessed that

he had been employed to smother the young princes and bury

them secretly in the Tower. Even then the bodies were not

forthcoming, and not until after nearly two centuries were

bones, believed to be those of Edward V and his brother,

found by some workmen beneath a staircase in the Tower.

The suspicion of murder weakened Richard
;
the age, if not

its leaders, was growing less tolerant of such crimes. Plots

against the king soon became rife. Of the house of Lancaster

there were none remaining, but there was still a great-great-

grandson of John of Gaunt, a descendant of his third

marriage. Upon this young man, Henry Tudor, Earl of

Richmond, the remaining Lancastrians fixed their hopes,

feeling that though, strictly speaking, not a Lancastrian, he

was at any rate closely connected with the Red Rose.

Even within the Yorkist party Richard had many enemies,

Plans against ’^^o began to make advances to Henry Tudor.

Richard III. They suggested that he should marry the

Princess Elizabeth, daughter of the late king, who, if her

young brothers were really dead, was the heiress of the House

of York. By this marriage Henry would unite the claims of

both parties and would very greatly strengthen his position as

a rival to Richard. When Yorkist partisans carried these

proposals to Henry, who was an exile in France, he received

them favourably and undertook to marry Elizabeth, if ever
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he became king. But, meanwhile, the English conspirators

' had been betrayed to the vigilant Richard, and, with his

usual energy, he took prompt measures. Buckingham their

leader, he seized and executed
;
the others fled to the Earl of

j

Richmond in France.

I

Richard now thought himself safe. During his short reign,

I

Richard’s parliament and it passed an unusual

I

useful reforms, number of good laws, and for the first time

these were enacted in the English language
;
previously they

had been in French. The art of printing had just been

discovered and Richard’s laws were printed for all men to

read. One statute forbade the seizure of a debtor’s goods

!
before sentence had been passed upon him

;
another provided

I for the choice of fit and capable persons to serve on juries
;
a

third ordained that books of all kinds should be admitted

I

into the country free from the duties levied upon other

imports,—all useful reforms.

But Richard’s hold on England was really insecure.

Lord Stanley’s
Perhaps owing to the unscrupulous treachery

plotting against he had himself shown, he won little real afFec-

Richard. tion. Many leaders, such as the powerful

Lord Stanley, professed loyalty, while they were in secret

league with his enemies. Though Stanley had married the

mother of Henry Tudor, he was Steward of Richard’s house-

hold, and might have been expected to remain faithful to the

king who had given him such high office. But, like others,

Stanley was ready to destroy the doomed king. When Henry

Tudor landed at Milford Haven, in Wales, the Welsh hastened

;

to rally round one who was the son of a Welsh father. Not

knowing where the enemy would appear, Richard had taken

his army into the Midlands, and there he awaited the coming

j

conflict. As Henry advanced, the English flocked to join him

;

[

Lord Stanley sent him assurances of support, adding, however,
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that, as yet, he dared not throw off the mask of fidelity to

Richard, since his son was with the king, and would certainly,

in such case, be put to death. In this we see again that

treachery and unscrupulous cruelty were the weapons of the age.

Lord Stanley.

The two armies met at Bosworth, in Leicestershire.

The Battle of Richard was by far the greater general, and
Bosworth, those who professed to be on his side were

more numerous than the followers of Richmond. But there

was no moral inspiration in Richard’s cause. He is said to

have spent the night before the battle in sleepless agony.
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Doubts and fears filled his mind. Shakespeare represents him

as saying :

—

“There is no creature loves me ;

And if I die no soul shall pity me
;

Nay, wherefore should they, since that I myself

Find in myself no pity to myself ?

Methoughrs the souls of all that I had murder’d

Came to my tent ; and every one did threat

To-morrow’s vengeance on the head of Richard.”

Early in the morning, fighting began, and, though it raged

with great fury, from the first, treachery made Richard’s

cause hopeless. Lord Stanley, who had drawn up his men

about midway between the two camps, watched for the

moment when it would be prudent openly to assist the king’s

enemies. Another great lord, the Duke of Northumberland,

withdrew with his followers from the field of battle, and,

though he did not help Henry, refused to help Richard. At

length, when Stanley’s array was turned against Richard,

he saw that all was lost, and since his own fate, if taken

prisoner, was certain death, he now sought only to kill

Richmond before he fell.

“Then to King Richard there came a knight, and said.

The death of
‘ ^ time for ye to flee. Yonder Stanley,

Richard III. his dints be so sore, against them may no man
stand. Here is thy horse for to ride

;
another day we may

worship win.’ He said, ‘Bring me my battle-axe in my hand,

and set the crown of gold on my head so high
;
for by Him

that made both sea and land, King of England this day will

I die. One foot away I will not flee, while breath doth abide

my breast within.’ As he said, so did he. If he lost his life

he died a king. . . . They hewed the crown of gold from

his head, and boldly on a bier they did him bring. . . .

Then with a voice they cried ‘ King Henry !
’ The crown of

gold was delivered to the Lord Stanley
; and unto King
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Henry then went he, and delivered it as to the most worthy

.

to wear that crown and be their king.”

With Richard’s death on Bosworth Field ended the Wars

Social changes of the Roses. He was the last of the fighting

of the tinae. kings,—of the rulers whose chief task was to

curb the fighting barons. While the barons, with hosts of

retainers, had been exhausting their resources in the long civil

war, the traders in the towns, taking little part in the

struggle, had been growing rich. In the ravages of war a

good many of the great families were almost killed off, and

between this and their poverty it had come to pass, when

Richard III fell, that the barons counted for much less in

England than they had ever done before. Henceforth, if a

king were popular with the merchant classes, he had little to

fear from any group of barons. Over England, and over

Europe too, other changes were coming, with the result that

the classes engaged in commerce were growing powerful. The

The Known World in the Time of Richard the Third.

recent invention of printing had made easy the circulation of

ideas. Men’s minds were aroused. Literary and artistic

interests, that had died out during the middle ages, now began

to revive. Men studied art; they read, and a good many

wrote, books. They travelled, and a spirit of adventure was
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soon to lead to the discovery of America, and of a sea route to

India by the Cape of Good Hope. A great upheaval in the

Thb Voyages of CoijUMBns to America, of Vasco da Gama to India, and of

Magellan Round the World.

Church was also drawing near. Though it seemed stronger

than ever, its power was really undermined. Greek, the

language of the New Testament, had long been almost

forgotten in the West. Now its study revived, and the new

interest in learning was soon to lead many to question the

teaching, and to reject the authority, of the religious leaders

whom they had formerly obeyed.
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A.D.

1461-1483.

1461.

1470. March.

Sept.

1471. April 14,
* ^ May 4.

(( May 21.

1483. April 9.
“ May 4.

“ June 25.

1483-1485-

1483.

1485 -

Chief Dates

Reign of Edward the Fourth,

Battle of Towton.

Warwick and the Duke of Clarence escape to France.

They return to England. Edward flees to Flanders,

and Henry VI is restored.

Edward defeats Warwick at Barnet.

He defeats Margaret, and kills Prince Edward at

Tewkesbury.

Henry VI dies in the Tower.

Death of Edward IV.

Gloucester is declared Protector.

He becomes king.

Reign of Richard the Third.

The young princes disappear from the Tower.

Battle of Bosworth.

TABLE SHOWING THE DESCENT OF HENRY VII

FROM EDWARD III

Blanche of Lancaster = John of Gaunt = Katherine Swynford
i

I

Henry IV John, Earl of Somerset

Henry V John, Duke of Somerset

Henry VI Margaret=Edmond Tudor

Henry VII



CHAPTER XIV

Henry the Seventh.

both on his victory in the field and on his right of birth—the

latter a somewhat flimsy plea. Grave and suspicious, hard
129

THE TUDOR KINGS

Two days after the battle of Bosworth, Henry Tudor set out

The Reign of ^®r London. There was no one to dispute the

Henry VII. right of the victor to the throne, and Henry

was promptly crowned King, resting his claim to the crown
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and crafty in his dealings, and greedy of wealth, Henry soon

showed himself to be. Yet he was a wise king. Well know-

ing the weakness of his hold upon the crown, he sought to

strengthen his position by merciful treatment of his defeated

foes, and by marriage with the Princess Elizabeth, whom he

chose to regard as the heiress to the claims of the House of

York. The son of the late Duke of Clarence, Edward Plan-

tagenet, Earl of Warwick, who, by the death of Richard, had

become the natural head of the Yorkist faction, Henry kept a

close prisoner in the Tower.

In spite of all precautions, the early years of Henry’s reign

The imposture
disturbed by one conspiracy after another,

of Lambert A youth named Lambert Simnel appeared in
Simnel. Ireland, which had always been favourable to

the Yorkists, and gave out that he was Edward Plantagenet,

and had escaped from the Tower. His story a great many
people, including the chief English Yorkists, believed, or

professed to believe. But Henry was too strong for him. The

real Edward Plantagenet he at once showed to the people in

the streets of London, and at Stoke-on-Trent he gave battle to

Simnel’s followers, and utterly defeated them. Simnel himself

Henry regarded as merely “ an image of wax that others had

tempered and moulded and the mock prince became a

scullion in the royal kitchens, and was afterwards promoted

A far more serious rebellion was hatched by one Perkin

The imposture
Warbeck, who pretended to be Richard, Duke

of Perkin of York, the younger of the two murdered sons
Warbeck. Edward lY. Like Lambert Simnel, he went

first to Ireland, and was well received by the natives, whom
Heniy scornfully accused of being ever ready “ to crown apes

for kings.” Yearbook appears to have been a youth of quick

wit and pleasing manners, and to have learned his part well.

The Duchess of Burgundy, sister of Edward lY, who supported

all Henry’s enemies, acknowledged him as her nephew
; the
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King of Scotland received him with open arms, and gave him

his own cousin in marriage. At length Perkin landed in

Cornwall
;
hut, in face of Henry’s prudent plans, he soon saw

that his cause was hopeless, and, on receiving a promise that

his life should be spared, he gave himself up. While confined

in the Tower he made the acquaintance of Clarence’s son,

Edward, a fellow-prisoner
;
there was some talk between them

about a plot to escape, and Henry made this an excuse to put

them both to death : there were other cruel and relentless

persons in that age of blood, besides Richard III.

Henry VII was perhaps the most astute king who ever

The policy of reigned in England. In foreign affairs he
Henry VII. proved a master-schemer, and his aim was

always to get money. Early in his reign he levied large sums

of money for a war which he threatened to make on France

;

but, after only a short campaign, he made peace in return for a

bribe from the French. Much the same thing took place in

regard to Scotland. Henry took from his subjects funds to

carry on a war with the Scots
;
instead of war he made peace,

but he did not give back to his people the money he had

squeezed from them for war. Such devices were of course

inglorious
;
but they not only made Henry rich—they saved

England the exhaustion of war. To be rich was, Henry

thought, to hold his throne securely, for money could buy

support. He forced wealthy subjects to give him what he

called presents or “Benevolences,” and woe to any one who

refused to give what was called for by the king ! He had

spies to hunt out any violations of his laws, or plots against

his sway, and he punished the guilty with fines that brought

more gold to his coffers. To check the power of the nobles he

made laws against their keeping up the small armies of liveried

retainers usual in an earlier age
;
again, when they broke his

laws, they paid for it by crushing fines.
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By such means was Henry at length strong enough to feel

Henry’s policy
England. To all the problems before

for Ireland. him he gave painstaking care and not the least

Poynings’ Acts,
difficult one was Ireland. Since Henry II that

unhappy country had been nominally under England’s sway.

But beyond “ the Pale,” the territory about Dublin, the Irish

chieftains were still supreme. Their wild life had its own
charm, as all wild life has, and attracted some even of the

English settlers. Within “the Pale” there was a system of

government like that of England, with a parliament, travelling

justices, and law courts
;
but still even many of the people

within “the Pale” were wild and lawless, quite as un-

civilized as the bare-footed, skin-clad natives whom they

affected to despise : for the English even to learn the native

language the law accounted high treason. Henry tried to

give Ireland more settled government and at the head of

affairs he placed a trusted friend of his own. Sir Edward

Poynings. Under him were passed Poynings’ Acts, still

famous in Irish history. One of these forbade an Irish

Parliament to meet, or any of its bills to become law, without

the consent of the English king and his council; a second

ordained that all laws recently passed for England were to

hold good also for Ireland. That country was henceforth to

be completely under the control of England, and to have

only a shadow of self-government : the Irish problem, still

perplexing, is, we can see, as old as Henry YII.

In Henry’s later years his mind was much occupied by

efforts to strengthen his house and to make
Txi6 l3/u6r y6ctrs

and death of fortunate marriage alliances. He built up a
Henry VII. peace with Scotland upon the basis of a marriage

between his daughter Margaret and the Scottish king. When
he married his eldest son Prince Arthur to the Princess

Catharine of Aragon, her rich and powerful parents, Ferdinand

and Isabella, gave her a very large dowry, and Henry hoped,

besides, to find their friendship a valuable safeguard against
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the growing might of France. A few months after the

marriage, the sickly hoy-bridegroom died, with only half the

dowry paid, and then Henry, unwilling to lose the money,

married Catharine to Henry, his second son, now heir to the

throne. As a part of his policy of profitable marriages, he

Henry tub Eighth.

planned, after his own queen died in 1503, himself to wed
some rich heiress and he began tortuous negotiations

;
but

before anything was settled he died. Though never loved, he

did well for England. He left her with a well-filled treasury,

prosperous at home, and respected abi'oad.
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When Henry YIII succeeded his father he was just

The reign of eighteen years of age. To a people grown
Henry VIII. weary of a stern and stingy king the pleasure-

loving, generous character of the young monarch was

peculiarly attractive. He was tall and handsome, “ his

complexion very fair and bright, with auburn hair combed

straight and short in the French fashion, and a round face

that would well become a pretty woman.” In all kingly

sports Henry excelled. He loved hunting, “ never taking

his diversion without tiring eight or ten horses.” He was

highly educated, and gave early promise of a brain as strong

and active as his body. “Nature,” declared the Venetian

ambassador, “ could not have done more for him.” But,

under a pleasing manner, he concealed an iron will and an

intensely selfish nature,—dangerous qualities in a despotic

ruler, who knew how to choose and to use men for his

own ends.

One of Henry’s first acts was to rid himself of the

„ unpopular ministers who had collected his

on France father’s millions. Then he proceeded to

and Scotland. squander this wealth in feasting and magni-

ficence. He embarked on a war with France, more as an

excuse for display than as a serious struggle. As of old the

Scots helped the French, and Henry found a two-fold struggle

on his hands. King James IV, though he was the husband

of Henry’s sister, invaded England with an army composed

of the flower of his nobility
;
but at Flodden he met over-

whelming disaster and perished on the field. The war with

France soon ended, with only loss to both sides.

In looking round for an able minister, who should give him

Cardinal service, Henry chose a man of great

Wolsey. powers, Thomas Wolsey. That Wolsey was

a priest did not in the least unfit him for Henry’s work, for

priests held great secular positions in those days. Wolsey

became Archbishop of York and Lord Chancellor, as well as
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a Cardinal and Legate of the Pope in England. He was

able and ambitious. The wealth Henry gave him, and the

almost regal state in which he lived, excited much jealousy,

but, in reality, his was not an enviable position. When the

Cardinal Wolset.

extravagant king had exhausted his father’s savings, Wolsey
had the unpleasant task of raising further supplies. The
Commons gave grudgingly and resented the exactions, while,

on the other hand, the king grumbled that his purse was not

better filled. In truth, when things went right, Henry took

all the credit; when they went wrong, Wolsey bore the

blame. Only so long as he could effect what Henry desired

was he safe.
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To Wolsey a crisis soon came. Of the children born to

The fall of Henry and Catharine, the Princess Mary alone

Wolsey. had lived
;

there was no male heir, and fear,

lest a woman’s accession should lead to civil war, filled both

king and people. These alarms aided Henry’s own desires.

He fell in love with the queen’s pretty maid-of-honour, Anne
Boleyn, and he determined to get rid of his middle-aged wife.

The original marriage with Catharine, his brother’s widow,

had undoubtedly been contrary to Church law, but it had

been specially sanctioned by the Pope, and, during twenty

years of married life, no question had been raised. But

caprices were laws to Henry, and now he determined to ask

Pope Clement VII to grant him a divorce, that he might

marry Anne Boleyn. Wolsey was instructed to arrange the

matter. But this was not easy. The Pope was very anxious

to keep on good terms with the Emperor Charles V, a nephew

of Catharine, who espoused her cause. He was the most

powerful sovereign in Europe, and, when he took up warmly

the side of his aunt, the Pope dared not yield to Henry.

The troubled pontiff hesitated and made excuses until Henry

became angry
;
and then it was, perhaps, inevitable that he

should lay the blame on Wolsey. Now that the great

minister failed to secure his master’s ends, his long and faithful

service counted as nothing. Almost complete disgrace over-

took him
;

his offices Henry bestowed on others, and his

riches went to swell the royal coffers. Henry allowed him to

retain the one dignity of Archbishop of York. Wolsey retired

to the north to work among his people, but Henry’s suspicions

still pursued him, and would, perhaps, have brought him

to the scaffold had he not died, heartbroken, at Leicester

Abbey, while Journeying to London under arrest.

In the Chancellorship,Wolsey was succeeded by Sir Thomas

More, one of the wisest and best men of the age, while, as

his chief personal minister, Henry took Thomas Cromwell,

a faithful servant to Wolsey, but a hard and unscrupulous
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man, who set himself to gain power by doing whatever the

king wished. Thomas Cranmer, afterwards

Archbishop of Canterbury, a good but pliant

man, became Henry’s chief adviser in religious

matters. To frighten the Pope into granting

the divorce, Henry now proceeded to attack the clergy. For

having sanctioned appeals to the Pope, he fined them heavily,

under the old Act of Praemunire, and compelled them to

acknowledge him instead of the Pope as Head of the Church.

The sweeping attacks on the Church which Henry soon made

would not have been possible if many Englishmen had not long

felt the need of reform. The attacks of Martin Luther in

Germany had stimulated discontent, and Wolsey had himself

tried to move in the direction of some of the very changes

the king made. The interference of the Pope in English

politics had long been unpopular
;

the English, moreover,

chafed at the taxes which he claimed, and they were annoyed

that he would not assent to their king’s request in regard to

the divorce.

At length Henry determined to divorce Catharine in

defiance of Rome, and he ordered Cranmer to
Henry marries
Anne Boleyn decide the case in the English Church courts,

and defies tlie Though Catharine refused to acknowledge the

authority of such a tribunal, or to plead before

it, the decision was given that her union with Henry had

never been a legal marriage. Already Henry had put her

away, and, with Cranmer to support him, he married Anne
Boleyn, who assumed the dignity of queen. When the Pope

refused to acknowledge the marriage. Parliament passed a bill

which declared that he had no authority over the Church in

England. The defiance on both sides was complete. Henry’s

desire to marry Anne Boleyn had not only caused the fall of

Wolsey ; it now severed the ties that had bound England to

Rome ever since the days of the Anglo-Saxons.

Henry’s new
advisers. He
attacks the

Church.
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of More
Fisher.

To Henry, Anne bore a daughter, the Princess Elizabeth.

The execution
Parliament passed bills disinheriting Catharine’s

daughter Mary, in favour of Henry’s children

by Anne Boleyn. Those who refused to swear

their entire assent to this measure, and to the claim that

Henry was Supreme Head of the Church of England, were to

be punished as guilty of treason
;
in such laws we see that

Henry did not shrink from trying even to coerce men’s minds.

Sir Thomas More, perhaps the noblest character in England,

declared that he could not take the oath demanded, and Henry

sent him to the block. The aged Fisher, Bishop of Rochester,

also refused assent to the Acts of Succession, and he had

further angered Henry by accepting a Cardinal’s hat. “ He
shall wear it on his shoulders,” cried the tyrant, “ for I will

leave him never a head to set it on.” Fisher, too, perished on

the scaffold.

So ruthless a man as Henry, having attacked the Church,

The Dissolution
P™Perty undis-

Of the turbed. The monasteries had vast wealth in

Monasteries. land, and on this the king soon cast a greedy

eye. No doubt, in some of these houses there were scandals :

many of them had privileges that made it difficult to check

disorders. But, certainly, in all the houses, both of men and

of women, vice and idleness did not prevail. Yet Henry’s

chief tool, Cromwell, sent out spies who reported concerning

the monasteries what he wished them to report, that moral

corruption ruled everywhere. He put bills through Parlia-

ment dissolving, first, in 1536, the smaller houses, and then,

three years later, all that remained. Many abbeys were

destroyed, the monks and nuns were turned out, and Henry

took their property. The spoil was vast. Had it been used

for education, the benefit to England would have been

enormous. Instead, it enriched a few new families and gave

the king money to waste.
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The attacks on the Church produced discontent, chiefly in

The Pilgrimage the north, where the people were less under the

of Grace. influence of the Court. Especially did they

resent the destruction of the monasteries. *The monks had

taught the children, helped the poor, cared for the sick and

the aged
j
and, with the monasteries closed, there was no one

to undertake these tasks. Now monks and nuns, turned from

their homes, themselves wandered up and down the country,

begging their bread. Moreover, the old nobility hated Henry’s

new advisers, such as Cromwell and Ci’anmer, whom they

considered low-born upstarts. So it came about that, in 1536,

a rebellion br-oke out, and the rebels marched on London in

what they called a “ Pilgrimage of Gi’ace,” to demand redress.

For a time Henry was greatly alar’med. He made fair

promises
;

but, when the rebels were partly disarmed, he

attacked them and hanged their leaders, together with

hundreds of the poor deluded followers.

Though Henry’s power exceeded that enjoyed by any other

Henry’s English king, he did not act illegally, for he
marriages. forced the Par-liarnent to pass whatever laws

he liked. To the nation his caprices came to be matters of

vital moment, and he was rrot ashamed to have his most

private interests dragged before the public eye. He soon

tired of Anne, and fell in love with Lady Jarre Seymour.

Taking advantage of undoubted impr-udence on Anne’s part,

Henry accused her of degr-adrng vice. She was hur-riedly tried

and executed, Henry showing for her no gleam of pity. With
no care to observe any appearance of decency, he married Jane
Seymour on the day after Anne’s death. When she died,

within a year, Cromwell, now Earl of Essex, arranged for

Henry to marry a German. Protestant pr-irrcess, Anne of

Cleves In so doing, he sealed his own fate. The lady

proved plain and stupid
;
by this time Henry had no further

need for Cr-omwell and, in anger at the disappoirrtment alrout

Airrre, serrt him to the block. Parliament obligingly dissolved
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the marriage with Anne. A little later Henry married a fifth

wife, Catherine Howard. She, too, perished on the scaffold

for immoral conduct. Henry’s sixth wife, Catherine Parr,

survived him.

The later years of Henry were unhappy ones for England.

Later years and Renewed war with France, and with Scotland,

death of Henry, drained the already exhausted treasury. In

religious matters Henry tried, by iron severity, to keep his

subjects from obeying either the Pope or the new Protestantism,

to which Luther’s revolt in Gei'many had given rise. In his

desire to overthrow the Pope, Henry had ordered that a

Protestant translation of the Bible should be placed in every

church. Yet, though he thus encouraged the spread of the

new doctrines, he forced Parliament to pass severe measures

against all who denied the teaching of the Homan Church
;

while the two religious parties schemed and plotted, each

anxious for the upper hand, Henry persecuted them both,

executing Roman Catholics as traitors, and burning Protestants

as heretics. Undoubtedly his desire to overthrow the Pope’s

power, and yet to retain the old doctrines, suited the wishes

of many of his people. But, while long popular, in his later

years he was more feared than loved. Though not really an old

man, he grew too feeble to sign his name, and so stout that

he could hardly move. Probably there was general relief when

a king, whose early days had promised so much, passed away.

Edward, the heir to the throne, the son of Henry and Jane

The reign of Seymour, was a child of ten, and his mother’s

Edward VI. brother, who now took the title of Duke of

Somerset, was made Protector. He proved a foolish and

headstrong man; he plunged into war with France and also

with Scotland, which he invaded in the hope of frightening

the Scots into betrothing their little Princess Mary, later

Queen of Scots, to the young English king. The Reformation

in religion he aided with zeal, but not with judgment. On
the plea of removing svmbob of idolatry, he permitted the
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churches to he stripped and plundered. Pictures and images,

beautiful carvings and stained-glass windows, were destroyed.

Yet, amid this ruin, an important and lasting change was

effected. The services of the church were ordered to be per-

formed in English, and their character was altered to that

which still prevails in the Church of England.

With these religious changes the young king seems to

The difficulties bave had warm sympathy
;
he was an ardent

of England. Protestant, pathetically old in thought, while

still a child. All about him was trouble and disorder. There

were risings directed against the changes in religion, for

which Cranmer and Ridley, Bishop of London, were chiefly

responsible. There was, too, a peasants’ rising in Norfolk, due

to changes in farming. Of late years sheep farming had

become profitable. Landowners were turning tilled land into

pasture, and men who had earned their bread by tillage were

thrown out of work, for only a few labourers were needed to

tend the sheep. Further to increase their gains, the landlords

were enclosing land that had long been common, and the poor

were thus- robbed of their rights of pasture. No wonder that

some took up arms.

Somerset was not the man to face such difficulties. He

Warwick, who took the title of Duke of Northumberland,

soon crushed the rebellions, but he misused his power to make

himself and his family great and rich. Since gain was to be

secured by pillaging the Church, he professed himself an

ardent Protestant—a faith that he denied in time of trial.

The young king proved sickly, and when he was dying

The death of Northumberland used him for his own designs.

Edward VI. By the will of Henry VIII, as well as by

right of birth, the Princess Mary would succeed to the

throne. But the protestants hated Mary for her bigoted

Warwick
overthrows
Somerset.

soon disgusted all classes by his weak govern-

ment, and he was turned out of his office of

Protector, in favour of the •Earl of Warwick.
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devotion to the old faith. Northumberland worked upon the

protestantism of the king. He pretended that Edward had

a right to leave the throne by will, and persuaded him before

he died, which he did at the age of sixteen, to name his

cousin. Lady Jane Grey, as his successor. The crafty Duke
had already arranged a marriage between this lady and his

own son. Lord Guildford Dudley, and so he hoped to seat his

descendant on the throne.

A.D.

1485-1509.

i486.

1494.

1501.

1502.

i509'IS47-

1513-

1527-

1529.

1533-

1535-

1536-

1539

1547-1553-

1547-

1550.

1553 -

Chief Dates

Reign of Henry the Seventh.

He marries Elizabeth of York.

Poynings’ Acts are passed in Ireland.

Prince Arthur marries Catharine of Aragon.

He dies, and Catharine is betrothed to his brother.

Reign of Henry the Eighth.

The Scots are defeated and their king killed at Flodden.

Henry applies to the Pope for a divorce from Catharine.

Wolsey is di.sgraced.

Henry marries Anne Boleyn.

Henry takes the title of “Supreme Head of the Church
of England.”

The smaller monasteries are dissolved

The larger monasteries are dissolved.

Reign of Edward the Sixth.

Somerset becomes Protector.

The Duke of Northumberland succeeds him.

Edward dies, leaving the crown to Lady Jane Grey.

Mary
(1553-1558)

THE HOUSE OF TUDOR
Henry VII
(1485-1509)

!

Henry VIII Mary
(1509-1547)

I

I Francis

Elizabeth Edward VI Lady Jane Grey

(1558-1603) (1547-1553)



CHAPTER XV

THE TUDOR QUEENS

When the young Edwai’d was dead, Northumberland pro-

The Reign of claimed Lady Jane Grey Queen, and tried to

Mary I. seize the Princess Mary to get her out of the

way.
,
But she eluded him. Protestants and Catholics rallied

Lady Jane Grey.

to her support and at Cambridge, whither Northumberland

pursued Mary, he was himself arrested, and, with the unhappy

Lady Jane Grey and the rest of his family, was thrown into

143
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the tower. In the hope of saving his wretched life, North-

umberland now denied the doctrines he had so warmly-

professed, and so harshly enforced, in the reign of Edward VI.

Let him, he begged, live a little longer, if it were but in a

mousehole, that he might proclaim the virtues and titles of

Queen Mary to every end of the realm. But his treason was

beyond hope of pardon, and he died on the scaffold.

At this time Mary was thirty-eight years of age. She was

__ ^ plain, delicate, under-sized, and her mind had
Mary restores r ’ j j

the Roman been warped by the heartless treatment meted
Church. unhappy mother, Catharine

of Aragon, by Henry VIII. Not unnaturally she clung to

her mother’s faith, and, now that she had power, she was

resolved to re-establish it in England. It was this design that

lay nearest Mary’s heart. But she found that the shattered

system could not be wholly restored. A good many English-

men resented the Pope’s claims on their purses and their

obedience, while the queen’s desire for the restoration of the

monasteries would have obliged some powerful families to give

back Church lands and money received from Henry VIII.

So, from the beginning, Mary found herself opposed by many
of her people. She did what she could. Parliament, obedient

to her as to her father, abolished the new prayer-book and all

else that was hostile to the worship of the Roman Church,

But it would not consent to restore to the Church her

property. The monasteries were gone for ever, and the parish

churches, pillaged under Edward VI, remained desolate.

On other than religious grounds, Mary soon made herself

very unpopular. Every one desired the queen

to marry, and nearly every one wished that

she would choose an Englishman. But Mary
had always looked on her cousin, the Emperor

Charles, as her best friend. He was the head of the Catholic

party, and she now favoured the suit of his son, Philip, who

just at this time became king of Spain. A Spanish marriage

Mary’s
betrothal to

Philip of

Spain.
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the English disliked intensely, for they feared that England

would be dragged at the tail of Spanish policy. But, in spite

of protests, mar ry Philip Mary would, and the betrothal was

announced.

The mere news of the betrothal was enough to cause a

_ serious rebellion. With the obiect of dethron-
Sir Thomas

^

J

Wyatt’s ing Mary, in favour of her Protestant half-sister

rebellion. Elizabeth, the daughter of Anne Boleyn, fifteen

thousand Kentishmen, under Sir Thomas Wyatt, marched

upon London. For a moment Mary’s position was serious. If

the rebels could have crossed the Thames, they might have

taken the city and the queen herself. But they could not

force London Bridge, and, while they made a long detour,

Mary’s supporters rallied to save the situation. In the crisis

her courage never failed. She went in regal state to the

Guildhall, where were assembled the Lord Mayor and the

citizens, and threw herself upon their loyalty. “ I promise

you,” she said, “ on the word of a queen, that if it shall not

appear to the Lords and Commons in Parliament to be for the

benefit of the whole realm, I will not marry while I live,”

These words, and the fearless mien with which they were

spoken, roused the city to enthusiasm, and when Wyatt, with

a wearied and dwindled band of followers, appeared at last at

Ludgate, he found London in arms and was soon a prisoner.

To others besides him was the rising fatal. It hardened

Mary’s heart against her old enemies, still under sentence

in the Tower. Lady Jane Grey, her husband and her

father, suffered death with Wyatt
;

probably Elizabeth

herself would have perished if any proof had been forth-

coming of aid by her to the revolt. As it was she was

sent to the Tower, but, in the face of her popularity, Mary
feared to do more.

Soon, in spite of its continued unpopularity, the marriage

with Philip took place. Supported now by Philip and

the power of Spaim Mary pressed for the complete
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reconciliation of England with the Roman Church. The day

which saw the arrival of the Pope’s Legate in

eagerness to England, she declared the most joyful in her
restore the whole life. But, though she herself undertook

to restore all the Church property held by the

Crown, she could not persuade her subjects to do the same.

So long as they wore swords at their sides, they said, they

would never part with their abbey lands.

Bishop Latimer, burned in Mary’s Reign.

Mary’s revival of^the laws against heretics was followed by

the persecutions which have made the last

persecutions three years of her reign a dreary period in

of tfie English history. The queen, sick and morbid,
Protestants.

j i i i *1was sure that Cod would never smile upon

England until it was purged of heresy. To destroy thti
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heretics was with her a matter of conscience, and under her

some two hundred and eighty people died for their faith.

Among the martyrs were grave and learned bishops like

Latimer, Ridley, and Cranmer, and simple country folk,

women, and young, as well as aged, men. They went to the

stake with an earnestness that awoke the country to indignant

sympathy, and won many converts to the beliefs for which

they suffered. It is quite likely that Mary’s burnings did

more to make England Protestant than all the sermons of the

reformers.

Even for her severity, the unhappy queen must be pitied,

The failure of rather than blamed. She longed for affection

Mary’s plans. from Philip, but he neglected his unloved wife

and left her after a year. Her longing to bear a child, who
should reign after her and hold England to the Catholic faith,

was not fulfilled, and she could not endure the thought that

Elizabeth, the daughter of her mother’s victorious rival,

should succeed to the throne. In a half-crazy frenzy she

came to believe that her childlessness was heaven’s punish-

ment for the heresy of England, and that only the burning

of more Protestants would bring the desired heir.

Philip dragged her into the very war which the English

The loss of
dreaded. He had a quarrel with France,

Calais and the and on that country he persuaded Mary also
death of Mary. make war. This the English disliked, and

the result of the disastrous enterprise was that England lost

Calais, which she had held for two hundred years. This

misfortune helped to kill Mary, who had long been ill.

Calais, she said, would be found lying upon her heart. She

died after a reign of only five years, to the last refusing even

to see Elizabeth.

At the time of her accession, Elizabeth was twenty-five

The reign of years of age. In person she was well-built and
Elizabeth. rather tall, with harsh features, a large hooked

^ose, light eyes, and a quantity of reddish-brown hair: she
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was a marvel of beauty, her courtiers declared. Of her

opinions little was known, for, by her silence on vexed

Quben Elizabeth.

questions, she had already shown the caution which marked

her behaviour as queen. The state of England, after Mary’s
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sad reign, was described to the new queen by one of her

ministers as most alarming: “The realm exhausted; the

nobility poor and decayed
;
good captains and soldiers want-

ing; The people out of order
;
justice not executed ;

all'things

dear
;
division among ourselves

;
war with France

;
the French

king bestriding the realm, with one foot in Calais and the

other in Scotland
;
steadfast enemies, but no steadfast friends.T

Sir William Cecil, Lord Burleigh.

Assuredly the prospect was unpromising enough for the

SirWilUaip
joung queen. She took a wise step at the

Cecil, Elizabeth’s outset by adding to her Council Sir William
Counsellor.

Cecil, an able and far-seeing statesman, who, for

forty years, was her trusted adviser. “This judgment I have
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of you,” she said to him, “ that you will not be corrupted with

any manner of gifts, and that you will be faithful to the State,

and that, without any respect to my private will, you will

give me that counsel which you think best.” These words

show not only what Cecil was : they reveal Elizabeth at her

best. Though too often vain, selfish, and greedy for money,

though, too often, she lied and cheated and broke her promises,

she was, above all, a patriotic Englishwoman, who resented

anything that threatened her country’s independence.

First to the religious question, Elizabeth turned her atten-

tion. So far as doctrines went, she was no

Protestant : she would have preferred the

system of her father. But, in politics, Protes-

tant she was
;

like Henry, she was ready to

defy the Pope. The Prayer Book of Edward VI
she caused quickly to be revised and re-issued, and its use was

enforced in the churches. The Church property, restored by

Mary, was now taken back by the Crown. But Elizabeth

was not foolishly defiant. While leaving not a vestige of

papal authority in England, she refused the title of “ Supreme

Head of the Church.” Her aim was to have the support of

both parties, and, though extremists were not pleased, she did

undoubtedly keep the moderate Catholics and the moderate

Protestants from active discontent.

Her position was very difficult. Philip of Spain, her sister’s

husband, had used England for his purposes
The claim of

, -n/r i i /-n j.

Mary, Queen of while Mary was queen
;
this he wished still to

Scots, to the do, and he offered to marry Elizabeth. When
throne.

refused there was danger of attack from

Spain. From France, too, was there serious menace. With

that country, Elizabeth inherited the war begun under Mary.

War with France meant also, sooner or later, war with

Scotland, whose young queen, Mary Stuart, was the wife of

Francis II of France, and wholly Frencli in sympathy
;
she

was, moreover, the next heir to the English throne, and so

Elizabeth

ends the

Pope’s

authority
in England.
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ardent a Catholic that she attracted the devotion of the

Catholic party in England. It was claimed that by heresy

Elizabeth had forfeited her right to the throne, and that

Mary was already the lawful Queen of England.

That, in the face of such difficulties, Elizabeth should have

made peace with France, as she soon did, and
Elizabeth’s

i

tortuous have prevented for many years an outbreak
policy. q£ either at home or abroad, was indeed a

marvel. She attained her ends at some sacrifice of dignity

and propriety. To keep on good terms with France, she

pretended for years to be on the point of marrying a French

prince, much younger than herself, the Duke d’Alenqon, and

of throwing her influence with France in the strife of the

times. She lied, she flirted, she gave grave cause for scandal,

and all in the interests of her policy. The delay that she

gained enabled her to get such a hold on her people that, when

the crisis of war did arrive, the nation was solidly behind its

menaced queen.

Elizabeth’s long duel of intrigue with Mary has tragic

interest. In double-dealing one queen was a

of Scots, takes match for the other. While they were writing

refuge in to each other in terms of affection, Mary
England.

encouraged the discontented Catholics in Eng-

land, and Elizabeth was in secret league with the discontented

Protestants in Scotland. Their characters were very different.

Mary, a widow at eighteen, and impulsive and rash, took as a

second husband her cousin, Henry Darnley, a worthless youth.

Elizabeth, on the other hand, loved power too well to share it

with another, and was shrewd enough to mistrust the motives

that led every marriageable prince in Europe to woo her.

With her handsome husband, Mary soon fell out. She had

little liking for her unruly subjects. While she always

longed for the greater refinements she had known in France,

they despised her French airs and graces, and the Protestants

among them objected to her Catholic faith. Nevertheless,
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they were loyal as a whole, until they came to think their

queen guilty of a share in murder. One day Darnley was

found dead, and when Mary proceeded, with indecent haste,

to marry the Earl of Bothwell, who was justly under suspicion

for the murder, Scotland rose against its queen. She was

deposed and shut up in Loch Leven Castle, and her baby son

was declared king. But she was not so easily to be crushed.

She escaped, re-joined her friends, and showed fight. Her

efforts failed, and, when defeated, she had to choose between

flight into England and surrender. She chose the former,

and, riding for her life, crossed the border, and cast herself on

the doubtful friendship of Elizabeth.

Elizabeth’s dilemma was great. She was not prepared to

The execution hand Mary back to the Scots, nor did she care

of Mary. to let her escape to France, where she would

be among her own friends and England’s enemies. At last

Elizabeth decided to keep her unbidden guest a prisoner in

England. But Mary in prison proved as dangerous as Mary
free. For twenty long years her captivity endured, and,

throughout that period, she was the centre of conspiracy and

treason. Though closely watched, and frequently moved

from one castle to another, she managed to correspond with

her friends in England and on the Continent. Plot after plot

was discovered, aiming at the life of Elizabeth, or at a

general Catholic rising, or at a Spanish invasion. It was an

unscrupulous age, and, undoubtedly, Mary connived at some of

the plots to murder her rival. At last it became clear to

English statesmen that, if the plots were to end, Mary must

be put out of the way, but it was long before Elizabeth

would take such extreme action. Without giving her own
final consent, she tried to lead others to destroy Mary, as

Mary had tried to destroy her. But in these attempts she

failed, and, at last, Elizabeth signed Mary’s death warrant.

The final tragedy followed quickly. On a February day, in

1587, Mary perished on the block at Fotheringay, protesting
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to the last that she died a martyr to the Catholic faith,

and calling for vengeance on her executioners.

Mary’s death brought to a head all the bitter hostility to

Elizabeth and her Protestant policy that had

oTEnglami^^ been ripening in Europe. But, when the

under storm broke, her position was secure and she
Elizabeth.

meet her foes triumphantly. Under

her the condition of England had steadily improved. On
account of religious troubles on the Continent many people

found refuge in England : rich merchants of the Spanish

Netherlands fled across the Channel, bringing with them

their wealth and their business
;
Flemish weavers also taught

Englishmen to dye their own yarn and to weave the fine

cloth of Flanders
;

Protestants, driven by persecution from

France, introduced lace-making and silk-weaving into the

peaceful English towns where they settled.

advances.

Elizabethan must be by a force crossing the sea, and, on
seamen, element, Englishmen now had no fear.

While avoiding war, Elizabeth had allowed the English to

annoy and injure the Spaniards on the sea. Spain possessed

vast treasure in her West Indian and American dominions,

and her ships, laden with gold and silver, were continually

sailing from the New World to the Old. They were tempting

prey, and English adventurers began to cross the Atlantic,

ready either to land and pillage the Spanish cities in America,

or to seize the Spanish treasure ships on the voyage home.

What would now be piracy was then looked upon as lawful

warfare.

For a long time Elizabeth, while secretly sharing the profits

Elizabeth’s
these expeditions, disavowed Sir Francis

defiance of Brake and other leaders who were attacking
Spain. Spain on the sea. But as anger deepened on

each side, Elizabeth’s pretence of disapproval vanished.
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Growing bolder, English sailors ventured even into ports of

Spain. Sir Francis Drake “ singed the King of Spain’s

beard” by sailing into Cadiz, and burning forty ships that

were being prepared there to attack England. It was while

this struggle on the sea was going on that Elizabeth had sent

Mary Stuart to the block, and, in so doing, she challenged the

Sir Francis Drake.

D'atholic party, of which Philip of Spain was leader, to do

their worst. To invade England and dethrone Elizabeth had

long been in his mind, and now he reached a full decision.

His Armada for this purpose should, he said, be “ invincible,'

and it was ready in 1588.
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to meet the
Armada.

Though the English sea-captains were ready to meet Philip’s

_ , ,
ships on the sea, England was really ill-

England’s plans ^ j & j

prepared. In money matters Elizabeth was

mean and, owing to her cheese-paring economy,

the English navy was small and badly equipped. But, as the

crisis approached, the new dockyard at Chatham was kept

busy night and day, and private owners came gladly to her

aid : the small merchant craft in every seaport were manned

and fitted out for war. Elizabeth, in person, reviewed the forces

gathered at Tilbury to oppose a Spanish landing. She knew

how to touch the heart of England. “ My loving people,” she

said, “we have been persuaded by some that are careful of

our safety, to take heed how we commit ourselves to armed

multitudes, for fear of treachery
;
but I assure you I do not

desire to live to distrust my faithful and loving people. Let

tyrants fear ! I have always so behaved myself , that, under

God, I have placed my chiefest strength and safeguard in the

loyal hearts and goodwill of my subjects. I know I have the

body but of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart

and stomach of a king, and of a king of England too
;
and I

think it foul scorn that Spain, or any prince of Europe, should

dare to invade tlie borders of my realm.”

While for a time the dangers seemed overwhelming, in reality

the Spanish ships, though far larger than the English, were badly

provided with guns and stores. Besides, they were overcrowded

with soldiers, of little use at sea; and the Spanish had, as Admi-

ral, the Duke of Medina Sidonia, who was ignorant of seaman-

ship, and had no heart in his work. The English, on the other

hand, were defending their homes; they sailed their little ships

with great skill, and knew every inch of the coasts.

As the “Invincible Armada” came slowly up the Channel,

the English ships skirmished round them, nevei

coming to close quarters, but getting in shots

fighting the here and there, which did great damage among
Armada.

troops on the Spanish decks. When, from

their high galleons, the Spaniards attempted to reply, their
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shot passed harmlessly over the heads of the English.

Could the Spaniards have come to close quarters, or have

succeeded in landing, the numerous and highly trained

soldiers must have proved dangerous foemen, but the English

never gave them a chance to get to work. “ They will not

close and grapple,’’ wrote the Spanish Admiral. “ I have

given them every opportunity, I have left ships exposed to

tempt them on board, but they will not, and there is no

remedy, for they are swift and we are slow.”

At length the weary Spaniards, after being dogged for days

The defeat of their nimble foe, anchored off Calais. But,

the Armada. even under the protection of the shore, they got

no peace. The English filled with oil and tar eight of their

oldest vessels, set them on fire at night, and let them drift

down with wind and tide upon the Spanish ships. In terror

at this new horror, threatening them in the dark, the Spaniards

cut their cables, and, driven by a high wind, straggled in

confusion along the Flemish coast. Next day, the English

gave fight to their bewildered and tired foe, and “the feathers

of the Spaniards were plucked one by one.” One great ship

after another the English sank, and, at last, the Armada
turned and fled before the wind into the North Sea. Since

the English barred the Channel the only way back to Spain

was round Scotland and Ireland. For such a voyage the

Spaniards were not equipped. On the west coast of Ireland

hundreds of their men, who managed to reach the shore, were

killed
;
a great many more perished at sea, and only a

shattered remnant of the Invincible Armada got back to

Spain. “I sent the fleet against man, not against the ocean,

said Philip.

The failure of the Spanish invasion revealed to England hei

„ .. strength, and the common danger drew English-

activity of the men together. Against His Most Catholic

English. Spain, English Catholics had hastened

to the defence of their country, and from this time forward
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they gave Elizabeth little trouble. But the Spanish war

continued till the end of the reign, and gave English seamen

constant occupation in all seas. They sailed farther and

farther afield
;
they penetrated to India and attacked the

dominance there of Portugal, for the time a part of Spain. In

America, too, they defied Spain on land as well as on sea.

They planned to found there English colonies and it is not

without interest that the first English colony on the American

continentwas called Virginia, after the Virgin Queen of England.

The later years of the reign of Elizabeth were made glorious

>pv, -PI- V, 4-v,
immortal work of the great Elizabethan

Xil0 ullZ^DSuLlctlX

revival of writers. Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Marlowe,
letters, etc. Fletcher and other poets turned the England of

Elizabeth into “a nest of singing birds.” As the result of the

mental awakening, new

schools were founded.

Life became safer and

brighter. The grim

castles of the feudal

w baron now gave way to

stately dwelling-houses,

full of sunlight, and

fitted to be homes, not

fortresses. In their

plan, there is thought

now not only of safety

from assailants, but also

of comfort. Luxuries

from India and from

America appear in the

dwellings of the well-1

since grown into the modern English manufacturing towns,

began to increase. In the general prosperity, the poor were

not forgotten. Eor many years after the closing of the

monasteries, they had missed the care and the alms of the
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monks. Now they were provided for by a Poor Law which

compelled every man to contribute to the support of the

paupers in his own district.

An Elizabethan House.

Lonely and unhappy was the old age of the great queen.

The last days faithful servants died, and,

of Elizabeth. fretful and exacting as she was, no new ones

could take their places. She had in her later years one

favourite, the young Earl of Essex. But her favour spoiled

him. He tried to use his power with her for political ends,

grossly disobeyed her instructions when she sent him to put

down a rebellion in Ireland, and at last was found in arms

against her government. Life was the stake with which men
played in those hard days, and Elizabeth sent him to the

block, but the tragedy is said to have preyed upon her mind

to the last. Love of money gained upon her
;
but now, when

she was unjust, the Commons, once so submissive, grew bold

to rebuke her exactions. Yet, to the last, Elizabeth preserved

the instincts of a statesman, and, in yielding to the demands

of her last Parliament, she showed the same spirit that had

guided her through forty troublous years. “ I have ever

used,” she said, “to set the last judgment-day before mine

eyes, and so to rule, as I shall be judged to answer before a

higher Judge, to whose judgment-seat I do appeal, that never

thought was cherished in my heart that tended not to my
people’s good. Though you have had, and may have, many
princes more mighty and wise sitting in this seat, yet you

never had and never shall have any that will be more careful

and loving.”
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A.D.

Chief Dates

1553-1558. Reign of Mary the First.

1554. Wyatt’s rebellion. Execution of Lady Jane Grey.

Marriage of tbe Queen with Philip of Spain.

Re union of England with the Roman Church.

1558. Loss of Calais.

1558-1603. Reign of Elizabeth.

1558. The new Prayer-Book.

1559. Peace is made with France.

1568. Mary, Queen of Scots, takes refuge in England.

1569. A Catholic rebellion in her favour.

1571. Another Catholic plot is discovered.

1586. A third Catholic plot is discovered.

1587. Mary, Queen of Scots, is executed.

1588. Defeat of the Spanish Armada.

1601. The first Poor Law is passed.

TABLE SHOWING THE DESCENT OF JAMES I

FROM HENRY VII

Henry VII

James IV = Margaret = Lord Angus

Jamp V Margaret

Mary = Darnley

James I



CHAPTER XVI

THE EARLY STUARTS

In Elizabeth perished the last of the descendants of Henry

^
VIII, and now to the throne of England

James I. succeeded a foreign king in the person of

His church » James VI of Scotland, son of Mary, Queen of
policy.

Scots, and great-grandson of Henry VII. He
was thirty-seven years of age

;
an ugly, uncouth, narrow-

minded and conceited man, but withal clever like his mother.

Catholic on her side, Puritan in his bringing up, James

aroused hopes from both the extreme Catholic and the extreme

Protestant pai-ty. But at a conference, held at Hampton
Court in the year after his accession, his position was made
clear. The Church of England, as Elizabeth had left it, he

now showed a determined resolve to support, and no other

forms of worship were to be allowed. While the Presbyterian

leaders in Scotland had rebuked James to his face, the bishops

in England flattered his vanity, and it was natural that so

vain a man should favour those who told him he might do

with them what he would. He taunted the Puritans with

disrespect to the kingly office, and his phrase “no bishop, no

king,” became a war-cry against them. One undoubted

blessing came from the Hampton Court conference. James

insisted that there should be a new translation of the Bible,

and the present Authorized Version, a monument of noble

English, appeared in ISH, with a dedication to the king.

The Roman Catholics and the Puritans, the extreme

The Gunpowder Pi'otestant party, were alike disgusted at the

Plot. religious policy revealed in the Hampton Court

Conference. Each of them had almost hoped for supremacy

in England
;
instead, each had now to face renewed persecution

160
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But neither party had any thought of yielding. In

time the Puritans ventured to attack in Parliament the

supremacy of the Church of England. A few extremists

among the Catholics, led by Robert Catesby, a desperate

man, but unsupported by the mass of their fellow Catholics,

turned to violent methods. In their “Gunpowder Plot” they

planned nothing less than the total and sudden destruction

of the king, his sons, and the Lords and Commons, when the

members should all be assembled in the House of Lords for

the opening of Parliament. Some one appears to have

betrayed the plotters. A peer was warned, in a mysterious

letter, to stay away from the ceremony. Search was made

;

and in the cellars of the House of Lords barrels of gun-

powder were found, ready placed for the great explosion.

One of the conspirators, Guy Fawkes, was seized while

completing the final arrangements. Catesby and others fled.

Some of them died fighting* desperately
;

others were, like

Fawkes, arrested, and, in the end, these all were executed

with cruel tortures. English public opinion unjustly con-

demned all Catholics ali]^ as parties to ,the plot, and, more

than seventy yea^s later, a panic about a supposed “Popish

Plot” showed how the suspicion endured. Catholics were

excluded from the professions of law and medicine. They

were forbidden to appear at court, or even to travel more

than five miles from home.

James had more than religious troubles. He did not

understand the English
;
he did not know or

JR1116S S ^

quarrel with respect the liberties which they claimed
;
and.

Parliament. when Elizabeth would have flattered them, he

offended them by talking as if he were an absolute monarch,

against whose will nothing could stand. And, withal, this

king who claimed such mighty powers was a slovenly, undigni-

fied person, always in debt and always doing foolish things.

He spent vast sums on persons who won his favour, the chief

of whom, George Villiers, he raised from a humble rank to
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the giddy height of Duke of Buckingham. Buckingham was

a frivolous person, without a spark of statesmanship, but

James put the government into his hands and steadily

supported him, and in so doing enraged the Parliament, an

institution which he did not in the least understand. What

Francis Bacon, Baron Vbrulam.

angered the Commons most was James’s levying of taxes, as

they claimed, illegally. So it came about that, when he called

upon them to grant supplies, they merely discussed abuses.

“If your majesty,” they said, “will consider our petitions for

each of those burdens under which your people have long

time mourned, then you may be assured of our hearts for

ever.” But James demanded first of all obedience. “If I
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were to show favour,” he replied, “except there be obedience,

I were no wise man.”

In fighting the claims of Parliament, James relied a good

Tlie fall of upon the highest judge in the kingdom.

Bacon. the Lord Chancellor, Francis Bacon, and, by

supporting the king. Bacon incurred the wrath of the Commons.

They found that he had taken bribes in cases before him, a

practice more common at that time than now we like to think.

Bacon was accused, tried, fined and dismissed from office,

much to the joy of the Commons. His own comment on the

case showed that he deserved punishment :
“ I was,” he

d^lared, “the justest judge that was in England these fifty

years, but it was the
j ustest sentence in Parliament these two

hundred years.”

James’s age was an unhappy one in Europe, for at this time

James and
desolating Thirty Years’ War broke out in

the Thirty Germany. It was a war between Catholics and
Years’ War. Protestants, and James tried to remain friends

with both sides. His daughter Elizabeth was married to one

of the Protestant champions, the Elector Frederick
;
his son

Charles he hoped to marry to a Catholic princess of Spain,

But James found his influence very slight, and what he did

was mischievous. He tried to send help to Frederick in

Germany, but the only result was that some thousands of

Englishmen, sent out without adequate provision, perished of

disease in the Low Countries. He was most anxious to please

Spain. It happened that Sir Walter Baleigh, a conspicuous

leader under Elizabeth, had attacked the Spanish in America.

As a sign of James’s goodwill, Spain demanded the punish-

ment of Raleigh. He had long been in prison, and now James
sent him, a high-minded old man, to the block. But the

sacrifice did not prevail. Spain demanded impossible terms.

The young Prince Charles went with Buckingham to Madrid,

met with rebuffs, and came home angry, and resolved to make
war upon the haughty Spaniards. In the end Charles married
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a French Princess, Henrietta Maria, and James’s last days

were darkened by the war with Spain, into which Charles

forced him to plunge.

It was really under James that England began to be a

The founding
colonizing power. Previous efforts had failed,

of Colonies but, in 1607, an English colony was at last

under James. founded in Virginia—the first of the colonies

that afterwards became the United States. Upon the Virginia

colonists James smiled, for they were members of the Church

of England. Other colonists were less favoured. When the

Puritans found that James was determined to support a

system which they hated
;
when they, like the Catholics, were

hunted down, and were not allowed to have their own religious

services, they began to think of leaving England. The

villagers of Scrooby fled from persecution to Holland, in 1608.

Thither others followed them. But they were anxious to

remain English, and, in 1620, they left Holland, and went

out to America in the famous “ Mayflower,” to make the

beginnings of New England. In the far East, too, English-

men were now active. The East India Company, founded in

1 600, had begun the work that was to lead to Britain’s great

Indian Empire. Spacious indeed, so far as wider empire was

concerned, were the days of James. But of this the king

himself was little conscious. More intent on making his

people see that he might do as he liked than on anything else,

he stirred up in the Parliament a temper that was not easily

to be checked, and, when he died in 1625, bitter trouble was

already in store for his son.

The young king, who now came to the throne, and who was

destined to end his days on the block, stands in

striking contrast with his ungainly father. He
was reserved, dignified, and stately in manners.

But his mind was narrow and he knew the art

of conciliation no better than did James. The causes of dis-

pute with Parliament were many. Parliament wished to make

Tha reign of

Cliarles I.

The murder of

Buckingham.
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the country more Puritan; Charles was anxious to move in

the other direction. Parliament wished to overthrow the

king’s favourite, the Duke of Buckingham, and was determined

to prevent the levying of taxes without its consent. The war

which England and France were now waging with Spain was

very popular in the country. But when it was found that

Charles I.

English ships were being used by Cardinal Richelieu to crush

the French Protestants, Parliament forced Charles to break

with France, and the former allies went to war with one

another. It was^while making preparations for this war that

the Duke of BiickinjKam came to a tragic end. He was
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stabbed at Portsmouth by an assassin, Felton, and it throws

light upon the times that the people went wild with joy at

the removal of the detested favourite. Cries of “ The Lord,

comfort thee ! ” greeted the murderer as ne went through the

streets of London to the Tower.

Meanwhile the question of the king’s right to levy taxes

The Petition became daily more pressing. Obviously, if

of Right. Charles could obtain all the money he wanted

without applying to Parliament, he could do what he liked.

But if he was obliged

to ask the Commons
for funds, they could

refuse to grant them

except on their own
terms. The leaders of

the House accordingly

drew up a bill called

the Petition of Right,

which declared, among

other things, that no

taxes, loans, or gifts,

could be demanded by

the king, without the

consent of Parliament,

and they showed such

resolution that, thoiigh

wholly unconvinced,

Charles gave hi's con-
Cardinal Richelieu.

, ,,
sent to the measure.

But none the less did he continue to levy taxes. Tonnage

The quarrel
Poundage, the equivalent of the present-clay

about Tonnage import and export duties, were usually granted

and Poundage, sovereign at the beginning of his reign.

They had not as yet been granted to Charles I, but he claimed

that they were his by right. Feeling ran very high. The



resolutions were hastily read and passed, declaring that any
who paid, or advised the payment of, Tonnage and Poundage

were enemies of the State. Then the doors were opened and
the members rushed out, passing as they went a third messenger

from the king. Since Parliament would not obey, Charles

was resolved that it should not meet at all, and eleven years

went' by before another Parliament assembled in England.
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Commons were determined to discuss the question fully, the

king was resolved that they should not do so. When he sent

a message ordering the House to rise, it was greeted with

shouts of “No! No!” The Speaker, afraid to disobey the

king, prepared to leave the chair, but two members rushed

forward and held him down by force. The doors of the House

were locked in the face of a second royal messenger, and three

Wu.LiAM Laud, ARCiiBisiiob’ of Cantkrbury.
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During this period Charles was his own minister, but to

The policy William Laud, who became Archbishop of Can-

of Laud. terbury, he entx’usted the management of

religious matters, and he employed Sir Thomas Wentworth,

afterward Earl of Strafford, to carry out his policy of checking

the Parliament. These two men, different in most respects,

were alike in thinking that the king knew better than the

people what the State needed. Laud was earnest and con-

scientious, but it seemed to him a matter of the first

importance that the services should be read in all churches by

priests wearing similar vestments, and that, even if different

opinions were held in men’s hearts, they should not result in

differences of outward form. He zealously insisted, not only

upon uniformity in public worship, but also upon reforming

abuses in the Church, and carried out his policy with great

energy.

Charles gave to Wentworth the difficult task of establish-

Wentworth order in the unruly North of England, and
in Ireland. then in Ireland. A man of iron will and great

ability, his rule in Ireland was as effective as it was harsh.

He introduced the linen industry into a country where

manufactures had as yet hardly existed. He put the revenues

on a sound basis. He freed the land from lawless robbers.

Under him Ireland had something like prosperity, but it was

the creation of despotism. Wentworth imprisoned all who
disputed his power, persecuted the Irish Puritans, and set

himself to make the king absolute.

Though determined to do without a Parliament as long as

Charles’s
possible, Charles was soon in sore straits for

methods of money. Out of what he could raise he had to
raising money, provide for the army and navy, for coast

defences, for carrying on the government, as well as for the

costly entertainments and extravagant tastes of his French

wife. By many strange methods he tried to raise money.

He set some of those about him to study the past customs in
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England, and they brought to light forgotten and vexatious

laws, and fined those who had unconsciously violated them.

Under such laws, landlords were now fined, if they had

neglected to receive knighthood on the king’s accession.

Cottagers were fined if their gardens contained less than four

acres of ground. Wherever Charles had any shadow of a

claim, he extorted money. London builders had to pay for

permission to build houses, and even inn-keepers for leave to

cook meat.

“Ship-money” had been levied by King Alfred and his

The levying of successors, when fighting the Danes, and it

“ship-money.” had once been asked for by Elizabeth, when

the Armada was expected. It was a special tax, levied by the

king upon the seaports for the defence of the coasts. Now,

on the plea that the coast was in danger from pirates, Charles

demanded “ship-money,” and he levied it not only upon

seaports, but upon inland counties of England, which had

never before paid it. Then, as a matter of principle, John

Hampden, a gentleman of Buckinghamshire, declined to pay

the tax. The case was tried at Westminster, and Hampden
was declared in the wrong, seven out of the twelve judges

finding that the king was acting within his rights.

Troubles in Scotland were soon added to those in England.

Troubles in content with coercing members of the

Scotland. Church of England, Laud tried to introduce

new services into Scotland. But when his new Prayer Book

was first read in Edinburgh, a storm of hisses and groans

greeted it. The same sort of thing happened all over the

Lowlands, and twenty thousand armed Scots, aroused by the

menace to their religion, soon crossed the Border into England.

Since Charles was without funds, any army that he could get

together was ragged and incapal.'le, and his troops proved, in

fact, more disposed to join the Scots than to fight them. The
Scotti.sh rebels took Newcastle and Durham, and tlie king

found himself at last obliged to summon Parliament, and to
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The meeting
of the Long
Parliament.

Execution of

Strafford and
Laud.

appeal to England for help to coerce his rebellious Scottish

subjects.

Parliament met, but Charles dissolved it almost immediately,

since the Commons would grant no supplies till

their grievances were redressed. Six months

later he called together a new Parliament. It

was the last that he ever summoned, and, as

the Long Parliament, is the most famous that

ever sat at Westminster, The Commons voted enough money

for pressing needs, and then they set to work to remedy the

abuses of the last eleven years. They charged Laud and

Wentworth, now Earl of Strafford, with high treason, threw

them into prison and, so stern had the struggle now become,

showed a resolve to have their lives. The Parliament

frightened Charles into con.sent to a Bill, enacting that the

House could not be dissolved or adjourned without its own
consent. For the time Charles was too cowed to resist any

demands. When Parliament showed its grim intention to

exact the last penalty, he even consented to the execution

of his faithful servant, Strafford
;
and that strong man went

bravely to his death on Tower Hill. A little later Laud, now

an old man of seventy-five, met the same tragic fate.

It is on religion that men feel most strongly, and, when

The beginning Parliament began to consider changes in the

of Civil War. Church, the agreement among its members

vanished, and both the nation and the Parliament divided into

two parties, almost equal, one for, the other against, the

Church of England. At this crisis Charles, when his whole

future was in the balance, committed perhaps the greatest

of his many mistakes. Thinking that strong action would

end the trouble, ‘he went down to the House of Commons with

a band of armed followers to arrest the five Puritan leaders,

among whom were John Hampden and the strenuous opponent

of Strafford, John Pym. When he asked where they were

the Speaker dropped on his knees and said, “ I have neither
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eyes to see, nor tongue to speak in this place, but as this House

is pleased to direct me, whose servant I am here.” Charles

had hoped to frighten the House, but he was obliged to

depart without his prisoners, and his attempt so aroused

public feeling that six days later he thought it wise to fly

from London. Both parties now began to arm. The queen

escaped to Holland with the crown jewels, there to purchase

stores and guns; and Charles, six months after his attempt

to arrest the five members, definitely appealed to the nation

for support, by raising the Boyal Standard at Kottingham,

and calling all loyal men to rally to it.

Thus began in England a Civil War that divided the nation

„ into two hostile camps, and demanded from it

and the bloody sacrifices. The Parliament had the
“Roundheads.” g^pport of the Puritan element in religion,

and drew its strength chiefly from the middle classes, and

from the towns in the south and east of England. The

Royalists were strongest in the north and west. They v^ere

called the “ Cavaliers,” and many of them were noblemen

and country gentlemen, who brought their grooms and their

gamekeepers to fight for the king. While the Cavaliers had

the advantage of being accustomed to horses and weapons, the

“ Roundheads,” as the close-cropped Puritans were sometimes

called, had most of the wealth of the country, including the

City of London, on their side. When, at first, the Royalists

gained ground, and won a number of small fights, a

Huntingdonshire gentleman, named Oliver Cromwell, was

quick to see how much the Puritans suffered through the

inferior quality of their men. Speaking to his cousin, John

Hampden, he said, “You must get men of a spirit that

is likely to go as far as gentlemen will go, or else you

will be beaten still.” Then he set to work to enlist men
whose hearts were in the cause

;
and he drilled them so as

to make good men into good soldiers. They became the

famous Ironsides.
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When the Parliament began to find itself hard-j^ressed by

The battles of
appealed to the Scots for help,

Marston Moor and promised that England should adopt the
andNaseby. Presbyterian forms of worship and Church

government, which prevailed in Scotland. A Scottish army

advanced into England, and the allied English and Scots met

Charles in the North. A terrible fight took place on Marston

SiE Thomas Fairfax.

Moor, in which, when the Scots had fled and the Royalists

seemed to be winning, Cromwell and his Ironsides turned the

fortune of the day. “They were as stubble to our swords,”

said Cromwell afterwards. “We charged their regiments of

foot with our horse, and routed all we charged.” To Charles’s

cause, the defeat at Marston Moor was a great blow, and
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from it he never really recovered. The army of the Parlia-

ment was steadily improving. Though Sir Thomas Fairfax

was at its head, Oliver Cromwell was its strongest leader.

He led in re-organizing it on what was called “The New
Model.” Incompetent leaders were forced to retire, and

when, in 1645, the “New Model Army” met that of Charles

at Naseby, it won a complete victory.

CAR13BR00KE CaSTLE, WHERE CHARLES I WAS IMPRISONED.

For a year still Charles struggled on; then he surrendered,

The strife to the Parliament, but to the Scots, hoping
between. by thus trusting them to win their support.
Presbyterians t> . .li o .l • i

' rv *

and the fecots in their turn handed him over to
Independents. the English, and he had then to deal with the
grim leaders of the “New Model Army.” It seemed that
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Charles’s cause was hopeless. Perhaps it really was, hut he

did not think so, and he counted chiefly on divisions among
his enemies. These were indeed formidable. The Scots,

allied with the English Presbyterians, were resolved to make
England wholly Presbyterian and, if Charles would consent to

this, they were ready to give him back his throne. But

Presbyterianism, a great many in England did not want:

the party called “ Independents ” was strong, and they

wished to allow avowed Protestants a considerable amount

of liberty in doctrine and worship. Cromwell was an

Independent, and in this he had the army behind him.

When the Scottish Parliament demanded, in 1647, that

England should adopt Presbyterianism, renewed trouble

was imminent.

Charles intrigued, gave encouragement to the Presbyterians,

and so stirred up. dissension that renewed civil

war broke out. This time the Scots fought for

the king. Cromwell met them at Preston and

inflicted a crushing defeat, and, when the danger

was over, he and other army leaders turned

sternly on the king who had caused the renewed war. Since

Parliament seemed likely to oppose the plans of the army.

Colonel Pride stood at the entrance door of the House and

turned back or arrested all the members whom the army

could not trust. After “ Pride’s Purge ” the Parliament was

docile enough, and now it showed its resolve to destroy Charles,

as it had destroyed Strafford and Laud. It named a special

court to try him and the judgment was a foregone conclusion.

Though kingship was still looked upon by most men as more

than half divine, Charles was condemned to perish on the

block.

The second
civil war and
sentence to
death of

Charles.
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On January 30, 1649, the crowning tragedy took place.

The execution Charles still believed that he had been right

of the king. and his subjects wrong, in all the points so

bitterly disputed and fought over, and he smiled in the face

of the judge who declared him “a
tyrant, traitor, murderer, and public

enemy to the good people of this

realm.” He made no appeal against

the death sentence, and he went to

the scaffold with a quiet dignity,

which awed even the soldiers that

stood round him. He was going,

he told Bishop Juxon, who stood

beside him, from a corruptible to

an incorruptible crown. Then he

knelt down before the block, and

in another minute the executioner

cried to the horror-struck people

who looked on, “ Behold the head

of a traitor !

”

iW'iililtlflJ

The Window in tub Palace of

Whitehall in front op which
Charles I was Beheaded.
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A.D.

1603-1625.

1605.

1616.

1625-1649.

1627.

1628.

1629-1646.

1633-

1637.

1640.

1641.

1642 (Jan.

)

(Aug.)

1644.

1645.

1646.

1647.

1648.

1649.

Chief Dates

Reign of James the First.

Gunpowder Plot.

The Duke of Buckingliam becomes tlie king’s f.avourite.

Reign of Charles the First.

War with France.

The Petition of Right. Assassination of Buckingliam.

Charles rules without a Parliament.

Wentworth becomes Lord Deputy of Ireland, and Laud,

Archbishop of Canterbury.

Ship-money declared legal.

The Scots invade England.

The Long Parliament meets.

Charles tries to arrest the five members.

He sets up his Standard at Nottingham.

Royalists defeated at Marston Moor.

The New Model Army gains the Battle of Naseby.

Charles surrenders to the Scots at Newark.

Second Civil War.

Pride’s Purge.

Charles is beheaded.

THE STUART SOVEREIGNS

James I

I

Charles I

Charles II The Prince of Orange = Mary James II

William III = Mary Anne
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CHAPTER XVII

THE COMMONWEALTH AND THE PROTECTORATE

The purged House of Commons, which took the extreme step

„ „ of sending a king to the block, was sure to

the army in carry out a policy thorough in other respects.

England. Since “Pride’s Purge,” the members who sat in

it were called “ The Rump
;

’’ they were only a fraction of the

Long Parliament, as elected, but straightway assumed full

power, declared that the House of Lords, which refused any

share in the execution of Charles, was abolished, and that

England should henceforth be a republic. But the Rump
itself was weak compared with the victorious army, whose

leader, since Fairfax had firmly refused to consent to Charles’s

death, was Oliver Cromwell. For some years England was to

know the almost despotic sway of the soldiei’.

While the English Royalists seemed completely crushed, the

Cromwell
Scots quickly proclaimed the dead Charles’s

conquers son king as Charles II
;
in Ireland, too, he had

the Irish. strong following. From war on both Ireland

and Scotland the stern leaders of the Parliament and the

army did not shrink. Cromwell crossed over to Dublin with

a strong force and rapidly subdued the Irish. He stormed

the towns that resisted him, and spared the lives of none in

them found under arms. At Drogheda alone, between two

and three thousand men were slaughtered in the streets, and

Cromwell declared that this butchery, by frightening the

rest of the country into submission, really saved bloodshed.

177
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Cromwell
attacks and
conquers the
Scots. Battles
of Dunbar and
Worcester.

Soon he left Gleneral Ireton in command in Ireland, and

turned to attack the Scots, who still defied the

new republic, and clung to the cause of Charles

II. At Dunbar he was completely victorious,

but when he advanced into the north-east of

Scotland he left open the road into England.

In this, Charles saw his opportunity; he hastened southwards,

expecting the English to flock to his support. Cromwell

hurried after him, overtook him at Worcester, and there

fought the last of his great battles. It was, he said, his

“crowning mercy.” Once more the great Puritan was

victorious, and the chief part of Charles’s army was either

killed or captured. Charles’s own escape was made with

difficulty. Flying in disguise he lay for weeks in hiding, and

only the rare devotion to the Stuart cause of humble people,

who scorned to earn the large reward offered for “ Charles

Stuart, son of the traitor of that name,” saved him, and

enabled him to get away to France.

When Cromwell had time to attend to matters nearer home, he

The Navigation
^ world of troublesome problems. There

Acts and war was war with Holland, caused by England’s
with the Dutch, determined policy of injuring Holland’s power

on the sea. The Navigation Acts, begun at this time, not

only forbade any but English vessels to trade with the

English colonies : they bluntly intimated to the Dutch that

they might no longer be the carriers to England of the goods

of other countries, but could carry thither only Dutch pro-

ducts, The same laws applied to other nations. Rather than

yield on these points the Dutch made war on England,

While this was happening the Rump was ruling very

badly at home. As there was neither king

nor House of Lords to limit its power, it

could do much as it liked. Some of its members were

corrupt; the energy that, at first, it showed, passed away, and

it was becoming apparent that, though an arbitrary king had

The faults of

the Rump.
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been destroyed, the Rump was disposed to be quite as despotic.

When Croiuwell, backed by the army, decided to get rid of

the Rump and demanded a new election, the Rump proposed

in defiance to pass a Bill making their own membership

permanent, and giving them a right of rejecting would-be

members whom they did not like.

The army had not fought through a great civil war to create

„ „ this new tyranny, and, when Cromwell heard
Cromwell •;

.

expels the that this bill was being passed by the Rump,
Rump, went to the House and bitterly attacked

the members for self-seeking and injustice. When they

protested he only grew the more angry, and at last he used

force to turn them out. “The Lord hath done with you,”

he cried. “ I tell you, you are no Parliament. You must

give place to better men.” At his command soldiers entered

the chamber. “Take him down,” commanded Cromwell,

pointing to the Speaker—that same Speaker who, on bended

knee, had protested to the king that he had neither eyes nor

tongue but at the command of the House. He was pulled

from the chair and the other members departed in confusion.

Cromwell locked the door and put the key in his pocket.

With no Parliament left, he and his soldiers were the masters

of England. Some wits posted .notices on the door of the

House of Parliament, “This house to let; now unfurnished.”

Cromwell, the Huntingdonshire squire, had done what the

king had lost his life in cuttempting : he had

overthrown Parliament, and now he was far

more powerful than Charles had ever hoped

to be. But, unlike Charles, he felt that a

Parliament was necessary. To get one that would work with

him and the army was not easy. More than one plan was

tried. First the churches nominated the best men they could

select, but, after sitting for a few months, this Parliament,

nicknamed Barebones’s Parliament, after one of its most

zealous members, “ Praise-God ” Barebones, gave up its hard

Cromwell’s
difaculties

with his

Parliament.
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task in despair. Then the army said that Cromwell himself

must have supreme authority. They drew up a paper, called

the ‘‘ Instrument of Government,” which gave Cromwell

kingly power as Protector, but provided for a Parliament too,

which was to consist of a single chamber. To this, Scots and

Irishmen as well as English members were summoned, and, for

the first time in history, the whole of the British Isles were

represented at Westminster. But the Protector and his

Parliament soon quarreled. At the end of a five months’

session he sent the members about their business, and, for

nearly two years, he carried on the government alone.

Difficult as was his task, Cromwell, when thus supreme,

Cromwell’s role himself respected not only at home but

in Europe. abroad. After the execution of the king,

European monarchs had at first turned a cold shoulder on

England, and treated the ambassadors of the Commonwealth

with scant courtesy. Cromwell proved very ready to draw

the sword in Europe as the champion of Protestah^srm

Spain, the chief Catholic power, he attacked, and took fron.

her the Island of Jamaica. He befriended the Spanish and

Portuguese Jews, persecuted at home, and showed himself

large-minded enough to offer them a refuge in England.

“Great is my sympathy,” he said, “with this poor people,

whom God chose, and to whom he gave the Law.” The

return of the long-banished Hebrews, who had been expelled

from England in the reign of Edward I, was in many ways

a benefit to the country. They were, many of them, rich

people, and with them they brought back their wealth. They

were also industrious, and skilled in many branches of

commerce.

Undaunted by his first failure, Cromwell called a second

„ _ Parliament, but soon again difficulties arose, and
Tne HumDle

. .

Petition these the Parliament, in what was known as

and Advice. “The Humble Petition and Advice,” begged

Cromwell to end by restoring the old forms of government,
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with himself as King and with a new House of Lords. But

the army declared that the Protector must do no such thing

;

they had killed one king, they said, and did not want another.

After long doubt, Cromwell chose a middle course. He
refused to call himself King, but consented to make his office of

Protector much what the kingship had been, and also to have

a Second Chamber like the former Lords. But soon he found

himself in fresh difficulties. The new peers were laughed at

by the nation, and those few members of the old nobility, who
were summoned with them, refused to attend. Moreover,

when the two Houses at last got together, they began to

quarrel. The new House wished to be called the House of

Lords, but the Commons said the “ Lords ” were abolished

and persisted in describing it only as “the other House.”

The Protector, broken in health and tried by family

, . troubles, was in no mood to be trifled with,
The last ’ ’

days of and, at the end of a fortnight, weary of the
Cromwell. quarrel, he dissolved the Houses. “I can say,”

he told them as he sent them away, “ in the presence of God

—in comparison with whom we are but like poor creeping

ants upon the earth—I would have been glad to have lived

under my wood-side, to liave kept a flock of sheep rather than

undertaken such a government as this. , . . And if this

be the end of your sitting, and this be your carriage, I think

it high time that an end be put to your sitting. And I do

dissolve this Parliament. And let God be judge between you

and me.” When, a few months later, the Protector lay on his

deathbed, men began to ask themselves anxiously what

England could do without him. He had kept order at home,

and abroad made his country’s name honoured, and there was

no one else in view who could do as much. While still by no

means an old man, Cromwell died in 1658, so worn out with

his labours and conflicts that he was glad to begone. Almost

his last words were a prayer for England.
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The outlook was indeed dark. Richard Cromwell, Oliver’s

son, who succeeded him, was mild and kind,

but the fierce old warriors, who had followed

Oliver to many a victory, would not long submit

to the authority of an amiable young man, with

nothing of the soldier in him. Determined

that the army should still rule, they soon quarreled with

Richard, and forced him to retire to private life. Some

troubled months followed, but the army soon found that

England was heartily tired of experiments in government,

and was unwilling to be ruled by soldiers. Men felt, and

began openly to say, that nothing would go well till they had

a King once more. The old royalist part}^, especially, had a

fierce hatred for the Puritan oppressors. “ The Saints ” ha:d

closed their theatres and even whipped the actors
;
they had

forbidden also the May-day games on the village greens
;
and,

by stern repression, had done much to make life grim and

gloomy. But not only royalists wished for the old order.

With the imminent prospect before the nation of falling under

the despotic sway of the army, very many, even of those who

had helped to overthrow Charles I, began to look to his son as

the only one who could save England from civil war.

It was from Scotland that the decisive voice came. General

„ , ,, ,
Monk had long commanded there, and he had

General Monk ®
_

brings about under his control seven thousand trained and
theEestoration. devoted troops. A cool and far-seeing soldier,

he saw that the restoration of the Stuarts offered the best

chance of settled government. When Monk marched south-

ward to London, giving never a hint of what he would do, it

was apparent everywhere that the nation looked to him as

leader, and there was profound interest when he reached the

capital and recalled the Long Parliament. Thus summoned,

the members who had been ex[)elled by Colonel Pride marched

through the streets with a guard of honour to the House, from

which they had been driven twelve years before. They had

Richard
Cromwell’s
overthrow.
The growing
demand for

a king.
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now learned wisdom. At once they did what they had refused

to do when Oliver turned them out : they ordered a general

election, and, when the country was free to speak its mind, it

showed that it would welcome Charles II, with something like

a fury of joy.

Chief Dates

A.D.

1649-1653. The Commonwealth.

1650. Battle of Dunbar.

1651. Battle of Worcester.

1652. War with the Dutch.

1653-1658. The Protectorate under Oliver Cromwell.

1654- The first Protectorate Parliament meets, including ScotE

and Irish.

1655- The Jews return to England.

1658. Cromwell dies. Richard becomes Protector.

1659. ]\Ionk marches from Scotland.

1660 Restoration of the Monarchy.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE LATER STUARTS

When Charles II returned to his own on his thirtieth birthday,

The reign of London was frantic. “He came with a triumph

Charles IL of above 20,000 horse and foot, brandishing

their swords and shouting with inexpressible joy
;
the ways

strewn with flowers, the bells ringing, the streets hung with

tapestry, fountains running with wine
;
the mayor, aldermen,

and all the companies, in their liveries, chains of gold, and
184

Charles II.
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banners
;
lords and nobles in cloth of gold, silver, and velvet

;

the windows and balconies well set with ladies; trumpets,

music, and myriads of people flocking even so far as from

Rochester, so as they were seven hours in passing the city.”

The young king had a task that only sincerity and high

The religious character could have helped him to do well, and
question. these qualities he did not possess. He was

merely a pleasure-seeker, a man with but little heart, who

concealed under apparent frankness a resolve to be as absolute

as his father had v/ished to be. In Scotland, he had declared

himself a Presbyterian; in England, he was the head of the

Church of England. Yet both systems, in his heart, he

disliked, for he was secretly an adherent of the Roman
Catholic Church. But to avow this might have lost him his

throne, for England was fiercely Protestant, and, until on his

deathbed, Charles was base enough to disown the faith

which he secretly held.

Most of what Cromwell had approved was now condemned.

The dominance
army was dissolved. Many who had taken

of the Church part in the trial and execution of Charles I
of England. were imprisoned or executed. Consideration to

Presbyterians, Charles promised before his return. Perhaps

he tried to help them, but the Church of England party, eager

to avenge its hard treatment, would not listen to moderation.

Very harsh laws were passed against all ministers who would

not accept the restored Prayer Book. They were forbidden to

conduct services in their own fashion, to teach the young,

even to live within five miles of any town that sent members

to Parliament, These ministers, and those who thought like

them, came to be known as Dissenters, because they dissented

from the teaching of the Church of England.

For the indolent Charles, troubles multiplied. Trade rivalry

Plague, fire brought about another war with Holland, in

and war. which, though at first victorious, the English

soon lost ground, partly because Charles spent on his own
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pleasures the money voted by Parliament for the war.

While the struggle was at its height, a great plague broke out

in London, a plague so terrible that the dead and dying were

buried by cart-loads in the plague pits. So many fled from

London to avoid it that grass grew in the deserted streets.

To add to the misery, the Great Plague was followed by the

Great Fire, which destroyed the larger part of the old city of

London. It was a terrific spectacle. An eye-witness describes

Burying Plague Victims, 1665.

“ 10,000 houses all in one flame
;
the noise and thunder of the

flames, the shrieking of women, the hurry of the people, the

fall of towers and churches like a hideous storm.” The very

year after these two great misfortunes a Dutch fleet sailed up

the Thames, and London, for the first time in its history,

heard the menacing sound of a foreign enemy’s guns. There

was a great panic, and, though peace was soon made, England

felt the disgrace keenly. Somebody had to be blamed for all
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the troubles of the last few years, and Charles gladly threw

the blame on his chief minister, Clarendon, who, though hardly

more responsible for the war than for the plague or the fire,

was dismissed arid banished.

Charles greatly admired his cousin, Louis XIV, under

The Treaty whom France was rapidly becoming the fore-

of Dover. most power in Europe. The two monarchs

secretly agreed on religious matters, and Charles wished

greatly that he had a fine army and almost absolute power

like his cousin. Now, when promised a yearly payment of

money and the help of a French army, if he should need it, to

force England to become Catholic, he made a secret treaty

with Louis, the Treaty of Dover, binding himself to help the

Charles soon ventured a step further and, usurping the

,
functions of Parliament, which alone had the

vii^ri6s s

Declaration of right to alter the law, he issued a “ Declaration
Indulgence. Indulgence,” removing many of the dis-

advantages of the Roman Catholics and the Dissenters. By
ordering toleration of Protestant Dissenters he hoped that he

could win them to support toleration of Roman Catholics.

But he was mistaken
;
so strong was the English dislike of

the king’s usurped power, and fear of the Roman Church,

that even the Dissenters demanded the withdrawal of the

Declaration of Indulgence, by which they themselves benefited.

At length Charles found that he was likely to be a king

without a crown, if he did not yield to the Protestant demands.

He had to cancel his “Declaration,” to make peace with

Protestant Holland, and to allow his niece Mary, a probable

successor to the throne, to marry the Dutch Prince of Orange.

Parliament passed a Test Act, which, as a test of fitness for

public office, obliged holders to receive the sacrament, according

to the rites of the Church of England. In consequence of this

Test Act, even tlie king’s brother and heir, James, Duke of

York, had to resign his post of Lord High Admiral,
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The nation, alarmed by the Declaration of Indulgence, fell

into a panic when one Titus Oates came forward,
The origin of

“Whig” and
“Tory,”

and declared that he had proof of a Popish Plot

to restore the Roman Catholic faith, to murder

the king, and to place his Catholic brother, the Duke of York,

on the throne. A bill was brought before the House of

Commons to exclude the Duke of York from the throne, but

Charles was opposed to it, and, before it could be passed, he

dissolved Parliament. The country fell into a fever of

excitement about this Exclusion Bill. Many petitions begged

the king to consent to it
;
others begged him not to do so.

Those who wished the bill to pass called themselves

“Petitioners;” those who disliked it called themselves

“Abhorrers.” Each party gave the other a nickname. The

Abhorrers called the Petitioners “Whigs,” after a sect of

Scottish peasants. The Petitioners called the Abhorrers

“Tories,” which was a name given in Ireland to Roman
Catholic robbers. These titles, bestowed in mockery, after-

wards became the ordinary names of the two great political

parties.

Meanwhile the excitement continued. Some leading Roman

The “Popish Catholics were put to death for being concerned

Plot.” in the plot which Oates had described, before

it was discovered that there was no real plot at all, and

that the whole story was a wicked invention. A sudden

change took place in public feeling, and many men, ashamed

of their violence, turned to support the king’s policy. Charles

dissolved the Parliament, which was still trying to pass the

Exclusion Bill, and, for the remaining four years of his life,

reigned without one. During this period his position was

very strong. He increased his army, surrounded himself

with ministers who would carry out his ideas, turned out of

office judges, sheriffs, and governors of fortresses, who were

unfavourable to them, and was in fact absolute. Of course

there was protest. A plot to murder the king, called, from
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the place of meeting, the Rye House Plot, was found out

and those connected with it were rigorously punished. On
various pleas more than one of the leading Whigs were

put to death, while others were driven into exile. But,

at the height of his power, and when he seemed to have

made himself absolute, Charles was struck down by apoplexy,

confessing at last on his deathbed his own adherence to the

Roman faith.

When Charles’s Roman Catholic brother James ascended

The reign of throne, he publicly declared that he would

James II. “preserve the government in Church and State,

as by law established, and would defend and support the

a far more stupid man than his brother, James had sincere

convictions and real zeal for his creed. He was resolved to

restore the Roman Catholic faith in England, and it was

attempts to do this that cost him his throne.

Not long was his title to the throne undisputed. Charles

II had left an illegitimate son, the Duke of
Argyle’s rising ®

in Scotland Monmouth, who now claimed to be lawful

against

^

king. So it happened that, within four months

of James’s accession, two parties of Whig exiles

set sail from Holland to attack him. One, under the Duke
of Argyle, made for Scotland

;
the other, under the Duke of

Monmouth, landed in Dorsetshire. Argyle hoped that the

Scots, who were being cruelly persecuted for their religion,

would rally round him. But the English government, warned
of his coming, had arrested the chiefs of the Scottish Whigs,

and Argyle’s attempt failed dismally. He himself perished

on the scaffold, and his followers were punished barbarously

;

in some cases their homes were destroyed
;
of many, the ears

were cropped and the cheeks branded
;
and hundreds were

sent across the Atlantic to work as slaves on the sugar

plantations of the American colonies.
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Dismal, too, was Monmouth’s failure. While the poor

Monmouth’s people flocked to his side, the gentry remained

rebellion. loyal to James. Monmouth himself was a

weak and foolish young man. When, at Sedgemoor, in

Somersetshire, he made a night attack on James’s forces and

failed, he fled for his life, leaving, to perish by hundreds, the

country labourers who, for him, had turned their scythes into

swords. But he did not escape. A few days later he was

found crouching under dry bracken in a ditch. James refused

his abject appeal for mercy, and he was executed on Tower

Hill. In punishing Monmouth’s supporters, James was wholly

pitiless. The assizes that followed the insurrection were

called the Bloody Assizes, from the butcheries of Chief Justice

Jeffreys. He hanged more than three hundred persons.

“ Houses and steeples were covered as thick with heads as at

other times with crows and ravens.” Women were whipped

through the streets, and even some school children, who
had embroidered a banner for Monmouth, were thrown into

prison.

In spite of the horrors which James permitted, the Tories

, remained loyal to him, until he began to set
James’s efforts

,

°

in behalf of aside the laws regarding religion. When, at

Roman length, in defiance of the Test Act, he placed

Roman Catholic officers in the army, the Tories

protested. A little later he put forth a Declaration of Indul-

gence permitting, as Charles II had tried to permit, religious

freedom to Roman Catholics and Dissenters. This disgusted

the staunchest Tories and Royalists, and it did not win the

Dissenters, for thej? felt that if the king once began to suspend

laws, there was no knowing where he would stop
;
and

they threw in their lot with the Churchmen against James.

But resistance only increased James’s determination to go his

own way. He next began to bully the Universities of Oxford

and Cambridge, the pride and the bulwarks of the Church.

He deprived of office the Vice-Chancellor of the University of
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The quarrel

with the

Bishops.

Cambridge, because he would not bestow a degree on a monk,

who refused to take the customary oath before receiving it.

He turned out the Fellows of Magdalen College, Oxford,

because they would not give up their legal right to appoint

their own President.

Next James comes into violent conflict with the Church

of England Bishops. He ordered that the

Declaration of Indulgence should be read in

all the churches on a certain Sunday. This

was to make the Church seem to approve of his lawlessness,

and many of the clergy refused to obey. Many, who did

obey, read the hated Declaration to empty benches. Seven of

the bishops, including the Archbishop of Canterbury, drew up

a petition to the king, begging him not to persist in a course

which was contrary to law. The petition was printed and

sent all over the country, and James, enraged by opposition,

ari'ested the bishops for publishing “a seditious libel.”

Intense excitement followed, and it was much increased by

The birth of the the birth, of an heir to the throne. Many peace-

Prince of Wales, loving Englishmen had made up their minds to

endure the king’s mis-government, because he was an elderly

man, who would at no distant date be succeeded by his

Protestant daughter Mary
;
but the birth of a baby heir, who

would be brought up a Homan Catholic and succeed his father,

removed all motive for patience. So great was the distrust of

James that some believed, and others pretended to believe,

that the child was not really the queen’s son, but had been

brought into the palace in a warming-pan.

When the time came for the trial of the Seven Bishops

The trial and
England was greatly excited. The Cornish

acquittal of the miners threatened to march to London, armed
Seven Bishops,

pickaxes, to rescue their bishop from

James’s hands. Kneeling citizens lined the road from the

Thames to Westminster Hall, and asked for the prisoners’
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blessing as they passed on their way to the court. The trial

lasted a whole day, and then the jury were locked up to

consider their verdict. All through the night the friends of

the bishops kept guard at the door of the jury-room, and as

hour after hour passed by, their hopes grew. The court met

at nine o’clock next morning. Every corner of Westminster

Hall was packed, and the streets were black with an expectant

crowd. When the words “not guilty” were uttered, a shout

of joy arose, and was quickly taken up by the people outside.

Men fell on one another’s necks and kissed each other for joy.

Bonfires blazed, and all the church bells were set ringing.

These demonstrations meant the doom of James. That

The deposition night a messenger left London secretly for

of James. Holland, bearing with him a letter for William

of Orange, signed by both Whig and Tory leaders, and

inviting William to attack and overthrow Janies. William

was James’s son-in-law and nephew, and a grandson of

Charles I. He might well hesitate to invade England. Even

if successful, even if his Dutch soldiers defeated the royal

army, the pride of the English would lead them to turn

against the victorious foreigner, and, perhaps, to drive him

away again. But, engaged in a death struggle with France,

William was anxious to add England’s resources to his own,

and so he decided to attack James. He landed with a

considerable force in Devonshire, and began to march towards

London. James now saw that England was against him, and,

when too late, he made concessions, turned the Roman
Catholics out of the posts he had illegally given them,

proclaimed a general pardon, and promised to obey the laws

in future. But his cause was hopeless. Nobody believed in

his promises, and his soldiers deserted daily. He had already

sent his wife and child to France, and soon he determined to

follow them. William, “who had no wish to make his wife’s

father his own prisoner, left James a way of escape, and he
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took it. As the Dutch troops marched into London from the

west, the king fled eastward to Rochester. Thence he took

ship, and, dropping down the Thames, reached France in

safety. To England he never returned.

Chief Dates

A.D.

1660-1685. Reign of Charles the Second.

1665. War declared against Holland.

1666. The Great Plague and the Great Eire.

1667. Peace between England and Holland.

1670. The Treaty of Dover.

1672. Declaration of Indulgence.

1673. Parliament compels the king to withdraw the Declaration,

and passes the Test Act.

1677. Princess Mary marries William of Orange.

1678. Tlie “ Popish Plot.”

1679. The Exclusion Bill is brought before Parliament.

1681-1685. Charles rules without a Parliament.

1683. The Rye House Plot.

1685-1689. Reign of James the Second.

1685. Argyle and Monmouth Insurrections.

1686. James allows Roman Catholics to enter the army without

observing the Test Act.

1687. He persecutes the Universities, and issues a Declaration of

Indulgence.

1688. Trial of the Seven Bishops. William of Orange invades

England.

1688 (Dec.) James leaves England.



CHAPTER XIX

WILLIAM AND MARY : ANNE

The reign of

William and
Mary.

summoned.

The flight of James left England withoiit a king. To
its throne William had no legal claim. This,

only a Parliament could give him, and yet,

except by the king, no real Parliament could be

The dilemma was serious. But the men who had

overturned James did not stand on a quibble of law, and, finally,

on their advice, William called together the peers in England

and those persons who had sat in any House of Commons
under Charles II, and this body, which was known as the

Convention, promptly offered the throne to William and Mary.

But, in setting up a new king and queen, they demanded

certain guarantees, and the Declaration of Rights, to which

the new sovereigns assented, made some old Stuart claims

henceforth impossible. It was now fully established that

Parliament must meet frequently, that subjects might petition

the king freely without fear of punishment, and that the

king could not set aside the laws, or levy taxes, without the

authority of Parliament. One further provision shows how

the nation resented James’s efforts to force his own faith

upon England. It was now enacted, and it is still the law,

that no Roman Catholic, and no one married to a Roman
Catholic, may sit on the throne of England.

Many causes combined to put the new king at the mercy

of Parliament. The nation had made him king

Parliament’s

control of

the state.
throne as he did, William would have been

foolish to claim divine right. Parliament kept

a tight rein upon everything. Instead of following the former

194
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practice of granting taxes for the lifetime of the sovereign,

it now granted them for one year only. The costly wars into

which William soon plunged made large supplies necessary,

and he was always a beggar for more money. He did not

get on well with his parliaments. A foreigner, he never quite

understood or trusted the English, and they, on their side,

had learned not to trust any king too far, least of all one who

preferred Dutchmen to Englishmen, showed scorn of English

parties, and had no understanding of the Church questions

upon which the English felt so keenly.

For a time it was doubtful whether Scotland, like England,

The battle of would make William its king. But the Scottish

Killiecrankie. Puritans had suffered cruelly under the later

Stuarts, and in the end they, too, called a convention which

offered the crown to William and Mary. But the Stuarts, a

Scottish family, had on Scotland a greater hold than on.

England, and there were some ready to fight for them!

Graham of Claverhouse, made, by James, Viscount Dundee,

a soldier of great ability, led a host of barefooted Highlanders

against an army twice as numerous, which fought for William.

In the narrow pass of Killiecrankie, Dundee won a greatvictory,

but it was at the cost of his own life, and his death sealed the

fate of the Stuart cause in Scotland. In the end, the High-

land chieftains were bribed, by payments of money and

promises of pardon, to swear loyalty to William and Mar^^

For many, indeed, it was lip-loyalty only, and twice, at later

times, the Stuart partisans in Scotland fought for the lost

cause.

Ireland still held out for king James. There, among a

The Battle of people of his own faith, he found support

the Boyne. enough to make a fight for his throne. Three

months after his flight to France, he landed in Ireland,

bringing with him a fleet, guns, soldiers, and money; all

provided by Louis XIV of France, his cousin, and the ai’dent

champion of his claims. With enthusiasm Ireland welcomed
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James. At Dublin he held a Parliament which promised

dire punishment to William’s supporters, and soon only a few

places held out for what was now named the “Orange” party.

These places James attacked, and the siege of Londonderry is

one of the most famous in history. It had lasted for three

William III.

months, and the citizens were on the verge of starvation,

when three English ships charged into the great boom, which

the besiegers had built across the harbour, and broke their

way through. William himself soon appeared in Ireland, and

he and James faced each other at the river Boyne. In that
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WUUam Ill’s

struggle with
France. The
peace of

Ryswiek.

battle James met with complete defeat. He £sd to France,

and soon, when Limerick, his last stronghold, surrendered, the

Prince of Orange was master of Ireland.

In supporting James, Louis XIV had his own designs.

He had long coveted Holland, the possession

of which would enable France to extend her

frontier to the Rhine. Against Louis, William

of Orange, fighting for the very life of his

country, had united Spain and Germany, and

one of his chief objects in going to England was to bring

her into this Grand Alliance. Prolonged war with France

followed his success. Though often badly beaten, William

was particularly able at managing a retreat, so that the enemy

gained little from victory. Summer after summer, he fought

at the head of his armies on the Continent, while, in the

winter, he had the task of managing his parliaments in

England. The tone of political life in England was very low,

and William was greatly hampered by the dishonesty of

English politicians. They took bribes almost openly; they

applied public funds to their own private uses; and the army

and navy were in a terrible state, because the money, that

should have fed and equipped them, went into the pockets of

ministers. But, in spite of all difficulties, William checked

France, and, in the end, by the Peace of Ryswiek, Louis

undertook to recognize him as lawful king of England, and

also the line of succession as fixed by Parliament.

What William feared—that France should become too

strong on the Continent—soon seemed to have

come about. When Philip, a grandson of

and death of Louis, became king of Spain, a European war
William III.

__the war of the Spanish Succession— at once

broke out, and William was eager to join in it, for, with France

and Spain united, an attack on Holland’s independence was

most likely. But, for Holland, English Whigs and Tories

cared nothing, and they were not disposed to fight William’s

Renewed war
with France
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quarrels on the Continent. Instead of granting increased

supplies, they forced the king to reduce his army, and his

anger was such that, for a time, he thought of retiring to

Holland. But events brought him help from England.

When the exiled James II died, Louis, violating the pledge

of the Treaty of Ryswick, declared that James’s son, James

Edward, was lawful king of England. This enraged the

English, and, at once, they were as anxious to fight France as

William could have wished. But he did not live to see

France attacked. Long in failing health, he died before war

was declared. Mary, the joint occupant of the throqe during

her life, had preceded him to the grave by some years.

Under William profound changes were efiected in England.

_ . Given the throne by Parliament, he and his
Religious •' ’

Toleration successors could never again dispute the Parlia-

under William, cent’s full authority. The narrow Church

party, the persecutors of the Puritans under Charles II, had

now lost control of the state, and under William a Toleration

Act was passed which, though still denying the dissenters the

right to hold office, permitted them the free exercise of their

religion. Even to this there were still exceptions. Roman
Catholics and Unitarians remained under the ban of the law,

and death was still the legal penalty for a Roman Catholic

priest who exercised his functions in England.

William’s costly war policy led to the beginning of the

National Debt, and of the Bank of England,

of the Bank of Pi^evious rulers had sometimes borrowed money
England. The and refused to pay it back. Since the debt
National Debt.

supposed to be due by the king, and not

by the nation, lenders were naturally timid when a king

wanted money, and William found this obstacle in the way of

getting loans. But all this was changed when it was proposed

that not the king, but the nation, should borrow the money.

This seemed to give better security, and soon a company was

formed to lend money to the government on the national
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pledge. This company was called the Bank of England. It

lent William large sums and thus began the first “ National

Debt,” which, like the Bank itself, has steadily grown in

magnitude since that time.

Under William began the freedom of the press. Hitherto

The freedom official “ Licenser ” must approve of each

of the press. book or newspaper printed, as is still the

custom in Russia. The plan worked so badly that, in the

Queen Anne.

time of Charles IT, Milton’s great poem. Paradise Lost, was

published with great difficulty, while the silly and often

indecent writings of the king’s friends were readily passed by

the Licenser. But under William the old system was ended.
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and, henceforth, men could write and print what they

pleased, being responsible only to the courts if they injured

any one by libel. The importance of the change was very

great. Newspapers multiplied. Within a fortnight of the

end of restriction a newspaper appeared, bearing the title

Intelligence Domestic and Foreign, and others, such as the

London Post and the London Newsletter, quickly followed.

John Churchilij, Duke of Marlborough.

William’s successor, Anne, younger daughter of James II,

The reign of thirty-seven years of age. She was

Anne. a good-natured, dull, woman, easily led by

stronger characters, and without any strong opinions, save

entire devotion to the interests of the Church of England.

Her great friend, when she came to the throne, was Sarah,
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wife of Marlborough, soon to be the greatest soldier of his

time. John Churchill, who became Duke of Marlborough,

was the son of a Devon gentleman. Though, at Sedgemoor,

Churchill had fought against Monmouth for king James, a

little later, when William landed in England, he went over

to the winning side. It was he who persuaded the Princess

Anne to desert James, though, with all his faults, he had

been to her a tender father. Marlborough’s character was a

strange mixture of greatness and meanness. As a soldier he

was unequalled. He had daring, patience, and such calm

steadfastness in what he did, that nothing could ruffle him.

“Having done all that is possible,” he once wrote, “one

should submit with patience.” Yet this great leader stooped

to cheat and lie, and to betray those who trusted him. He had

an almost mean avarice, and though he valued his soldiers, as

a great general must, he filled his own pockets with the

money that should have been spent on their food and weapons.

By choosing ministers from among both Whigs and Tories,

William had tried to stop party strife in

England. But party rancour wms so great
Succession and

^];jat he found the two sides would not work
Marlborough’s
victory at together, and, at length, he had accepted the
Blenheim. party system and had chosen his ministers

from one side only. William had put the Whigs in office

;

but Anne preferred the Tories, and Tory ministers she soon

installed, in spite of the fact that a good many of their

followers would have preferred James’s son to herself as

sovereign.
'

Soon the Tory government was carrying on a

great’ war, the war of the Spanish Succession, already

imminent when William died, and England joined in a

coalition of powers to check France’s ambition. For a time

England played a brilliant part in the war. Gibraltar was
taken by Sir George Rooke, and remains British to this day.

Ten days later, Marlborough, commanding the army of the

allies, won his first and greatest victory at Blenheim. Hearing

The war of the

Spanish
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that the French were marching towards Vienna, he hastened

after them, and came up with them at the village of Blenheim,

on the banks of the Danube. Though the French army was

slightly the larger, and fought bravely, Marlborough defeated

them, and eleven thousand men, finding themselves hemmed
in between Marlborough’s forces and the Danube, laid down
their arms. Marshal Tallard, the French commander, was
among the prisoners.

Marlborough’s next great victory was won at Bamilies, in

Marlborough’s
Spanish Netherlands, and was followed by

final overthrow the capture of many fortresses. “ So many
in England. towns,” he wrote, “have submitted since the

battle, that it really looks more like a dream than the truth.”

The greatness of his success was the more wonderful because

of his many difficulties. The allied armies—Germans, Dutch-

men and Englishmen—and their leaders, were rivals as well

as allies. Since all were anxious for a large share of the

spoils of war, and a small share of the risks, Marlborough had

to threaten and bribe and deceive and coax, as well as to

fight. His position in England was by no means secure,

for he had joined the Whigs, and the Tories were keen to

overthrow him. At length, without consulting their allies,

they secretly made proposals for peace to the exhausted

and defeated Louis, who was only too glad to meet them

halfway. A court intrigue helped the peace party. Of

the Duchess of Marlborough’s overbearing manners and

temper the queen had grown tired. Under the influence of a

new favourite, she at length dismissed the Duchess, and the

Duke was recalled, fresh from his last victory at Malplaquet.

He was accused of dishonest practices, even of robbing

England’s all}'^, the Emperor, but he pleaded that the money

he had taken from the Emperor was a free gift, and that in

helping himself to army funds he was only following the

universal custom. The charges were dismissed, but, after

these events, the great general found England an unpleasant

place to live in, and soon he retired to the Continent.
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The Peace of Utrecht, now made by tlie Tories, was very

The Peace of favourable to England. She kept Gibraltar,

Utrecht. and received in addition Newfoundland and the

Island of Minorca. Louis XIY promised to abandon the

cause of James Edward, son of James II. Though Louis’s

grandson, Philip, remained king of Spain, he gave up any

claim to succeed to the throne of France.

The greatest triumph of Anne’s reign is not Marlborough’s

The union with victories but the union with Scotland.

Scotland. Although the two countries had been under

one ruler for a hundred years, they were bad neighbours.

Scotland had not passed the same law for succession to the

throne that England enacted, and there was danger that,

when Anne died, the son of James II would rule in Scotland,

and, with the northern kingdom at his back, be a permanent

menace to the Protestant succession in England. The only

remedy seemed to be closer union. But this, though discussed

ever since the days of James I, had always been blocked

by the failure to agree upon terms, and by the distrust of

each people for the other. The Scots were afraid that their

laws and customs, and their Presbyterian Church, might be

tampered with by the larger kingdom. They were, besides,

unwilling to share the burden of the English National Debt.

The English, on the other hand, were unwilling to consent

that the Scots should trade freely with the English colonies,

now becoming important
;
the jealousy of the English had

helped to destroy a Scottish colony founded at Darien. But

the advantages of union overcame selfish interests, and when
thirty-one Scots and thirty-one Englishmen met at White-

hall, their deliberations produced an agreement which both

Parliaments accepted.

The act of Union dealt with the three chief points of

The terms dispute—Religion, Law, and Trade. It pro-

of Union. vided that the Church of Scotland, her law-

courts, and her laws, excepting those only that concerned
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trade and customs duties, should remain unchanged. England

and Scotland, as separate kingdoms, were to disappear, and

in future there was to be one kingdom. Great Britain, one

Crown, and one Parliament, composed of peers and commoners

of both countries. Scotland was admitted to trade on equal

terms with the colonies and with England, and she undertook

to bear her share of the National Debt. The weights and

measures, and the coinage of the two countries, were to become

the same, and the White Cross of St. Andrew was to be

blended with the Red Cross of St. George, upon a joint flag.

The Act of Union was passed in the year 1707, and the first

united Parliament met in the October of the same year.

“ I desire,” said the queen, in giving the royal assent to the

Act of Union, “and expect from my subjects of both nations,

that from henceforth they act with all possible respect and

kindness to one another, that so it may appear that they have

hearts disposed to become one people.”

Anne had a husband. Prince George of Denmark, a man
duller even than herself. She bore him many

James ll’s son children, but all died young, and, when Anne’s

to secure the end was near, deep was the anxiety in regard

to the succession. The Electress Sophia of

Hanover, James I’s granddaughter, was the next in the

Protestant line of succession to the throne. Rather than to

this old lady, the minds of many began to turn to James IT’s

son. James Edward was about twenty-five years of age. Had
he consented to become Protestant, he would probably have

gained the throne; but abjure his faith, give up, as he said, a

heavenly crown for an earthly crown, he would not.

While the situation was still uncertain, the Electress Sophia

The House of
son George, Elector of Hanover,

Hanover begins a German who knew hardly a word of English,
to reign.

certainly not a person to inspire devotion

among his future subjects. It so happened that the Whigs

gained office a few days before Anne died, and this settled
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the question. On the death of Anne they proclaimed George

king, and he was well in the saddle before the “Jacobites,”

as the adherents of the deposed Stuarts were called, could

rally against him. To this day the throne remains to

descendants of George.

— Chief Dates

the

^

—"Xm
1689-1702. Reign of William the Third (till 1694, William and

Mary).

1689. The Toleration Act is passed.

1694. The Bank of England is established. Death of Queen
Mary.

1697. The Peace of Ryswick.
1701. The Act of Settlement. Death of James II.

1702-1714. Reign of Anne. War declared against France.

1704. Battle of Blenheim. Capture of Gibraltar.

1706. Battle of Ramilies.

1707. Union of England and Scotland.

1709. Battle of Malplaquet.

1711. Marlborough is dismissed.

I7I3- Treaty of Utrecht.

THE DESCENT OF THE HOUSE OF HANOVER
(James I)

I

(Elizabeth)

Sophia = Ernst Augustus, Elector of Hanover

George I

George II

Frederick, Prince of Wales
(Died 1751)

• George III
I

George IV Frederick William IV
I

(Died 1827) (Died 1837)
Princess Charlotte

(Died 1817)

Edward,
Duke of Kent
(Died 1820)

Victoria

Edward VII
J



CHAPTER XX

THE EARLY HANOVERIANS

George of Hanover was fifty-four years of age when he

The reign of became King of England. He was an ugly

George I. little man, coarse in his tastes, slow-witted

and quite ignorant of English. In habits and ideas he was

entirely German. Of England and Englishmen he knew little

more than he did of the English language. To the end of his

days he regarded England as a land of exile, whence he might

at any moment find it convenient to retire to his German

home. Naturally the English, a proud and insular people,

never loved a foreign king who took not the least trouble to

understand them. Since it was the Whigs who made George

king, he resolved to keep them in and the Tories out of office,

and for nearly fifty years the Whig party continued to have

things all their own way in England. The Tories were hope-

lessly divided
;
some would have had as king the son of

James II, though he was a Roman Catholic
;
while other

Tories were as sternly Protestant as the Whigs. The mass

of the people, who cared little for politics but much for the

religious issue, upheld the Whigs, because they supported the

Protestant line.

In spite of the Whigs, Jacobite feeling was strong in the

„ - . north and west of England, and also in Scot-
Tne first ° ’

Jacobite land, where it was aided by a widespread
rising.

dislike of the Union. A fight for the throne

was inevitable, and, before George I had been king for a year,

the Earl of Mar raised the standard of “James III” in the

206
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Highlands. In England there was a rising at the same time

in Northumberland, but this the Government quickly crushed

at Preston. Not so easily dealt with was the Scottish rising.

Mar’s army was far larger than the force sent against him,

and had he been a capable general, he would have won a

decisive victory when he met his foes at Sheriffmuir. But

capable he was not, and each side claimed a victory

:

“Some say that we wan
;
some say that they wan ;

Some say that nane wan at a’, man :

But ae thing I’m sure

That at Sheriffmuir

A battle there was, which I saw, man.”

This battle itself served to dampen the hopes of the

Highlanders, and there was dismay when, just at this time,

died Louis XIV, who had promised both troops and money.

The arrival in Scotland of the Pretender served only to kill

his cause; he was so dull and silent that some of his followers

asked in wonder whether he could speak at all, and when a

strong army was known to be on the way to attack him, both

he and Mar fled to France. Some forty of their followers

perished on the scaffold, and a good many others forfeited

their estates.

By the Triennial Bill, passed when William III became

The Septennial king. Parliament must dissolve at the end of

Act. three years. But the Whigs, until their

position was secure, did not wish an election. So, when the

time for an election was drawing near, they used Mar’s rising

as a plea that the country was too unsettled for an appeal to

the people, and put through Parliament a bill, the Septennial

Act, providing that a Parliament need not dissolve till it had

sat for seven years, and this has been the law ever since.

But though, by such means, the Whigs dashed the hopes of

the Tories, they were soon quarreling among themselves, and

a great crisis quickly brought discredit upon the leaders of

the party.
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Interest in colonial trade was very keen at this time, and

The South Sea some reason it was believed that fabulous

Bubble. wealth might be gained by trading with the

Spanish colonies. The South Sea Company, formed to carry

on this trade, seemed to have glowing prospects, and its

operations were on a gigantic scale. For certain privileges

conferred upon it by the Government, it planned to pay off

even the National Debt. Everyone talked of the vast profits

to be made, and soon nearly everyone was anxious to have

shares in the wonderful company. During the craze many
other companies were formed. The nation went mad with

greed and excitement. There was a company for fattening

pigs
;
a company for importing Spanish asses

;
one even “ for

carrying on an undertaking of great advantage, but nobody

to know what it is.” Hundred-pound shares in the South

Sea Company were sold for a thousand pounds.

Of course, in time, people began to find out that impossi-

bilities were promised for the various companies, but when

the owners of shares hastened to sell what had been bought

so dearly, they found no one to buy. Thousands of people

were ruined by the bursting of the “ The South Sea Bubble,”

and there was, of course, an urgent demand that some one

should be punished. One noble lord demanded that the

directors of the Company should be sewn up in sacks and

thrown into the Thames. Even the king’s ministers were

involved in the disorder, for some of them had aided the

Company to deceive the public and had gambled in the

shares. The Chancellor of the Exchequer was sent to the

Tower
;
the Postmaster-General took poison, and the ministry

went to pieces.

The task of restoring financial order was entrusted to

The rise of ^ man of remarkable capacity, Sir Robert

Walpole. Walpole—a prudent, hard working, far-seeing

statesman, but one who shewed little scruple about the means

he used. Walpole had the coarse manners and used the coarse
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methods of a rough age. He was ready to bribe, and did bribe,

members of Parliament when it was necessary
;
but he loved

his country and served her unselfishly. He sav/ that after a

long period of troubles England needed rest. He had no

special zeal to right wrongs, to help the oppressed, or to

punish the oppressors, but he did seek to keep England out

Sir Robert WalpoiiB.

of wars abroad and disputes at home. He carried on the

business of government as a competent man of affairs. Under
him trade was encouraged and freed from restrictions, and, in

Britain, it grew and prospered.
'

Walpole is the first English statesman to whom the name
of Prime Minister may be given. Hitherto all the ministers
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were supposed to be equal
;
at their meetings the sovereign

Walpole the
usually presided, and he took part in their dis-

first “Prime” cussions. But this George I could not do.

Minister. Since he knew no English, and had to converse

with Walpole in Latin, obviously he could not take part in

Cabinet councils, and under him the chief minister took

the chair. Gradually he became the recognized head of the

Government, and was called the first or “ Prime ” Minister.

George I’s death, in 1727, did not disturb Walpole’s

Walpole’s supremacy, and he remained Prime Minister
policy of peace. (Ju^ing the first fifteen years of George II’s

reign. He continued to steer clear of European quarrels, and

boasted that while other nations were at war England enjoyed

peace. “ Madam,” he once said to George II’s wife, queen

Caroline, there are fifty thousand men slain m Europe last

year, and not one Englishman.” But war he could not long

avoid. He had encouraged trade, and the English especially

wished trade with the Spanish colonies. But this trade Spain

wished to monopolize for herself. By the Peace of Utrecht

she had reluctantly agreed that the British might send one

shipload of goods each year to the Spanish colonies. But

one shipload did not offer the prospect of great trade, and

this difficulty the English met by fraud. The one ship’s

cargo was replenished from other ships which secretly trans-

ferred goods to her. Of course this angered the Spaniards,

who punished with great severity the English smugglers

when caught. Stories of the cruelties they inflicted on theii

captives were repeated, with due exaggeration, in England

and caused much indignation and a keen demand for redress.

The story of Jenkins’s ear brought the final crisis. A
The outbreak British sea-captain named Jenkins declared

of war. that the Spaniards had boarded his ship, ill-

treated him, and finally cut ofi* his ear with the insolent

remark that he might take it to his king. He produced,

before thfi House of Commons, something wrapped up in
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cotton wool which was supposed to be the ear, dried.

Scoffers declared that under his wig the two ears of Captain

Jenkins might be seen, as whole as their own. It was also

reported that he was a convicted thief who had lost his ear in

the pillory, at the hands of the common hangman. Neverthe-

less the story of Captain Jenkins, and others like it, raised the

wrath of the nation to such a pitch that Walpole was driven,

against his better judgment, to declare war with Spain. He
disliked the war and mismanaged it, and the ill-success that

attended the English arms caused his resignation. After

more than twenty years in office he retired into private life.

War with Spain soon led to war with France, and this gave

The second Stuarts a last chance of striking a blow
Jacobite rising, for the crown. In 1745, Charles Edward, the

eldest son of the Pretender, landed in Scotland with only

seven friends. But, as of old, the Highlanders flocked to aid

a Stuart. All were charmed by the handsome face and courtly

manners of the young prince, and soon “the big heart of

Scotland was beating for Charlie.” He was welcomed in

Edinburgh, and had such a strong force that at Prestonpans

his barefooted Highlanders cut to pieces the army sent against

them. Then he advanced into England, in the hope that the

English Jacobites would gather round him. But the English,

unlike the Scots, had forgotten the Stuarts, who had never

appealed to the English mind. The citizens cf the towns

through which Charles passed stared with more curiosity than

politeness at the kilted Highlanders, and did not dream of

Joining them. At length the little host reached Derby, and

there it made a halt.

Perhaps if its leaders had known the terror their approach

The Jacobite
causing in London, they would have been

invasion of encouraged to proceed. The capital was in a
England.

panic. People thought that hordes of wild

Scots were about to pour into London, and that a French

itrmy would immediately come over to join them. Newcastle,
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the Prime Minister, was believed to be seriously considering

whether he would not be wise to declare himself in favour

of the Stuarts. George IT, by no means a coward, sent the

crown jewels on board ship, and was ready for instant flight.

But Prince Chai-les did not advance. The leaders of the

Highlanders were sorely discouraged because no Englishmen

joined them, and they feared lest they might be cut off from

Scotland. Learning that their friends were gathering in the

north, they decided that it would be better to retreat, and

to come again next year With a larger army. So Charles’s

supporters turned from England and hastened back to Scot-

land. Though they were followed closely by a royal army,

under the Duke of Cumberland, the retreat of their force was

well managed, and Charles reached Scotland in safety. There

he was joined by a small body of French troops and by more

Highlanders, and was able at Falkirk once more to defeat a

royal force.

Falkirk was the last victory of the Stuarts. When the

im, 4.V,
Duke of Cumberland arrived in Scotland, his

The overthrow ’

of the Jacobites men, well fed and in excellent condition, were
at Cullodea. eager to wipe out the disgrace of defeat. The

Jacobites, on the other hand, were worn and ill-fed; Prince

Charles had come to the end of his scanty funds, and the

king’s ships cut off the supplies expected from France. On
Culloden Moor, the Jacobites made their last stand. The

Highlanders charged with their usual reckless courage, but,

unable to bear the steady fire of the disciplined English troops,

at length they wavered and fled in confusion. The king’s men
followed close on the footsteps of the weary fugitives. They

were hunted down to their hiding places in the hills, and

most of those who w^ere caught were put to death. Through-

out the Highlands the rebellion was crushed with the greatest

severity, and for many years the cruelties of Butcher Cumber-

land were a byword in Scotland.
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Prince Charles fled to the western Highlands, whence he

The end of the hoped to escape to France. A reward of

Stuart cause. thirty thousand pounds was offered for his

capture, and bands of English soldiers scoured the country

at his heels. He fled to the islands, but even there he was

not safe; English warships guarded the approaches, while

their boats searched the creeks and watched the ferries.

Once, when hard-pressed, he was saved by the courage of

Flora Macdonald
;
dressed in woman’s clothes he passed the

English sentinels in safety, disguised as her waiting-maid.

Few things are more touching than this devotion of the

Highland peasantry to Prince Charles. When a word would

have brought to the betrayer wealth beyond the dreams of

avarice, as a peasant would understand wealth, these poor

people sheltered the Prince for five months at the risk of

their own lives. Clothed in rags, he shared the daily life of

the cottars, fed upon pease and oatmeal, and slept in huts and

caves. Success crowned the efforts of his friends, and

Charles reached France in safety. With him the Stuarts

pass out of history. Charles himself died after a dissipated

life, and when his younger brother Henry, a cardinal of the

Roman Church, also died in 1807, the end came to the male

line of the house of Stuart.

During the dreary rule of corrupt Whig ministries under

The Methodist ^’’st two Georges, moral and religious life

movement. in England seemed to have sunk to a very low

ebb. The religious quarrels of the Stuarts had helped to

weary men with religion, and the gloomy rule of the Puritans

produced a similar effect. A rapid increase of prosperity

under the first Georges also tended to make the age material.

But there were voices calling to better things. Early in the

reign of George II a little band of students, at Oxford,

among whom were John and Charles Wesley and George

Whitfield, organized themselves into a band devoted to good

works. Avoiding the idleness and intemperance, common
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around them, they tried to attain to goodness by prayer

and fasting, by the methods laid down by the Church of

England. For this reason they and their followers were

called Methodists.

When John Wesley became a clergyman, he soon broke with

The work of
narrow parochialism that then prevailed.

Wesley and The whole world, he said, was his parish, and
Whitfield. went up and down England

as a travelling evangelist. He preached in sheds, in cottages,

in the open air—wherever men would come to hear him.

Whitfield did the same kind of work, only with a more

amazing gift of oratory. His ringing voice reached vast

multitudes who flocked to hear him in the open air, and he

had a magic power over his auditors. The work of these

preachers was too full of enthusiasm to m.eet with approval

from the straight-laced bishops of the time, and in the end the

“ Methodists ” organized a society independent of the Church

of England. Their preaching produced a profound and

permanent effect. Miners and other rough classes had never

before been appealed to by religious leaders in this effective

way. One result of Methodism was a new care for suffering

and for the potor in
_
England, as well as for the slaves in

English colonies. To help the masses, schools multiplied
;
the

prisons, the scenes of untold horrors, were in time reformed

;

in a hundred ways the life of the whole nation became happier

and better as a result of deeper religious conviction.

The revival which the Weslej^s and Whitfield brought about

„ , in the religioiis world, William Pitt effected in

revival under the world of politics. His lofty eloquence awoke
William Pitt. enthusiasm among his audiences, though he

was disliked by the king, whom he accused of sacrificing the

interests of England to those of Hanover, and by those in

power whose dishonest practices he denounced. While never

Prime Minister, for years he was the one in England to

whom men listened, and to whom the nation turned in time'*
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of difficulty. And difficulties enough there were. Before

George II died, England and France were engaged in a

struggle world-wide in its range. War had broken out in

1745, when France was aiding the Pretender in Scotland, but

the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748, brought a lull. Then

William Pitt, Earl of Chatham.

in 1755, hostilities once more began and the terrific Seven

Years’ War involved most of Europe and much of Asia,

Africa, and America. This war was inevitable. England

had long fought to check France in Europe, and now the

quarrel had grown into a struggle for world power. Each
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power wished supremacy in Asia and America, each was

determined to drive out the other. From it, as we shall seep

Britain emerged victorious and with a world-wide empire.

A D.

1714-

1727.

1715-

i7i6.

1720.

1721.

1727-1760.

1730.

1742.

1745-

1746.

1748.

1756.

Chief Dates

Reign of George the First.

Jacobite Rebellion in Scotland.

The Septennial Act passed.

The “South Sea Bubble” bursts.

Robert Walpole becomes Prime Minister.

Reign of George the Second.

The Wesleys and Whitfield at Oxford.

Walpole resigns his office.

Prince Charles Edward lands in Scotland.

He is defeated at Culloden Moor.

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle.

Beginning of the Seven Years’ War. Pitt, Secretary of

State.

THE HANOVERIAN SOVEREIGNS

George I

(1714-1727)

I

George II

(1727-1760)

I

Frederick, Prince of Wales

(Died 1751)

I

George III

( 1760- 1820 )

George IV Frederick, Charlotte, William IV Edward,

(1820-18.30) Duke of York Queen of (18,30-1837) Duke of Kent

I

(Died 1827) Wurtemburg
| |

Charlotte (Died 1828) Charlotte Victoria

(Died 1817) and Elizabeth (1837-1901)

(Died in infancy)
|

Edward VII

(1901- )
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THE FAMILY OF QUEEN VICTORIA

Victoria = Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg

I

Victoria,

Princess Royal

(Born 1840,

Died 1901)

Albert Edward, Alice, Alfred, Helena

Prince of Wales, (Born 1843, Duke of (Born 1846)

afterwards Died 1878) Edinburgh,

Edward VII Duke of

(Born 1841) Saxe-Coburg

(Born 1844,

Died 1900)

Louise Arthur, Leopold, Beatrice

(Born 1848) Duke of Duke of Albany (Born 1857)

Connaught (Born 1853,

(Born 1850) Died 1884)



CHAPTER XXI

THE GROWTH OF GREATER BRITAIN

The Wide
extent of

George Ill’s

realm.

Between the time of Elizabeth and the momentous Seven

Years’ War the British dominions had enor-

mously widened. While “ my realm,” of which

Elizabeth spoke so proudly, was part only of

one small island, in the two hundred years

between her and the beginning of George Ill’s reign, England

became the centre of a world-wide empire. Then British

sway included the thirteen American colonies, /Canada, Nova
Scotia, and Newfoundland; Barbadoes, Jamaica, and other

islands in the western world
;
the great province of Bengal,

the towns of Bombay and Madras, and many factories and

trading stations in India
;
Gibraltar and Minorca in Europe.

While the actual growth of this vast empire took place

„ , . rapidly, there was for it a long preparation,

of the earth’s Bold spirits have always the love of adventure,
surface. gy of Henry VII, England was no

longer mediaeval
;
prolonged civil and foreign war ended

for a time, and many in the nation were ready for new

enterprises. The revived zeal for knowledge was aided

greatly by the recent invention of printing, which enabled

the many to learn what had been known hitherto only by the

few. It is difficult for us to imagine our forefathers’ long

ignorance of the world they lived in. Maps, indeed, there

were in early times, but they represented a flat earth, circular

like a disc, with Jerusalem set in the middle. The known

world consisted of Europe, a strip of Africa on the Mediter-

ranean Sea, and the countries mentioned in the Bible. Beyond
218
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these limits lay the unknown. Now and again travellers

came home with tales of the wonders they had seen in India

and Africa. Wonders they were, indeed, for we hear of

women twenty-eight feet in length, of “ those whose heads

do grow beneath their shoulders,” of “ men that have but one

foot, and they go so fast it is a great marvel, and that is a

large foot, so that the shadow thereof covereth the body from

sun or rain when they lie on tbeir_backs.”

In the middle of the fifteenth century some Portuguese

The discoveries sailors reached the Cape Verde Islands,

by Diaz. When they saw the black natives they were

Columbus terrified, lest they, too, should turn black,

Cabot, etc. but finding that their own skins remained

unchanged, they took courage and went on southward till

they came to the coast of Guinea. When they got home,

they described to their eager countrymen the gold and silver,

the strange plants and beasts, of this new country. Of

course, others were filled with eagerness to go exploring, and

new wonders were quickly found. Diaz, coasting along

western Africa, reached the Cape of Good Hope before his

frightened sailors persuaded him to turn homewards. A
little later Yasco da Gama rounded the Cape and got to

India, and about the same time Columbus reached the West
Indian Islands, while Cabot, sailing from Bristol, landed on

the mainland of North America. These four wonderful

voyages were all made within a space of fifteen years.

A little later Magellan passed the Straits that are called by

his name, entered the Pacific, and went boldly onward

through its trackless waters. By rounding the Cape of Good

Hope his ship got back to Cadiz in the year 1621, thus

completing the first voyage round the globe.

These travels were undertaken partly from love of excite-

The first ment and partly from love of gain. Ship after

Colonial effort, ship, manned by greedy adventurers, crossed

the Atlantic Ocean, and returned laden with the riches of
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the New World. There, however, some of the Europeans

remained, and Pope Alexander YI drew a line from north to

south through a map of the world, and gave the Spaniards all

land westward, and the Portuguese all land eastward of this

boundary. In this way America and India were divided

between these two powers, and for a long time the English

had no footing in either region. But when, under Elizabeth,

the English quarreled with Spain, their ships soon began to

attack Spain’s supremacy. At last the English dared to

place colonies in America. Sir Walter Raleigh sent to

Virginia, in the year 1585, colonists who were anxious to

grow rich by finding gold. They had, as yet, no idea that

the only sure path to wealth in America was by steady

labour, chiefly at tilling the soil, and most of them perished

miserably, either from their hardships or at the hands of the

savages.

Early in the reign of James I, in Virginia, a real colony

„ . was founded which for a long time subsisted
English

,

®

Colonies in chiefly by growing and selling tobacco. A few
America. years later, as we have seen in an earlier

chapter, a band of the people driven from England by religious

persecution settled on the bleak shores of Massachusetts.

Indeed many American states were founded by people who
thus sought religious liberty. These early Puritans colonized

New England
;
the Roman Catholics, Maryland

;
and the

Quakers, Pennsylvania. Meanwhile the English were extend-

ing their power elsewhere. They took Jamaica from Spain in

the time of Cromwell, and New York from Holland during

the reign of Charles II. The Treaty of Utrecht, in 1713,

gave them Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, and also the

Hudson Bay Territory, where a rich fur harvest was obtained

yearly from the natives, and where, in what is now the

Canadian West, are the most fertile lands in the country.

Though, from 1745 to 1748, England and France were at

war, no permanent gains were then made by either side. But
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the formal Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle only meant that each

The rivalries getting ready to renew the struggle. In

in America. America, indeed, war hardly ceased. There

were continual frontier disputes, and, long before war was

declared, there was a good deal of bloodshed. Though France

had given up her claims to the lands round Hudson Bay, and

to Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, she still held the St.

Lawrence river and its adjacent territory. The Mississippi

river, too, with the vast areas adjoining it, she claimed, and she

planned to connect the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi by a

chain of forts, and to shut out the English from any share of

the vast interior of the continent. This meant that the English

colonies would have only a narrow strip of sea coast, and they

saw that the defeat of France’s plans was vital to their

welfare.

The war began on the Ohio. George Washington, a young

Braddock’s Virginia Colonel of Militia, was defeated by
defeat. the French in 1 754, in an attempt to dislodge

them from Fort Huquesne, on the Ohio. Britain’s answer

was to send out an army under General Braddock, but in

advancing to the interior he, too, was attacked in the forest,

and fell before a foe whom he despised, because they fought

from behind trees and not in the open. But the fortunes of

war soon changed. An incompetent ministry had hitherto

mismanaged the war. Then, at an urgent public demand,

Pitt w^ called to take charge, and his fiery energy changed

the whole situation. In America, in India, in Europe, the

British cause was soon everywhere victorious.

To America Pitt soon sent General Amherst, with orders to

The capture of attack Louisbourg, the French fort menacing
Quebec. any approach to the St. Lawrence River.

Louisbourg fell, leaving the Gulf of St. Lawrence open to

English ships. This was what Pitt wanted, for now the wav
to Quebec was clear. The attack on Quebec was led by a

young English officer who had been second in command at
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Louisbourg, General Wolfe was one of the most remarkable

of the men who have built up the British Empire. Entering

the army at fourteen, he was now only thirty-three. In his

frail and delicate body there was the soul of a hero and the

mind of a scholar. His men and officers adored him
;
but

some rude old soldiers thought that a general who loved

poetry must be a madman. “Mad, is he?” said old King

George II when this report reached him
;
“ I wish he would

bite some of my other generals.” The English sailed up

the St. Lawrence and occupied its shores lying across from

Quebec. That fortress stands on high cliffs stretching away

to the westward. On its eastern side two streams, the St.

Charles and the Montmorenci, flow into the great river, and

on the shore between these Montcalm, the French general,

took up his position. Wolfe, able only to attack from the

front, could not dislodge him, and the English cannon had

little effect on Quebec, perched high on the cliff. There was

nothing for it but to try to climb the heights west of the

town, the side farthest from the French army, and to attack

Quebec in the rear. To Wolfe’s military plans the fleet,

under Admiral Saunders, gave most effective assistance, and

one dark night while the fleet pretended to attack Montcalm,

Wolfe and his men, with a string of small boats prepared to

land above the town. Starting from transports, which had been

sent up the river, they dropped down to a point where a

pathway led up the steep cliff. An alert sentinel could easily

have raised an alarm, and a small force could have stopped

them in the narrow path. But the sentinel was not alert,

and stumbling among rocks and tree stumps, pulling them-

selves up by branches, the English force scrambled to the top.

In the early dawn Montcalm learned that the English red-

coats were drawn \ip on the cliff on the side of Quebec,

opposite to his camp. He marched hurriedly through the

town and out to the open Plains of Abraham to meet them.

Though the armies were almost equal, the steady English fire
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threw the advancing French into confusion and they fled.

Both Wolfe and Montcalm fell mortally wounded in the brief

fight which, though but few were engaged in it, was of

world-wide moment, for it involved the mastery of a region

continental in extent. To the victorious English, Quebec

soon opened its gates, and the fall of Quebec meant that of

France in America : it was really Wolfe who won Canada for

the British crown.

While the British were driving the French out of Canada,

The British India they were waging with them a no less

in India. deadly war. There, as in America, Europeans

had first explored, then settled, and now they were striving

for empire. After the discovery of the sea route to India,

the Portuguese began trade in those regions. In time the

Dutch, and then the English and the French, entered the

same field. Under Queen Elizabeth was founded the East

India Company, to which she gave the sole right of trading

to the East Indies. At first English merchants avoided the

mainland, and their earliest factories were built on the

islands of Java and Sumatra. When they began to send

their armies to India itself, they soon found themselves

opposed, not only by the Portuguese, but by the Dutch, who
coveted the lion’s share of Indian trade. The English made
way slowly but surely, and, fifteen years before the outbreak

of the Seven Years’ War, they had flourishing settlements at

Surat, Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta. Each settlement was

governed by the East India Company’s officers, and guarded

by a small mixed army of Englishmen and natives.

Like the English, the French had an East India Company.

Clive’s defeat
headquarters in India were at Pondicherry,

of the plans of where the able and ambitious Dupleix was in
Dupleix. charge. He hoped to attain fortune for him-

self and greatness for France, by taking part in the frequent

quarrels of the Nawabs, or native princes, and by sharing in

the spoils of the conquest. A young Englishman, named
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Robert Clive, a clerk in the service of the British East India

Company, but a born military genius, saw that Dupleix was

, trying to make himself master of the south-east of India,

and, though with only a few hundred troops at his disposal,

he determined to make a dash at Arcot, the capital of the

great southern region called the Carnatic, If the English

Robert, Lord Clive.

held this they could defeat Dupleix’s plans. Clive’s amazing

boldness met with amazing success. Arcot submitted without

a struggle, and Clive followed up his victory so well that

Dupleix never recovered his position, and soon he was

recalled to France in disgrace.
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The tragedy of

the Black Hole
of Calcutta,

and the
victories of

Plassey and
Wandewash.

Two years later came a terrible incident at Calcutta, The

native ruler or “ISTawab” of Bengal was Suraj-

ud-Dowlah, and, incensed at some supposed

arrogance on the part of the English colony

in Calcutta, he suddenly marched upon that

place, seized all the English residents upon

whom he could lay hands, one hundred and

forty-six in number, and thrust them into a small guard-room,

without water and almost without air. Out of this “ Black

Hole of Calcutta ” only twenty-three emerged alive next

morning. When Clive heard the news he hastened north-

wards from Madras, drove Suraj-ud-Dowlah from Calcutta,

and marched upon his capital, Murshedabad. A battle

followed. Clive’s little army met the straggling hosts of the

Nawab at Plassey, and won a victory which may be regarded

as founding the British empire in India. Hitherto the

British had held only trading ports. Now the great province

of Bengal was obliged to pay tribute to the East India

Company, and came practically under British rule. While

Clive was busy in Bengal, the French made a last effort to

drive the English from Madras. But they failed. Their

brave general. Count Lally Tollendal, was defeated in the

battle of Wandewash, and with the fall of the French head-

quarters at Pondicherry a year later, French power in India

came to an end.

Thus had Britain, under Pitt’s masterly leadership, driven

The reign of
French from two continents. But his

George III and sway was soon to end. In 1760, George II
the fall of Pitt. died. “ Ministers are kings in this country,”

he had once said, and he had let Pitt have his way. But the

young George III was more obstinate. He was resolved him-

self to rule, and to make ministers merely his clerks. Pitt

saw that Spain would soon attack England, and he would

have gone on to attack her as well as France, and to destroy

her colonial power too. But George III was resolved upon
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peace, and peace he made at the cost of driving Pitt from

office, and of mortally offending Britain’s ally in Europe,

Frederick the Great.

The Peace of Paris left Britain most of the fruits of her

The Peace of victories, Havannah, which she had taken, she

Paris. exchanged for Florida. She kept Canada, and

thus swayed North America. In India the Seven Years’

War left Britain in a proud but difficult position. To France

she left Pondicherry, but in it no soldiers were to be kept,

and elsewhere in India Britain’s territory grew steadily, be-

cause of the strength of her orderly government, as compared

with the anarchy of many of the native states.

In both India and America the Peace of Paris was followed

The work in
^,fter a few years by stormy events. With

India of Warren Clive, at Plassey, there had fought another
Hastings. young clerk in the East India Company,

Warren Hastings. He rose steadily in the service, and in time

became the first Governor-General of India. By the natives

he made himself both beloved and feared. He improved

their conditions of life, but he struck heavy blows to save

Britain’s new Empire. The powerful Mahratta chiefs leagued

themselves together to overthrow British power in India, and,

in time, they obtained the help of , French officers in the

management of their armies. From their homes in the north-

western hills, they overran central India, and, at length, news

arrived that a French expedition was on its way from France.

It was the period when Britain was engaged not only in

renewed war with France, but in war also with her revolted

colonies. Precisely when Hastings was struggling against

these great difficulties, a still more serious one arose. The

ablest soldier in India was Hyder Ali, who had made himself

master of Mysore, and, just at this time, he attacked the

British in Madras with blood-thirsty vehemence, burning

villages and slaughtering the unhappy people. But, fortu-

nately, Sir Eyre Coote, who had defeated the French at
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Wandewash twenty years before, had just arrived in India to

fight the Mahrattas. With nine thousand men he defeated

at Porto Novo the ninety thousand that Hyder led against

him, and this victory ended any hope of driving the British

out. Hastings was attacked in England for oppressing the

natives. His great trial lasted seven years, and in the end he

was acquitted. Undoubtedly some of his proceedings were

high-handed, but not more so than the crisis justified.

While the British were fighting to hold their ground in

The revolt of
India, they were losing an Empire in America,

the American The Seven Years’ War had brought a great
Colonies. burden of debt, under which the British tax-

payer soon grew restive, and he demanded that taxes should

be levied upon the thirteen English Colonies in America, so

that they should pay at least a part of what they cost the

British treasury. Carrying out this policy, the British Parlia-

ment passed, in 1765, the Stamp Act, by which deeds, notes,

etc., used in America were to have official stamps, sold by the

State, affixed to them. The amount of money involved was

not great, yet the colonies protested fiercely against being

taxed by anyone but themselves. But, though Britain yielded

on the question of stamps, she would not yield the right to

tax the colonies, and, to assert this right, a law was passed at a

later time imposing a duty on tea entering American ports.

Trouble came at once. When cargoes of tea arrived at Boston,

some citizens of that place, disguised as Indians, boarded the

ships and threw the tea into the harbour. The outrage caused

great anger in England, and henceforth the difficulty was

incurable, and an appeal to force was inevitable. In 1776

the colonies issued a Declaration of Independence. “We,”
said this famous document, “ the representatives of the United

States of America, in Congress assembled, appealing to the

Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our inten-

tions, solemnly publish and declare that these United Colonies

are, and of a right ought to be. Free and Independent States.”
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When the war broke out, the first British reverses brought

The defeat of Fi’ance into the struggle, eager to revenge her-

Britain, and the self upon Britain for the loss of Canada. Spain

of*tTe^ United
Holland soon joined in the attack, and

States. Britain was hard pressed. Though her fleets

George Washington.

held their own against the three best navies in the world, she

could not subdue the rebellious colonists, ably led as they were
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by George Washington. . Even powers that took no part in

the struggle she offended by claiming the right to stop and

search their ships on the high seas, a right now claimed by all

naval powers, and she had hardly a friend in Europe. The

war lasted for eight years, and then Britain acknowledged

defeat; by the Treaty of Versailles, she yielded the Independ-

ence of the United States of America, a concession wrung

Captain Cook.

with difficulty from the narrow-minded and obstinate George

III, who had been most insistent on crushing the colonies.

She ceded both Minorca and Florida to Spain. Gibraltar,

though long besieged during the war, she kept.

With the disastrous close of the American War, and the

The beginning loss of the best of Britain’s colonies, it might
of Australia. well have seemed as if the British Empire

would soon come to an end^ as did the great Spanish Empire
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a little later. But, while Britain was losing part of America,

she was holding her own elsewhere, and even adding to her

dominions. At the very time that the United Colonies issued

the declaration of Independence, Captain Cook was carrying

on momentous explorations in the South Seas. There he

re-discovered a vast continent to which no European power

had made good any claim. When Cook first visited New
Zealand and Australia, he found them peopled by savage

natives who would allow him no access to the interior. Yet

he took possession of the coast of Australia and declared it

British territory, a claim that has held good ever since.

Britain had long transported some of her criminals to the

The Australian American colonies, and when these were lost

Commonwealth, she found it convenient to use Australia for

this purpose. No type of colony could have been worse; and,

at last, in justice to the future of her great dominion in the

South Seas, Britain ceased to send criminals to its shores.

Other and better settlers came. Vast grazing lands made
possible a great trade in wool and meat

;
gold was in time

discovered, and the six Australian Colonies, New South

Wales, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, West Australia, and

South Australia, into which the vast region was divided,

became in time very important. In 1901 they were united

into one great Commonwealth, continental in its extent.

New Zealand, lying a thousand miles away, is not a part of

Australia
;

it, too, has become a great and flourishing colony.

Soon after Australia was founded, Britain added enormously

Britain’s
colonial dominions in Africa by seizing

Dominions the Cape of Good Hope. This the Dutch had
in Africa. commanding the sea route to their

possessions in the far East. But when France had occupied

Holland, and Britain was at war with France, she was free to

attack the Dutch Colonies. In 1806 a British fleet dropped

anchor in the harbour at Capetown
;
and in Cape Colony

Britain has held sway ever since. For a long time little was
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done to develop the country. But when diamond mines of

immense value were discovered, and when, a little later, gold

was also found, many new settlers from Britain and elsewhere

began to enter the country. They were soon in conflict with

the Dutch colonists, who had retired to the interior before the

British advance, and resented the threatened dominance of

the new-comers. War
broke out and, after a

stupendous conflict, in

1902, Britain finally

conquered and annexed

the two Dutch republics,

the Transvaal and the

Orange Free State. This

finally made good her

title to an immense

area in South Africa.

It is still composed

of separate colonies,

Cape Colony, Natal, the

Orange Biver Colony

and the Transvaal
;
bm

it will probably become

in time a great federal

state like Australia. In

North Africa, as well as

in South Africa, Britain

is strongly entrenched,

obliged to occupy Egypt in 1882. Since that time her

influence in the ancient land of the Pharaohs has grown
steadily. Egypt is still nominally an independent province

of the Turkish Empire, but it is controlled by Britain, and
may almost be ranked as British territory.

In America and Asia, as well as in Africa and Australia,

Britain has dominions almost continental in extent. She

Earl Roberts, the British Commander in the
War with the Ddtch Republics

IN South Africa.

In the interests of order she was
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is still a great power on the American continent. Canada

The Growth did not join the revolted colonies in America,
of Canada. When conquered by Britain the country had

had less than 100,000 white inhabitants. But, as a result

of the American revolution, many loyalists, still faithful to

King George III, flocked into the country, and in time the

new English element far outnumbered the conquered French.

Though at first consisting of only the regions on the St.

Lawrence and the great Lakes, Canada has steadily grown in

extent, until now it stretches from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

In 1867 the Dominion of Canada, a federation of the chief

colonies in British North America, came into existence, and

it now includes the provinces of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward

Island, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskat-

chewan, Alberta, and British Columbia, together with vast

regions in the far north still almost unpeopled. Newfound-

land alone, of all the colonies in North America, lies outside

of Canada. The great prairie lands of the Canadian West

are immensely fertile. Already the country has about six

million people, and the population is growing rapidly.

But the six millions in Canada seems a small number com-

Britain’s sway pared with the vast multitudes of human
in India. beings, some three hundred millions, that

Britain rules in India. Ever since Clive’s victory at Plassey,

and the later strong rule of Warren Hastings, the British

sway in India has widened. There, hitherto, settled and

orderly government had been little known, and because

Britain gave this, and was strong enough to check the illegal

exactions of native princes, many of the people welcomed the

increase of her influence. Her policy has been to respect the

religions and customs of the natives of India. She has not

aroused religious antagonism and, at the same time, she has

given to India the benefit of her Euro.pean civilization—the

railway, the telegraph, improved methods of education, a

cheap postal system, and the best elements of justice as
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administered in Britain itself. Only once has her later sway

in India been threatened, but the Indian Mutiny, of which

we shall speak later, served only to tighten Britain’s hold

upon that country.

In addition to extensive possessions in the West Indies, of

„ which Jamaica is the chief. Great Britain
The smaller
British possesses in other regions of the world many
Dominions. small islands and single ports. Some of them,

like Aden and Gibraltar, guard the mouths of inland seas

—

the Bed Sea and the Mediterranean respectively
;
others, like

Malta, are harbours, invaluable for naval purposes, and as

depots for stores where British ships can take up coal and

provisions. These outposts of the empire have come into

British possession in many different and curious ways.

Ceylon, Britain obtained partly by conquest from the Dutch,

and partly by arrangement with its native inhabitants. The

Fiji Islands were ceded by their chiefs. Singapore, which is

one of the great markets of the world, was occupied for the

English by Sir Stamford Baffles, an Englishman who had

lived long there among the Malays, and gained great influence

over them. North Borneo, Britain owes to another English-

man, Sir James Brooke. Hong-kong, one of Britain’s most

valuable islands, was taken from China. During the sixty

years of British possession, its inhabitants have increased

from a few hundreds to a quarter of a million, and in shipping

it now ranks fourth among the seaports of the world. On
the southern borders of China it serves as a naval station,

while in northern China Britain has a “lease” of Wei-hai-wei,

a small territory with a spacious harbour at the entrance to

the Gulf of Pechili opposite Port Arthur. In China, the

British have, besides, marked out the fertile basin of the

Yangtse Kiang as their special ‘
‘ sphere of influence.” It is,

indeed, hard for the imagination to picture the vast and

varied interests represented at the present time by the phrase

“The British Empire.”
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Chief Dates in the Growth op the British Empire.

Henry VII.

Elizabeth.

James I.

Charles I.

Commonwealth.
Anne.

George II.

George III.

A.D.

1497. Cabot discovers America.

1498. Vasco da Gama discovers the sea-route to

India,

1600. East India Company founded,

1607. Virginia, England’s first American colony,

permanently settled.

1640. First English land in India acquired.

1655. Jamaica captured from the Spaniards.

1704. Gibraltar captured from Spain.

1707. Union of England and Scotland.

1713. Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and, Hudson.

Bay finally secured by the Treaty of

Utrecht.

1757. Bengal secured by the victory at Plassey.

1759. Canada secured by the fall of Quebec.

1760. , Madras secured by the victory at Wandewash.

1763. Canada annexed by the Peace of Paris..

1769. Australia visited by Captain Cook.

1783. Britain acknowledges the Independence of

the United States.

1787. Sierra Leone, in Africa, ceded to England.

1788. New South Wales, in Australia, first settled.

1800. Union of Great Britain and Ireland.

1806. Cape Town taken from the Dutch.

1814. Ceylon and Cape Colony annexed by the

Peace of Paris.

1839. Aden captured.

1839. New Zealand annexed.

1843. Natal annexed.

1857. The Indian Mutiny.

1867. The Dominion of Canada formed.

1901. The Commonwealth of Australia formed.

1902. The Transvaal and the Orange River Colony

annexed. .



CHAPTER XXII

THE GREAT WAR, 1793-1815

Through the inglorious war which ended with the loss of

The rise of the R^tain’s former colonies in America, she fell to a

younger Pitt. low place among the nations of Europe. It was

the Tories, led by Lord North, who, with the unreasonable

William Pitt, the Younger,

king, had done most to provoke and mismanage the war,

and now they were turned out of power and the new rulers,
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The reforms of

Pitt. The
beginning of

the Industrial

Revolution.

the Whigs, it was hoped, would do better. But the Whigs

soon quarreled among themselves and were driven out of

office. Then came to the front a young man of only twenty-

four, William Pitt, son of the great minister who had won the

glories of the Seven Years’ War.

This boy Prime Minister, young as he was, had already

been in Parliament for three years, and he had

won the confidence of the nation. He united

his father’s eloquence and uprightness with

great tact and knowledge of men. He believed

that he could restore England to the prosperity

that had been hers before the late war, and he took a firm

grasp of the helm. War, he said, must stop. For nine years

he kept the country at peace, and, during this time, he carried

through many needed reforms. He reduced the heavy duties

on spirits and on tea, and at the same time put an end to the

common practise of smuggling, so that from a lower tax the

nation derived a greater revenue. He stopped the evil custorh

of selling criminals into slavery, and he relieved Irish trade

of some of the burdens which English greed had laid upon it.

George III, in his resolve to rule, had not hesitated to bribe

members of Parliament, but to this bad system Pitt put a

stop. Himself incorruptible, and with no greed for money, he

infused a new spirit into English public life. Pitt’s reforming

work was aided by a sudden development of industry, and by

a series of great inventions, and trade began to grow by leaps

and bounds. So rapid was the progress that, in a few years,

England was more flourishing than she had been before the

outbreak of the American war.

But all plans were disturbed by the beginning, in 1789,

m -L.
of the French Bevolution. Maddened by

The French
Revolution. centuries of oppression, the people of France
Renewed War. transformed their ancient monarchy into a

republic, sent their king and queen to the block, and, while

engaged in bloody civil strife, plunged also into foreign war.
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Pitt tried liard to preserve peace, but the new Republic made
this very difficult. Not only did it wantonly invade Holland,

which England had promised to protect
;

it declared war upon

all monarchies, and, at last, Pitt was reluctantly obliged to

draw the sword. The war is the most desperate struggle in

which Britain ever took part. It lasted for more than twenty

years; and though at first Austria, Spain, Holland, and

Prussia were allied with Britain against France, at times she

was left to carry on the fight alone. She had two great

advantages : the deepest purse and the best navy. But,

on the other hand, France had a far larger and finer

army.

The British entered upon this long war very ill-prepared

The discontent dangers. Ireland was a seething mass
in Ireland. of discontent. Her trade had been ruined by

the policy of forbidding her to export products that came into

competition with those of England. This system, it is true,

had ended when, during the American War, Ireland, with

80,000 troops ready to attack England, demanded control of

her own laws. But her natural growth had been checked,

and other grievances remained. The peasantry were cruelly

oppressed by landlords, many of whom were English. The

affairs of the country were in the hands of the alien race, and,

though more than three-fourths of the Irish were Roman
Catholics, no one of that faith might sit in the Irish Parlia-

ment. In 1791, the Society of United Irishmen was founded,

to agitate for the removal of their grievances, and, when war

with revolutionary France began, many of the Irish hoped for

French aid to throw off the English yoke. To the French

themselves, help to Ireland seemed an excellent way to

embarrass England, and, in 1796, a French fleet sailed from

Brest to carry aid to the Irish rebels. But the winds favoured

the British cause. Storms threw the French fleet into

confusion; only three vessels reached the Irish coast, and

these dared not land the soldiers they carried.
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Even with no certainty of French aid, the Irish rose in 1798

to throw off the English yoke. There was

ReLmS leads on side. The rebels— “ a

to Union with down-trodden race, seeking righteous ends by
England.

unrighteous means”—attacked the garrisons,

and were guilty of brutal excesses even against defenceless

persons. But they failed in their short-lived rebellion, and

their cruelties were fully avenged. Lord Cornwallis, the,

king’s representative in Ireland, declared that the king’s

troops delighted in murder, and that robbery and the

burning of houses became universal. The revolt was sternly

crushed, and then it was decided that Ireland could not

retain her former liberty. The miserable state of the

country called, Pitt thought, for two remedies—the removal

of the hardships under which Roman Catholics laboured, and

the ending of the Irish Parliament, which was very corrupt,

• and did not represent the Irish people. The first of these

measures Pitt was not strong enough to carry, in the face of

the prejudices of George III, whose obstinate Protestantism

would yield nothing to the Roman Catholics. The end of the

Irish Parliament Pitt effected, but by evil means. By bribery,

and every kind of pressure at command, a majority of the

me)nbers of the Irish Parliament were induced to vote for the

extinction of that body. In 1800, Ireland was united with

Great Britain, and from that date her representatives have

sat in the Parliament at London.

While troubled by the Irish question the British govern-

ment had serious difficulties nearer home.

Britain France had drawn to her side both Spain and
especially in Holland, and the fleets of these three powers
the fleet.

were a formidable menace to Britain’s safety.

This danger was, indeed, lessened, when in February, 1797,

Sir John Jervis defeated the French and Spanish fleets ofi*

Cape St. Yincent. But, though Britain’s foes did not know
it, she was very near disaster almost in the moment of
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victory. Heavy taxes caused such discontent in London

that George III was pelted in the streets, amid cries of

“Bread! Bread! No War! No Famine!” But the worst

danger appeared in the fleet. Britain’s own sailors threatened

to turn their ships’ guns against her. These men were

cruelly treated. Many of them had been kidnapped and

forced to serve in the navy against their will. The pay was

low, the food bad
;
and brutal officers, often persons of low

character, inflicted harsh punishments, and sometimes even

robbed the men of their share of prize money.

So it came about, in 1797, that mutiny broke out in the

Mutiny at
navy. Trouble began at Spithead. There the

Spithead and mutineers, though disobeying their officers.

The Nore. remained loyal to the government, but at The

Nore the mutinous fleet fired on some ships that would not

join them, and blockaded the Thames. Admiral Duncan’s

force, while watching the Dutch fleet in the Texel, where it

was getting ready to invade Ireland, was reduced to three

ships, but, fortunately for England, this the Dutch navy did

not discover. By mingled concession and sternness the mutiny

was checked. Some of the mutineers were hanged, but the

more reasonable of their demands were conceded, and, a few

weeks later, the effect of the restored good spirit was seen.

When the Dutch fleet ventured from port, Admiral Duncan

met it at Camperdown, and there the recent mutineers won a

brilliant victory for the British navy. Never again had the

enemies of England such an opportunity as was afforded them

by the Mutiny at The Nore. Had the French fleet at Brest,

and the Dutch fleet in the Texel, known and taken advantage

of Britain’s extremity, probably nothing could have kept

them from landing armies on her coasts.

Meanwhile there was coming to the front, in France, the

great leader, who for nearly twenty years struggled to

crush Britain. Napoleon Bonaparte, finding there was little

chance of successfully invading England, determined to strike
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a blow at her Indian Empire by conquering Egypt, and

holding himself ready, like Alexander the

Egypt. The Great, to march across Asia to India. With
Battle of the a fleet and a large army he set sail from

France, and, though closely followed by Nelson,

landed his force in Egypt. His fleet he left at anchor at the

mouth of the Nile, in Aboukir Bay. The French men-of-war

were larger and rather more numerous than the English ships,

and were drawn up in a very strong position, protected by

guns to the landward and shallow water to the seaward.

Yet Nelson determined to get in between them and the land,

and to attack them from both sides. Though the feat seemed

almost impossible, he did it. “ Where there is room for a

French vessel to swing,” he said, an English boat can sail.”

Attacked in this unexpected way, the French fought bravely,

but eleven of their thirteen ships were taken or burned, and

only one English vessel went aground.

By this great defeat Napoleon and his army were shut up

The Peace of Though he soon overran that country

Amiens. and marched into Syria he effected little, for

his army was dwindling, and Britain’s command of the sea

prevented reinforcements from France. Meanwhile, to

Napoleon’s dismay, startling events took place in Europe.

Kussia and Austria allied themselves with England. The

French armies in Italy and in Germany were driven back and

France herself was in danger. In this crisis Napoleon re-

solved to leave his army in Egypt and to go home. In some

way his ship eluded those of Nelson in the Mediterranean,

and he landed in France to be welcomed as the saviour of the

nation. As First Consul, and a little later as Emperor, he had

supreem power, and the effect of his energy was soon seen.

Within two years he had re-organized France and made peace

with her enemies. Britain, the last to lay down arms, signed

the Treaty of Amiens in 1802, and the peace was hailed with

great rejoicings on both sides of the Channel.
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But it was delusive. Napoleon desired only breathing

The renewal time. He needed especially the opportunity

of War. to build a fleet. At Cape St. Yincent, at

Camperdown, at the Nile, France and her allies had lost

fleets. At Copenhagen, in 1801, Nelson had destroyed the

Danish fleet lest it should attack Britain, and Napoleon saw

that to meet Britain on the sea he must have time to re-build

the lost navies. The British understood that no real peace

was intended, and after thirteen uneasy months, war again

broke out. Already Napoleon was hard at work building

the boats intended to carry his soldiers across the Channel.

The danger to England of invasion was real and pressing.

Napoleon plans ''“S® French army gathered at Boulogne,

to invade practised embarking every day so as to lose not
England. a moment if a chance came. “ Let us be

masters of the Channel for six hours,” wrote Napoleon to one

of his admirals, “and we are masters of the world.” Between

him and the lordship of the western world stood Britain, and

he was determined to crush her once for all. His plan was

very simple. The united French and Spanish fleets were to

sail away to the West Indies. Nelson, it was supposed,

would follow to attack them. Then the fleets were to double

back and defeat the few English ships, still on guard in the

Channel, before Nelson could overtake them. Napoleon and

his soldiers would thus have more than the six hours they

required to cross from Boulogne and land in England.

The scheme succeeded in part. Nelson followed the French

across the Atlantic, and, not finding them in

the West Indies, started back, thirty days

behind them. But he had taken care to send

a swift ship to warn the English government,

and, when the French vessels arrived off Brest,

they found their course blocked by a second

English fleet hastily sent out to meet them. Instead of being

able to sail up the Channel to Boulogne, where Napoleon and

At Trafalgar
Britain wins
final command
of the sea and
invasion is

made
impossible.
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his men were anxiously awaiting him, the French admiral

had to make for the shelter of Cadiz. Nelson, meanwhile,

arrived from the West Indies, and, at length, he forced the

combined French and Spanish fleets to give battle in Trafalgar

Bay. In that sea fight the great English Admiral destroyed

both fleets and put Britain in such a position that, since then,

she has been supreme on the seas. But the victoiy was

dearly won, for Nelson died at Trafalgar. A few months

later England lost, too, her great minister. Pitt died in 1806.

Defeated on the sea, Napoleon was still all-powerful on

The Peninsula land. The Austrians and the Prussians he

War. utterly defeated. He ruled Italy, and he made

an alliance with Russia. Master of the continent, he planned

now to ruin Britain by destroying her trade with Europe.

His Berlin Decree, issued in 1806, ordered all his subject

states to refuse to do business with Britain. Portugal and

Spain were included in those who were to obey this command.

But Portugal was very unwilling to give up her English

trade, and Spain, too, turned restive. Then Napoleon used

the opportunity to dethrone the reigning Spanish house,

and to proclaim his brother Joseph, as King of Spain—

a

proceeding that stirred Spanish pride to the depths. The

country rose against the foreign yoke, and it was from Spain

that came the first signal of revolt against Napoleon’s sway.

Soon an English army, under Sir Arthur Wellesley, was sent

into the Peninsula, to help both Spaniards and Portuguese

against the common enemy. Britain had not yet found

out that Wellesley, whom we know better as the Duke of

Wellington, was the greatest general she possessed; but

he soon showed his great ability in the face of enormous

difficulties. He was fighting far from home, and the

Spaniards, his allies, were jealous of one another and of the

British, and yet quite unable to help themselves. “I am
sure I don’t know what we are to do with these people,”

Wellington remarked, after first reviewing his Spanish allies,
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“ Put them behind stone walls, and I daresay they would

defend them
;
but to manoeuvre with such rabble under fire is

impossible.”

When, in spite of obstacles, Wellington had succeeded in

Wellington in driving the French out of Portugal, for some

the Peninsula, reason he was recalled. But at Corunna, the

British, though they managed to defeat the French, yet lost

their general, Sir John Moore, who was killed, and the out-

look was very dark. Wellington, sent back to take command,

Sir Arthor Wellesley, Duke of Wellington.

was far outnumbered, and Napoleon ordered Massena, his best

general, to go to Spain and drive the British into the sea.

Wellington’s difficulties were increased by the fears and

doubts of the British Government, which grudged the

necessary supplies, and was always on the point of summoning

him home. He begged them to support him adequately, and
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to trust him for the result. “Give me,” he wrote, “such

money as you can afford—men, guns, stores, but, above all,

money. Leave a fleet of transports in the Tagus to guard

against the worst, and I will undertake to make my footing

good
;
and if I can’t do that, depend upon it that I will, when

the proper time comes, bring off the army without loss, and

without discredit.”

Wellington was far too great a general to fight when retreat

was the wiser course, and upon the approach of

drive j^^ssena he fell back towards Lisbon, having

the French out first stripped the surrounding country of
of Spain.

provisions. With the sea at his back and

supplies secure, through Britain’s command of the sea, he

resolved to tire out his foe by waiting. He built three long

lines of fortifications near the village of Torres Vedras,

which the French must pass to reach him, and behind the

first of these lines he entrenched himself so strongly that

Massena dared not attack him. The French marshal, after

waiting for weeks, till his army was half-starved, retreated.

Then Wellington followed close on his heels, attacked when

he could, and won a brilliant series of victories. His great

desire was to capture the two fortresses of Ciudad Rodrigo

and Badajos. These commanded the main roads from

Portugal to Spain, and Wellington believed that, with them

in his possession, he might advance to Madrid, and in the end

drive the French out of Spain.

With terrific loss of life, Wellington stormed and took both

Wellington Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajos, and, after once

invades France, more defeating the French at Salamanca, he

entered Madrid. By this time Napoleon had found that

Russia, too, would not cut off her trade with Britain at his

command. To punish her he had embarked upon the wdld

scheme of leading a great arm}^ into Russia, and, to carry out

this plan, some of his best troops were recalled from Spain.

With the resistance weakening, Wellington steadily pressed
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back the French, and, at last, after a great victory at Vittoria,

the way into France lay open to the all-conquering British

army.

From the north as well as from the south, Napoleon’s foes

Napoleon’s
pressing him hard. As his great

disasters in army slowly advanced across the plains
Russia. towards Moscow, the Russians, following the

example Wellington had set, fell back before him, leaving no

supplies for the mighty host of invaders. "When Napoleon

entered Moscow he found a deserted city, and, in a few days,

fire destroyed much of what the Russians had not been able

to carry away. Winter was coming on, the French had

neither food nor shelter, and retreat was the only course left

open to them. The march of Napoleon and his half-starved

soldiers across the frozen wilderness of Russia is one of the

most terrible in history. From exhaustion, from hunger, and

from the awful cold, thousands died. They were suffocated in

snow-drifts, drowned in half-frozen rivers, shot down by the

Russians who dogged their footsteps. Nine out of every ten

men in Napoleon’s great army never saw home again.

With their tyrant in difficulties, Austria and Prussia took

The fall of heart and rose upon him, as the remnant of his

Napoleon, army struggled back towards France. Over

the frontier into his own country they pressed him, and in

the end the allied armies seized Paris. Thus defeated and

with his own country turning upon him in savage resentment

at its bitter losses, Napoleon abdicated. In his place the allies

restored their old line of French kings, the Bourbons, and they

sent the deposed emperor to rule the little island of Elba.

One more attempt at power, Napoleon made. While a

congress of the allied powers w^as meeting at

Vienna to re-arrange the map of Europe, he was

planning his escape. With seven hundred

men he landed in France, and soon was joined

by his old regiments. Everywhere he was received with

The return of

Napoleon. The
battle of

Waterloo.
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enthusiasm, for already the Bourbon king, Louis XYIII, had

made himself unpopular. But Napoleon’s cause was hopeless.

He tried to persuade his old enemies to leave him alone : he

said that he was tired of war, and that his chief aim now

would be to rule France well. But the allies knew that he

was not to be trusted, and were soon ready to hurl vast forces

against him. At Waterloo, Napoleon fought his last battle.

At first it looked as though here, too, he would be victorious,

but the English beat back every attack. For many hours

they kept their ground, and, at length, when things were

beginning to look very black, a new army appeared in the field.

The Prussians, under Bliicher, whom Napoleon believed to be

in full retreat towards their own land, had turned, and come

up to help their British allies in the nick of time. Once

more Napoleon was deposed, and, this time, the allies resolved

that he should be in safe custody. The remainder of his life

he spent, the prisoner of England, on the distant island of

St. Helena.

While struggling with Napoleon, Britain had become

_ ,
involved in war with the United States. The

Britain s war
with the young republic resented the interference with
United States, commerce which Britain persisted in, so as

to keep her from trading with France, and she resented, too,

the sometimes violent stoppage of her ships on the high seas,

to search them for deserters from the British navy. The
Americans invaded Canada, but their plans did not succeed,

and, in the end, peace was made at Ghent without any gain

to either side. A little later the Treaty of Paris, completed

in 1815, finally closed the unparalleled war with France.

Britain made great gains, for it was then that South Africa,

Ceylon and Malta were finally added to her territory.
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Chief Dates
A.D.

1793-

1797.

1798.

1800.

1801.

1802.

1803.

1805.

1808.

1809.

1810.

1812.

1812-1814.

1813.

1814.

1815. (Feb.)

(June)

(Nov.)

England declares war against France.

The Mutiny at the Nore is followed by the naval victory

of Camperdown.

The Irish Rebellion. Nelson wins the battle of the Nile.

Union of Great Britain and Ireland.

Nelson defeats the Danish fleet off Copenhagen.

Treaty of Amiens signed.

War renewed.

Battle of Trafalgar.

Sir Arthur Wellesley is sent to the Peninsula.

Death of Sir John Moore at Corunna.

Massena forced to retreat from Torres Vedras.

Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajos stormed. Napoleon’s

retreat from Moscow.

War between Britain and the United States. Canada

invaded.

Napoleon defeated at Leipzic.

The Allies enter Paris. Napoleon is sent to Elba.

He escapes.

Battle of Waterloo.

Peace of Paris.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE GREAT INVENTIONS

The immense cost of the Great War Britain could hardly

The Industrial have borne, had not her wealth been vastly

Revolution. increased just at this time by a series of

inventions and discoveries. In the previous thousand years,

England had not changed as much as, in fifty years, she

was changed by these new methods. From a thinly peopled

land of moors, of cornfields and pastures, she was transformed

into a thickly peopled manufacturing country,—the modern

England, with its huge smoky towns, its mines, factories, and

foundries, and its network of railways and canals. This era

of astonishing progress is sometimes called “The Industrial

Revolution,” because it brought about a revolution, or cojftr,

plete change in the methods' bnhdustry. Nearly every

l^^ch of production was affected. Hitherto weavers and

spinners worked at home
;
now they began to use machinery

which involved their coming together in factories. Hitherto

Englishmen had sent wool abroad to be manufactured in

other countries
;
now they could not get enough wool of their

own : they imported it from other countries, and then sent it

back in the form of cloth. For centuries, England had grown

wheat and sent it to feed other nations, in exchange for manu-

factured goods which she herself could not produce. All this

the Industrial Revolution changed. To-day England, as a

result of her busy manufacturing population, grows only a

small fraction of the wheat she consumes.

The changes in the life and even the character of the

British people, and also in the face of their country, came

249
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with great rapidity. First came the discovery that furnaces,

The long
with fires made from coal, were the very best

failure to use for smelting iron. Coal had been little used
Coal in England, hitherto: in the Middle Ages a coal fire was

believed to be injurious to health, and wood was the common

fuel. In furnaces, charcoal, made from wood, was burned.

The method was costly, for, to keep the furnaces going, great

quantities of timber were consiimed
;
four loads were needed

to produce one ton of iron, and so greatly were the forests of

Sussex reduced by the iron-works carried on in their neigh-

bourhood, that smelting was limited by Act of Parliament.

“Many think,” says an old writer, ‘-'that there should be no

works anywhere, — they do so devour the woods.” As the

need of iron and the scarcity of timber increased, Englishmen

began to do less smelting, and to obtain more and more of

their iron from abroad. To this policy there were of course

drawbacks. “ If there should be occasion,” says one writer,

“ for great quantities of guns and bullets, and other sorts of

iron commodities for a present unexpected war; and the

Sound happened to be locked up, and iron thus kept from

coming to us, truly we should then be in a fine case.”

In the reign of Charles I, Dud Dudley first produced coal-

- smelted iron from his furnace at Pensnet in
The use of

Coal in iron- Worcestershire. Dudley was a poor man, and,
smelting. many other inventors, he had to make his

way in the face of much ill-will. Being a Boyalist, he dared

not, during the Commonwealth, attract attention by experi-

ments in iron-working. He never perfected his invention,

and after his death the use of coal for smelting made slow

progress. It was not till sixty years later, that Darby,

another iron-master, began to burn coal and coke mixed to-

gether, in his large furnaces at Coalbrookdale. From this

time forward, iron smelting increased, and coal soon came to

be used for refining as well as smelting the metal.
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The growing demand for iron and coal led to improvements

Improvements mining. It no longer sufficed to “ scratch

in mining. the earth ” and pick up the loosened coal and

iron ore near its surface. Men began to burrow deeper and

deeper underground. They were sorely troubled by the water

vhich swamped their mines. Buckets and pumps worked by

horses were at first the only way of getting rid of this water

;

but better methods were anxiously sought for, and soon the

mining interest hit upon the use of steam-power. It was to

pump water out of mines that the earliest steam-engines were

used.

Nothing in the history of these great changes is more

The bad roads interesting than the way in which one advance

in England. led to another. The need for coal helped to

improve the means of communication in England. Down to

the time of George III the roads in England were abominableo

Many of the highways were impassable in winter, and loaded

waggons could not go far without sticking fast in the mud,

or in ruts sometimes several feet deep. Even gentlefolk,

travelling in their own coaches, had to be guided over dangerous

parts of the journey by men with lanterns and long poles.

Over such roads it was impossible to carry much coal.

Waggons were often quite out of the question, and the coal

was usually carried from the pit mouth in bags, slung across

the backs of pack-horses. The cost of carriage doubled the

price of coal, and so it was necessary to improve the means of

transport.

On the sea coast and along navigable rivers coal was of

Brindley the course carried by water. Considerable towns,

canal-builder. Hke Manchester, got their coal by land and

found it very dear. But to inland regions there was for a long

time only slight commerce in coal. The Duke of Bridgewater,

a large Lancashire coal-owner, was much impressed by the

difficulty and cost of carrying coal from his mines at Worsley

to this growing town of Manchester. At length an engineer
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named James Brindley undertook to^build a canal, by which

coal might be floated to Manchester. Though so ignorant as

to be unable to spell his own name, Brindley was a very able

and determined man. In spite of the mockery of the leading

engineers of his day, he set boldly to work upon his canal.

To cut a new waterway through ten miles of country was

a feat hitherto unheard of, and’ he had to train his own
workmen, and invent his own methods, as he went on. The

chief difficulty was in carrying his canal across the river

Irwell. This he decided to do by a bridge so that one stream

should run over the other, and this plan, which his enemies

called “ a castle in the air,” he successfully carried out. After

two years’ work, in 1761 the canal was completed. Crowds

the new waterway and across the Irwell to Manchester.

Brindley himself was so excited that he was afraid to be

present. He went to bed and stayed there till he heard that

all had gone well.

The supply of coal in Manchester at once became far more

. regular, and its price fell one half. So successful
Cnanges in o ^ x

industry due was the canal that Brindley soon set to work
to the canal. upon another which was to connect Manchester

with Liverpool. The example was soon followed in other

parts of the country, and Brindley himself, before his death,

planned three hundred and sixty miles of canals. One of

these was the Trent and Mersey Canal, which ran by way of

the Cheshire saltfields and the Potteries into the River

Derwent, thus making a waterway right across England, from

Liverpool to the Humber. This canal was immensely valuable

to the districts through which it passed, but most of all to the

Potteries. Hitherto, Devonshire clay, and flints from the

south-east of England, which were used in the making of

porcelain, had been brought from the Mersey on the backs of

pack-horses, and, as the finished crockery was sent out in the

same way, the loss from breakage was great.
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While Bntidley was working at the Bridgewater Canal,

^ j Josiah Wedgwood, the greatest of English

the pottery potters, was leading the movement that turned

north-west Staffordshire into a hive of busy

workers. His famous cream-coloured ware was soon known

and valued all over Europe, and then he turned his attention

to beautifying the colour and design of his manufactures.

Wedgewood was quick to see what a boon to the pottery

trades the Mersey Canal would be, and he did all he could to

promote it, cutting the first sod with his own hands, and

building his new factory and village of Etruria on its banks.

His good sense and perseverance, his love of beauty and his

care for the small details of his craft, did much for the

Potteries, and other famous potters followed in his steps, so

that the manufa,cture of china and earthenware became one of

the most important of English industries.

The age that built up the Potteries, witnessed even greater

The cotton changes and more astonishing progress among
industry. the cotton workers of south-eastern Lancashire.

While the woollen industry was the oldest in England, cotton

manufacture on a large scale was comparatively new. Cotton

was probably introduced into England by Flernish settlers in

the reign of Elizabeth, and was one of the things which the

East India Company brought from Asia. In a few years the

woollen manufacturers became alarmed by the growing use

of cotton stuffs, and tried to hinder the manufacture. Laws

were passed prohibiting the wearing of cotton, but neverthe-

less, by the middle of the eighteenth century, cotton had

become the chief industry of Lancashire. There were, how-

ever, no factories, no warehouses, no “ cotton towns
;
” the

work was all done in the homes of the people. Nearly every

cottage in the district had its loom, and while the men wove

and the women span, the children prepared the raw cotton

for the spindle. “ After the fustians were manufactured, the

merchants dyed them, and then carried them to the principal
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towns in the kingdom on pack-horses; opening their packs

and selling to shopkeepers as they went along.”

Since it took the work of three spinners to feed a single

Improvements loom, the cotton weaver was greatly hindered

in weaving. the scarcity of yarn. His work was weari-

some. The shuttle that carried the thread he was obliged to

throw from one hand to the other
;

if cloth broader than the

reach of his arms was desired, a weaver must stand on each

side of the loom to throw the shuttle. But this slow and

clumsy weaving ended when John Kay’s Fly-shuttle was

invented. This could be thrown rapidly across either wide or

narrow cloth, and could be managed with one hand. The

Fly-shuttle very soon came into general use and enabled the

weavers to work much faster. But this increased their

difficulty in getting enough yarn, and the next step was to

make spinning more rapid.

To improve spinning-wheels, so as to enable the spinner to

Improvements keep pace with the weavers, was now for a long

in spinning. time the object of many would-be inventors.

But thirty years passed before James Hargreaves, a Blackburn

weaver, invented the machine which he called after his wife’s

name—Jenny. The first spinning Jenny contained eight

spindles, all working together, but the number was soon

increased to sixteen, and afterwards to one hundred. A
child could manage this new spinning-machine, and it did

work which formerly required one hundred spinners.

Though the Fly-shuttle and the Jenny were both of great

value to the cotton industries, their inventors
The invention

of the spinning died poor. Bichard Arkwright, who made the

frame. important discovery, was more fortunate.

Because the cotton thread was not strong enough by itself,

liitherto so-called cotton stuffs had been made partly of linen.

But Arkwright invented a frame which enabled the spinner

to produce yarn, not only fine but far stronger than that pro-

duced by earlier methods, so that now, for the first time, pure
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cotton stuffs were made in England. A similar invention,

Crompton’s machine called a “ Mule,” produced still better

yarn. These inventions had now brought the art of spinning

to a state of greater perfection than that of weaving.

But a discovery was at hand which again put weaving in

Cartwright’s front. This was the power-loom, an in-

power-loom. vention of a clergyman named Cartwright.

He had no knowledge of weaving or of cotton, but happened

one day to be talking to some friends about Arkwright’s

Frame. One of the party remarked that it was a pity nobody

had invented a weaving machine, to take the place of the

hand-loom, as the spinning-frame had taken the place of the

hand spinning-wheel. Cartwright declared that this would

be quite easy, and shortly afterwards, with the aid of a black-

smith, he produced his machine-loom. The energy for working

the first machine that he set up was provided by a bull
;
the

task was too heavy for a man. Arkwright had already used

water to turn his spinning-wheel
;
Cartwright soon used a

steam-engine to work” his weaving-machine. Before his death

he invented a wool-combing machine, which had great effect

While the machines were being improved, the power to drive

The use of them also received great attention. As early

steam power, as 1705, a steam engine had been invented by

Newcomen. But in its earlier forms it had been used only

for pumping water out of mines, and even this task it had not

performed very successfully. The engines were continually

breaking down, and they consumed a great deal of fuel with

very little result. But, by 1766, James Watt had changed all

this. He was long hindered by poverty and by the difficulty

of finding workmen who would carry out his plans, but these

drawbacks were removed when he became a partner of a

wise and wealthy Birmingham manufacturer, named Matthew
Boulton. Watt proudly describes how “the velocity, violence,

magnitude, and horrible noise of the engine give universal
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satisfaction to all beholders,” and his success was very rapid.

The new engine came quickly into general use, and, within

five years of its invention, Boulton wrote to Watt that “the

people in London and Manchester are all steam-mill mad.”

Orders for engines poured in from cotton-mills in Manchester,

grinding-mills in the Potteries, saw-mills in America, silk-

mills in Macclesfield.

Such were some of the discoveries and inventions which

. made the Industrial Revolution. One result was
The increase

of wealth a very great increase in the wealth of England
;

and luxury. increase without which the country could

never have borne the cost of the great war. Even while

the struggle was at its height, the comforts and luxuries of

life kept increasing. Warehouses and docks were built for

Britain’s growing foreign trade
;
new roads and canals made

inland traffic easier. Newspapers and theatres and other

luxuries, which London alone had hitherto possessed, were now
found in country towns.

But none the less were the advantages of the Industrial

The drawbacks
I^evolution accompanied by many evils. Huge

of the factories sprang up like mushrooms, especially

changes. banks of rivers, which could be used to

turn the wheels of the frames and looms. In these factories

the weavers and spinners, no longer able to work by hand at

Iiome, were often packed together in hot, dark rooms. To

live near factories the people flocked together
;
small villages

became large, and large villages grew into towns. Everywhere

factory-work, often under unwholesome conditions, took the

place of home-work. A good many could not learn new

methods of labour, and those, too old or too stupid to learn,

found themselves turned adrift. No longer was the country

labourer able to add to his scanty earnings by a little home-

work in the evenings, and he, at least, had no share in the

new growth of wealth. The masters, who alone could afford

to buy the expensive machines, were able to profit most by
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their use, and the workman’s lot improved but slowly. Even

when wages increased, this was balanced by the higher price

of food. It was found, too, that children were useful in

factories, as they had not been in the old days of hand-work,

and unwholesome child labour became very common under the

new system. The new wealth was indeed often bought at the

cost of the very best of the nation’s life.

One striking effect of the Industrial Kevolution was the

Th shifting of
people and business from the

population to south to the north of England. Down to the

the North of middle of the eighteenth century, the south of
England.

England, which was nearest to London, and to

the Continent, was the richest, most populous, and busiest.

Even iron-smelting was chiefly carried on in the Sussex

Weald. But now people had learned to use the great gifts of

nature—iron, coal, and water power, and wherever these were

to be found— in Yorkshire and Lancashire, in Staffordshire,

and in what has now become the Black Country, in Durham
and South Wales, and along the banks of the Clyde,—new
towns and villages sprang up as if by magic. Tall chimneys

blackened the air with their fumes; the flames of blast-

furnaces lighted the darkness of the night. The hillsides

were disfigured by rubbish-heaps, thrown up by human moles

at work underground, and rivers became black and thick with

the refuse of factories. During these years of change the

population of England grew very rapidly
;
in the new manu-

facturing districts it was especially increased by crowds

flocking from country districts, to get work in the mines and

factories. Pauper children from all parts of England were

drafted into the cotton towns to work in the mills.

That improvements in farming and field work accompanied

Improvements improvements in manufacture was indeed
in farming. fortunate. By better agriculture the soil be-

came more productive, and this enabled England to provide

bre£K? and meat for her increasing population, at a time when
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she had not yet begun to obtain food supplies from all parts

of the world. In many ways manufacture and farming were

bound up together. Both gained by improvements in roads

and waterways, and by the invention of machinery. Large

towns caused a demand for large supplies of food. The farmer

had a better market
;
but, since the factories put an end to

home-work, the farmers had to depend entirely on their crops

and their cattle. Even before the Industrial Revolution, they

had begun to find out that one crop exhausted the soil in one

way, and another in quite a different way, and that they could

get the best results from their land by changing their crops.

With a great market for food products, they began to perceive,

too, that mutton was as important as wool, and beef as

important as draught-power in oxen.

Since, through these better methods and better markets,

The enclosure farming became more profitable, there was a

of commons. great increase in the amount of cultivated

land. All over the country, people began to drain and level

and plough the great wastes that had hitherto lain useless.

Much of this land had belonged to the people of the villages

as a body
;
but, to the loss of the villagers, many of these

commons now passed to private owners. More than a

thousand Bills for enclosing commons and waste lands were

passed through Parliament in the years that brought the great

inventions in the cotton trade.

The changes in industry in the eighteenth century were

, followed by momentous improvement in the

steam-power nineteenth. The steam engine, already used
in ships. mines and factories for working fixed

machinery, began to be employed to move things from place

to place. For this purpose it was first used in ships. But

the first tiny steamer made in England so alarmed its inventor

that he would not use it
;
and thus it happened that an

American, Mr. Fulton, who saw the strange boat in Scotland,

adopted the idea and soon used it on the Hudson River.
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Since the first attempt in England, twelve years went by

before the Comet, a little steamer with engines of three horse-

power, began to ply up and down the Clyde, to the horror

and disgust of the skippers of sailing craft. “Getoot o’ my
sicht,” cried the captain of a sailing boat when the Comet

overtook him
;

“ I’m just gaun as it pleases. the breath o’ the

Almighty, and I’ll ne’er fash my thumb how fast ye gang wi’

your deevil’s reek.” Two years later a steamer actually

performed the journey from Glasgow to London, and then

attempts were made to cross the Atlantic. This was first

done in 1838, and soon the great ocean “liners” began to

steam to all parts of the world.

Meanwhile the age of railways had arrived. Great as was

The use of the value of canals to inland traffic, they were

railways. not sufficient to meet the growing needs of

trade. Sometimes they were frozen
;
sometimes the machinery

that worked the locks got out of order
;
frequently boats and

barges blocked one another, and thus caused great delay. As

early as in the reign of Charles I, long before the beginning

of the Industrial Revolution, some Newcastle carters had laid

a track of flat wooden beams along the roads, so as to ease

the strain on their horses in pulling the heavy coal waggons.

These first rails were soon protected with iron plates, but not

fOr more than a hundred years still did the Coalbrookdale

collieries use rails made of iron. The first “iron railway”

was begun in the year 1801, just as the first steamer was

being built; the line ran for six miles between Wandsworth
and Croydon, and the waggons were pulled by horses. Three

years later marked advance was made when a steam engine

pulled seventy persons and ten tons of iron for a distance of

nine miles, along a tramroad in South Wales. Railroads or

tramroads were soon laid down in several other places, but

the waggons were either drawn by horses, or by immovable

engines fixed at different points along the line.
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The next step forward was taken when an Act of Parliament

Steam-power granted leave for the building of a railway-

on railways. between Stockton and Darlington, along which

waggons were to be drawn “with men and horses, or other-

wise.” These last words show the intention that engines

might be used on the new line—and so they were. Passengers

The First Locomotive.

were still, it is true, carried on the rails in carriages drawn

by a horse, but the freight waggons were drawn by a moving

engine, built by the famous George Stephenson, and christened

by him, “ISTo. 1.” In this, the first train drawn by steam

power, there were thirty-three waggons, going at a speed that

on one part of the line reached fifteen miles an hour.
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The first considerable railway, intended to convey passengers

The increase of freight by steam, was built between

railways. Manchester and Liverpool, and was the be-

ginning of a great movement that spread quickly over the

whole of Great Britain. The London and Birmingham line,

the longest and most important of the early English railways,

was followed by the Great Western. The net-work lengthened

and branched in every direction, and at the present day there

are more than eighteen thousand miles of railway in Great

Britain. The Industrial Revolution is still going on. In the

long reign of Queen Victoria, the telegraph, the telephone,

electric lighting, and electric transport, were added to the great

list of inventions and discoveries that make life easier and

pleasanter. Bicycles and motor cars now make travelling by

road both rapid and agreeable. It is already possible to

travel under the surface of the sea
;
submarine boats, used

as yet only for war purposes, can now travel thus for many
miles without rising to the surface. Perhaps the twentieth

century will produce a device for flying.
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A. D.

1621.

1650.

1733 -

1761.

1765-

1767.

1769.

1779.

1785-

1801.

1804.

1812-1813.

1815.

1825.

1830-1831.

1838.

1844.

1866.

Chief Dates

Dud Dudley smelts iron ore in a coal furnace.

The Marquis of Worcester uses a steam-engine for pumping
water out of a mine.

Hay invents the Fly-shuttle.

The Bridgewater Canal opened.

Watt invents the improved steam-engine.

Hargreaves invents the “ Spinning-jenny. ”

Josiah Wedgwood builds his factory and village of Etruria.

Crompton invents the “ Mule.”

Cartwright invents the Power Loom.

The first steamer (the Charlotte Dundas) built, but not

used. The first “Iron Railway” laid down between

Wandsworth and Croydon.

A steam-engine carries passengers and goods a distance of

nine miles, in South Wales.

The Comet is launched on the Clyde.

A steamer travels from Glasgow to London.

The Stockton and Darlington Railway opened.

The Manchester and Liverpool Railway opened.

First steam journey across the Atlantic.

First Public Telegraph established in England.

Atlantic Cable first successfully laid.



CHAPTER XXIV

THE GREAT REFORMS

During the Great War, Britain had neither the time nor the

energy to attend to political reforms at home.

Ubeity during were sorely needed, for the increase

the struggle of population and the growth of large towns
with Napoleon,

greatly changed the conditions of life, and

had created a need for new laws, suited to the new state of

things. So far was England from advancing in political life

at this time, that, in the struggle with Napoleon, some old

liberties were for a time suspended. Freedom of speech and

freedom of the Press seemed dangerous things, when they

involved attacks on the government of a nation, fighting for

its very life
;
and in the acute stages of the war they were

checked. By the time that peace came, the ruling classes had

come to have a nervous dread of change, and of increased

liberty, as likely to produce the excesses and violence so

conspicuous in France.

There was great distress among the poorer classes after the

peace. Thousands of soldiers and sailors, and

of those who had been employed in making

the material of war, were now thrown out of

employment. The increased use of machinery

had the same effect, and in many places there were riots. In

some towns, the mob sacked factories and destroyed the hated

machines
;
in country districts, riotous and starving labourers

set fire to the farmers’ ricks. Of course, such disturbances

only increased the feeling of the ruling classes that the poor

must be kept down with a strong. hand, and so it happened

that, for sixteen years after the conclusion of the Great War,
263

Distress and
discontent

after the

peace.
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the Tories succeeded in preventing any important changes in

the laws. Against this repression the discontent steadily

grew, and when reforms did come, they followed one another

very quickly.

George III, whose mind was long disordered, died in 1820,

and was succeeded on the throne by his son
The first great .

reform, George lY, in whose reign came the first of

Catholic the great reforms, “Catholic Emancipation.”
Emancipation.

-tJntil this time the Roman Catholics suffered

from many disabilities, such as exclusion from the two Houses

of Parliament. When Ireland was joined to England, it had

been Pitt’s intention to remove the chief grievances of the

Catholics, but this proposal so shocked the strongly Protestant

George III, that it helped to drive him out of his mind, and,

until the old king was dead, the subject was allowed to rest.

George lY took an equally narrow view. He was as unwise

a king as George III, and a far worse man. His personal

objections to Catholic Emancipation did not count for very

much, but on this point many of his subjects shared his views,

and nothing was done till Ireland, oppressed by the severe

laws against Roman Catholics, was on the verge of rebellion.

At the time the Duke of Wellington was Prime Minister,

_. . . _ and Sir Robert Peel, leader of the House of
The winmng of

full religious Commons. Though they had hitherto opposed
liberty. Catholic Emancipation, they decided at last that

it had become necessary. Rut the opposition was very bitter.

When the Duke of Wellington told the House of Lords that

they must pass the Bill or prepare for civil war, the famous

Lord Eldon replied that “if a Roman Catholic were ever

admitted to the legislature, the sun of Great Britain was

set for ever.” This view did not prevail
;
both Houses of

Parliament passed the Bill, and the king, who was little

respected and dared not, like his father, take a stubborn

stand, unwillingly gave his assent. Pull religious liberty,

long desired in England, was at last secured by this Bill.
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When George IV died, little regretted, in 1830, he was

succeeded hy his bluff, but rather foolish, sailor

Reform Bill. brother, William IV It was under him that

the great Reform Bill was passed. Before this time compara-

tively few of the people in Britain had any vote for members

of Parliament. In spite of the large population in the great

towns which had grown up, these sent no member to Parliament,

The Old Houses of Parliament in London in which sat the Unreformed

Parliament. They were destroyed later by fire.

while almost deserted villages sent in some cases two members.

Though change was obviously necessary, it was long fiercely

opposed, for it would take the chief power in England out of

the hands of those who had held it, and give it to the middle

classes, and in the end to the lower classes.
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Early in the reign of William IV a new Parliament was

^ ,
elected, and now there was at last a maiority

for the in favour of a proposed Reform Bill, which gave
Reform Bill. many new places members in proportion to

their population, and took them away from the decayed

villages. Though the House of Commons passed the Bill, the

House of Lords rejected it. At this the nation was profoundly

discontented, and riots and disturbances broke out in different

parts of the country. When the clamour continued, Earl

Grey, the Prime Minister, who desired reform, advised King

William to create enough new peers favourable to the measure

to ensure a majority

for it in the House of

Lords. When William

refused to do this. Lord

Grey resigned
;
but the

country was determined

to have “the Bill, the

whole Bill, and nothing

but the Bill,” and the

king had to yield. He
recalled Grey to office,

and Lord John Russell

piloted the measure
through the House of

Commons. In the face

of an overwhelming
popular opinion, the peers gave way, and the Reform Bill

was carried in 1832.

At once, with new blood in Parliament, old abuses were

The Abolition attacked with vigour. The first great reform

of Slavery. by the new House was the Emancipation of

Slaves. In England for many centuries slavery had not been

allowed; and, since 1807, British ships had been forbidden to

carry on the slave trade. But in the colonies there were
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many negro slaves, chiefly engaged in the field work which

white men cannot do in hot countries. It was argued that

to free the slaves would ruin their masters, and that it was

doubtful whether, in lands where life is easily supported, the

negroes would work at all, unless forced as slaves to do so.

But the feeling against slavery was overwhelming, and the

first reformed Parliament proceeded at once in 1833 to put an

end to slavery throughout the British Empire. It voted a

large sum of money to the slave-owners whose property was

thus taken, and the readiness of the country to tax itself,

that it might put an end to cruelty and injustice to black men

in distant parts of the empire, is a thing to which British

people may look back with pride.

Nearer home were evils as great as slavery. In the

The Factory factories, which had grown up under the nev/

Act. industrial methods, thousands of children were

being worked so hard that their poor little bodies were

starved and deformed, their lives were shortened, or, if they

lived to grow up, they were sickly and feeble. Wages were

so low that, in order to live, the poor people were almost

obliged to let their children work in the factories, and of

course their education was wholly neglected. The Reformed

Parliament made itself the protector of the children. In

1833, it passed the first important Factory Act. This pro-

vided that no children, under nine years of age, should be

employed in factories
;
that no children under thirteen might

work for more than eight hours a day
;
and that boys and

girls over thirteen and under eighteen might not work for more

than twelve hours a day, or sixty-nine hour<^ a week. These

hours of work were still far too severe, but a beginning had

been made and, since this law was passed, there have been

other Factory Acts, reducing still further the work of women
and children, and ensuring that their toil shall be less

unhealthy and harmful. Similar protective laws have been

passed for the men who work in mines, and those who pursue
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what are called “ dangerous trades.” Few can doubt that

England is a better, liapj^ier, and richer country than she

would have been if these laws for the protection of those,

obliged to earn their living amid hard conditions, had never

been passed.

Although, from an early time, Scotland had made provision

for national education, the older England

ofanatio^^^ wholly neglected it. But the first Reformed

system of Parliament took a step forward in this, as in
Education.

many other matters. In the first year of its

existence, it voted twenty thousand pounds towards the

education of the poor. A little later, a separate Education

Department was created, and then the grant was slightly

increased. It continued to grow year by year, and at the

present day Parliament votes yearly about five hundred times

this amount, some ,£10,000,000, for education. In addition,

large sums are raised by local authorities for the same purpose.

But to the first Reformed Parliament must be given the

credit of having taken the first step in the right direction.

The next great reform was a new Poor Law. It is one of

The need of a most striking contrasts between an old

new Poor Law- land and the countries of the new world that

in England the support of the poor is a very heavy tax on the

public funds. For hundreds of years, governments in England

have been perplexed by the problem of keeping the poor from

starving. In 1796, during the great distress of the long war

with France, a new plan had been tried. To enable the poor

to tide over a distressful era, a system of money payments was

provided from the local taxes for those whose wages were too

low to make decent living possible. The amount of money

given was made to depend partly on the wages a man earned,

and partly on the size of his family. The plan worked badly.

Since the more children there were, the larger the claim on

the rates, the law encouraged improvident people to marry

and bring children into the world whom they could not
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support. Moreover, since a man whose wages were low

secured state help, bad workmen fared, in the end, just as well

in regaid to money as good ones, and the system tended to

encourage the idle and inefficient to remain so. While the

poor were themselves degraded by the system, the poor tax

soon grew intolerable, and ruin or change was inevitable.

The new Poor Law, passed in 1834, stopped payments of

The new money to all but a few, and compelled able-

Poor Law. bodied men, who could not support themselves,

to go into a workhouse. They disliked this, and thus they

had a new motive to work. Great improvements were also

made in giving relief. Parishes were united into “ Unions,”

and a separate branch of the Government, called the “Poor

Law Board,” was formed, to see that the officers of the law

did their work properly. Almost immediately a great improve-

ment was visible. Within five years, the amount of money

spent by the country on the relief of the poor was reduced by

nearly one-half, and the smaller sum did more real good than

the larger sum had done before But, of course, the change

caused hardship and dissatisfaction to many, until the new

plan took root. For this, and other causes, the Reformed

Parliament became unpopular, and the feverish energy for

change soon slackened.

When William lY died in 1837, he was succeeded by his

The Crimean niece, Victoria, whose long reign saw momentous
War. changes in England. One of the most cherished

hopes of the time v^as that war should soon cease. In 1851

there was held in England a great Exhibition, which Victoria’s

husband. Prince Albert, fondly imagined would show that,

henceforth, the nations would contend chiefly in the peaceful

rivalries of industry and commerce. This was not to be.

Perhaps war will never cease. At any rate, a long era of war

broke out very shortly after the great Exhibition. In 1854,

to defend Turkey from aggressions, France and Great Britain

declared war on Russia. The chief scene of the war was in
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the Crimea, on the Black Sea, where the great fortress of

Sebastopol was for more than a year besieged by the allies.

After terrific bloodshed it fell, and when peace was made at

Paris in 1856, Russia was for a time checked.

Just at this time Britain found herself face to face with an

The Indian appalling calamity. In 1857 there broke out

Mutiny. in India a bloody mutiny, chiefly of the Sepoy

soldiers. At Cawnpore there was a harrowing massacre of

English men, women and children. But the British power

soon rallied, and by the end of 1857, after heroic efibrts,

the mutiny was under control. The era of war which so

profoundly affected Britain was felt too by other states.

France, Austria, Germany, Italy, Russia and the United

States were each involved in sanguinary contests that made

the quarter of a century after the Crimean War an era as

momentous in regard to war as had been the time of the great

struggle with Napoleon. Yet it is interesting to note that

since Napoleon’s time, Britain and France, rivals for so many
centuries, have not drawn the sword against each other.

The strife of parties was still acute after Victoria’s accession,

and they soon began to take the names ‘
‘ Liberal ”

The Chartists.
“Conservative.” None of the leaders of

the two great parties desired further changes, and both parties

were alarmed at the demands of the Chartists, later to become
“ Radicals,” who proclaimed a “ People’s Charter,” demanding

the election of a fresh Parliament every year, and, for every male

adult, the right to vote. The vote, too, was to be secret, by

ballot. The upper and middle classes opposed these changes.

They felt that if every man had a vote, the poor, who were

the most numerous, would arrange everything their own way

;

and that, if a fresh Parliament were elected every year, there

would be too frequent changes in the policy of the nation.

It happened, therefore, that many, who had supported the

first Reform Bill, drew back from proposals for further

change.
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Yefc, one by one, often after strong agitation, changes came.

The Penny Even so universal a benefit as the Penny Post

Post. was long opposed. Before it was adopted in

1839, letters were paid for on delivery, and the charge made

depended on the distance the letter had travelled. To send a

letter from London to Birmingham cost ninepence, but if it

went to the north of Scotland the postage was one shilling

and eightpence. The smallest enclosure doubled the cost of

the letter, and the postmen had to wait at every door to

receive the postage. On the poor the cost of postage was a

heavy burden, and, in spite of the high charges, the old system

was ineffective. Rowland Hill, who had most to do with

bringing about Penny Postage, pointed out the time and

saving of labour, and the larger revenues, that would come

from a single small charge on all letters paid beforehand,

without regard to the distance to be covered, and he suggested

that letters should be posted ‘‘in little bags called envelopes,”

upon which the penny stamp should be printed. At first

the Penny Post was so badly managed that it was not entirely

successful, but, year by year, the system was improved until

now, in addition to other benefits, it has become the source of

a large national i-evenue.

The Price of Bread had become by 1845 the most engross-

ing topic in England. At the close of the

Napoleonic War, Parliament had put a heavy

tax on foreign wheat. This was done to help the land-owners

who then controlled the state
;

if the price of wheat was high,

the rents of the land which produced it would also be high.

Of course the high price of wheat made the cost of bread

greater, and in the end the burden on the poor became in-

tolerable. The landed class declared that, without the tax

on foreign grain, prices in England would fall so low that

agriculture would become impossible. But there were other

than the landed interests to be considered. Britain was a

great manufacturing country, and the high price of food made

The Corn Laws.
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it necessary for the manufacturers to pay wages which, they

declared, destroyed their profits. On their side they had the

Innig'ry poor, ami a long and bitter agitation was carried on.

Sir Robert Peel.

Ilichard Cobden, John Bright, and others, set to work to

educate the country, and they soon had it aroused. Though

in 1 839 the leader of the Libera] narty described the repeal
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of the Corn Laws as “ the wildest and maddest scheme that

ever entered into the imagination of man to conceive,” eight

years later, not only the Liberals, hut also Sir Robert Peel,

the leader of the Conservatives, had been converted to

different views, and that chiefly by “ the unadorned eloquence

of Richard Cobden.”

Peel had the honesty and the courage not to be ashamed

Peel's aboutlon
his change of opinion. He fought side by

of the Corn side with his old enemies, and faced the anger
Laws. friends. He himself proposed the

change which he had so long resisted, and in 1846 he carried

the Bill for the Repeal of the Corn Laws. His old party

soon helped to drive him from power, but for that he cared

little. It may be,” he said, in the last speech he made as

Prime Minister, “ that I shall leave a name sometimes re-

membered with expressions of goodwill in the abodes of those

whose lot it is to labour, and to earn their daily bread by the

sweat of their brow, when they shall recruit their strength

with abundant and untaxed food, the sweeter because it is no

longer leavened by a sense of injustice.”

The Repeal of the Corn Laws was part of a still larger

The adoption problem—the question of Free Trade. For
of Free Trade, generations it had been Britain’s policy to

encourage home industry by putting a tax on foreign goods

entering the country. Free Traders hold that while such

taxes benefit some industries they increase, by artificial means,

the cost of production, and that the advantage which

they bring is really less than their cost. Early in the reign

of George IV, Britain had begun slowly to move in the direc-

tion of Free Trade. The duties on wool and silk, for instance,

were greatly reduced. Peel persuaded Parliament to repeal

or reduce the taxes on seven hundred and fifty different kinds

of foreign goods. Then came the Repeal of the Corn Laws,

followed within five years by the death of Peel. But he had

trained a disciple who carried forward his work
;
and, under
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the influence of Mr. Gladstone, Britain thoroughly adopted

the policy of no taxes to protect or favour her own manu-

factures. The change was followed by an enormous expansion

Lord Palmerston.

of British trade. But Britain’s adoption of Free Trade was

not followed by other States. Foreign countries, and even

Ibitish colonies, not 'only maintain high tariffs against British
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goods
;
they invade the British market with their own pro-

ducts, and the plea was in time raised that it is unfair to keep

Britain’s door wide open, while those she seeks to enter for

trade are rigorously closed to her. But the masses of the

British population still cling to Free Trade, as ensuring that

food and other necessary commodities shall remain cheap.

The Crimean War, which happened to follow close upon the

Further adoption of Free Trade, brought to the front.

Reform Bills. as Prime Minister, Lord Palmerston, a man
more interested in foreign than in home affairs. But the

people were learning to think on political questions. The

removal of a tax on paper did much to make books and news-

papers cheap
;
interest in politics was thus spread among the

classes, still without a vote, and when Lord Palmerston, who
had blocked the way to change, died, it was clear that there

must be another Reform Bill to carry still farther the move-

ment begun in 1832. A Bill introduced by the Liberals did

not pass, but the Conservatives, under Mr. Disraeli, carried

a far more liberal Reform Bill. All male householders in

towns, and many even who were only lodgers, were now given

votes, and, once more, members were taken from small places

and given to large towns and populous counties. In 1884,

under the strenuous leadership of Mr. Gladstone, by a further

change, votes were given to the great mass of the rural

labourers, a class that in earlier times had never dreamed of

having a share in political life.

As in 1832, so in 1867, the passing of a Reform Bill was

Irish
followed by other measures of progress. The

Church; working classes were now in a position to
Home Rule. obtain whatever changes the larger number of

them could agree to demand, and it is interesting to notice

that the first task of the newly-reformed Parliament was to

remove some of the hardships of Irishmen. The Protestant

Church of Ireland, to which belonged only a small minority

of the Irish people, was attacked by the Liberals under
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Mr. Gladstone, and, in 1867, ceased to be the State Church.

This change was quickly followed by attempts to improve the

condition of those who rent land in that country. Successive

Bills have gradually improved the position of the Irish

peasantry. But each improvement has been made only a

The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone.

stepping-stone to further changes desired by the masses of

the people, and now for a great many years the Tilsh have

strenuously demanded Home Rule, which means a revived

Parliament for Ireland, to control her own local affairs.
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Though something had been done after the Reform Bill

„ , passed, it was not until 1870 that England
Compulsory ^ ®

elementary
education.

The Ballot Bill.

really grappled with the whole problem of

educating the children of the people. In that

year, however, the Elementary Education Act was passed,

under which the nation undertook to provide sufficient schools

for the children of all classes, and insisted that the children

should attend them. School Boards and Board Schools thus

came into existence.

Ever since the days of “the People’s Charter ” the right to

vote secretly had been demanded, and at last

the right was won. The Ballot Bill provided

that votes should, in future, be cast on unsigned voting papers.

Hitherto all voting for members of Parliament had been done

openly, and voters, opposing their employers, sometimes suffered

at their hands. It was hoped that, by a method of secret

voting, the poor, in particular, would be freer to vote according

to their real wishes, and also that bribery would be decreased,

since under the ballot system any one buying a vote would

have no means of knowing whether the person bribed had

really carried out the bargain.

.

In recent years the establishment of County Councils and

f Parish Councils has increased the right of the
Extension of ®

local self- people in England to manage their own affairs,

government.
1835, after the great Reform Bill, the

system of local governments for the cities and towns was

greatly improved. But London was not included in this plan,

and the rural districts had little control of their own affairs.

It was not till 1888 tha.t a proper system was adopted for the

Local Government of London and of the counties, and yet

another six years passed before separate Councils for separate

parishes were established. The British people now have the

management of their affairs, national and local, in their own
hands. It remains for them to use their power wisely.
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Dates of the Great Reforms
A.D.

1829. Catholic Emancipation.

1832. The Great Reform Bill.

1833. The Emancipation of Slaves.

The First important Factory Act.

Twenty thousand pounds voted by Parliament for Education.

1834. The New Poor Law.

1835. Local Government Reform for Boroughs.

1839. Penny Post established.

1846. Corn Laws repealed.

1867. Mr. Disraeli’s Reform Bill.

1869. The Church of Ireland ceases to be a State Churcb.

1870. The Elementary Education Act.

1872. The Ballot Bill.

1884. Mr. Gladstone’s Reform Bill.

1889. Count}^ Councils established.

1894. Parish Councils established.
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Seymour. Lady Jane, 139
Shakespeare, 157

Sheriffmuir, Battle of, 207
Ship-money, 157
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Shrewsbury, Battle of, 106
Simnel, Lambert, 130
Slaves, Emancipation of, 266, 267
Society of United Irishmen, 237
Somerset, Duke of, 140, 141

“South Sea Bubble” the, 208
Spain, James I’s war with, 164 ;

Cromwell’s war with, 180

;

George I’s war with, 211
Spanish Succession, War of the,

197, 20

J

Spinning-jenny, the, 254
Stamford Bridge, Battle of, 54
Stamp Act, 227
Standard, Battle of the, 66
Stanley, Lord, 123-125
Steam-engines, 255, 256
Steam -ships, 258, 259
Stephen, 66, 67
Stephenson, George, 260
Stoke-on-Trent, Battle at, 130
Strafford, Thomas Wentworth,

Earl of, 168, 170
Straw, Jack. 101

Strongbow, 73
Suetonius Paulinus, 14

Suraj-ud-Dowlah, 225
Swegen, “Fork-beard,” 46, 47

Tallard, Marshal, 202
“Test Act,” the, 187
Tewkesbury, Battle of, 119
Thirty Years’ War, 163
Toleration Act, 198
Tollendal, Count Lally, 225
Tonnage and Poundage dispute
between Charles I and House of

Commons, 166, 167
Tostig, Earl of Northumbria, 52-51

Tower of London, 60
Towns, growth of freedom in, 91 ,92

Towton, Battle of. 117, 118
Trafalgar Bay, Battle of, 243
Triennial Bill, 207
Troyes, Treaty of. 111

Tyrell, Sir James, 122

Union, Act of, 203, 204
Utrecht, Peace of, 203, 220

Versailles, Treaty of, 229
Victoria, 270

Villiers, George, Duke of Buck-
ingham, 161-163, 165

Virginia, Colony of, 157, 164, 220
Vittoria, Battle of, 246

Wakefield, Battle of, 115
Wales, conquered by Edward I,

85
Wallace, William, 88
Walpole, Sir Robert, Earl of

Orford, 208-210
Wan dewash. Battle of, 225
Warbeck, Perkin, 130, 131
Warwick, Guy, Earl of, 90
Warwick, the “King-maker,” 117-

119
Washington, George, 221, 229
Waste Lands Bill, 258
Wat the Tyler, 101
Waterloo, Battle of, 247
Watt, James, 255, 256
Wedgwood, Josiah, 253
Wei-hai-wei, 233
Wellington, Sir Arthur Wellesle}^
Duke of, as a soldier, 243-245

;

Prime Minister, 264
Wesley, Charles, 213
Wesley, John,'213, 214
Wessex, kingdom of, founded,

22, 23
“Whigs and Tories,” name first

used, 18S
Whitfield, George, 213, 214
Wilfrid, Bishop, 31
William I, 52, 53, 54, 59-62
William II, 63
William III, 187, 192, 194-198
William IV, 265-270
William of Malmesbury, 67
Winchester sacked by the Danes,

39
Wolfe, General, 222, 223
Wolsey, Thomas, Cardinal, 134-

136
Worcester, Battle of, 178
Wyatt, Sir Thomas, 145
Wycliffe, John, 99, 100

Y'ork, Richard, Duke of, 114, 115
York, James, Duke of, 187, 188
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